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Preface 
THE THESIS 
,s._,," "'"" r-:;~ of Con -tE.n ts, 
Teachers are very concerned about the status of 
their occupation. This is evident from the opinions 
of teachers expressed in Teachers' Journals and in 
educational literature. Teachers believe their occupa-
tion has a lov; status and that it ought to be higher. 
The opinions held by teachers about the status of their 
occupation generally agree ~Qth the opinions held by 
various 'publics' in tests designed to measure the relative 
status of occupations. The tests reveal there is general 
agreement in placing occupations in such a scale, vJith 
the professions and higher business occupations at the 
top, the skilled trades and tec:b .. nical occupations in the 
middle group, and the semi-skilled and unskilled occupations 
on the lovrest ranking. In respect of individuals in these 
occupations, the doctor has the highest rating, followed 
by the solicitor, the clergyman, the engineer and 
architect. Teachers come lover dovm on the scale, although 
the secondary school teacher appears higher on the li.st 
(ii) 
than the primary teacher. 
Teachers' ideas about the prestige rating of their 
occupation are fixed on the status of professions, 
particularly of medicine and lav1. Teachers >vant their 
occupation to be recognised as a profession because they 
believe that such recognition ~<rould result in individual 
teachers improving their social status, their position 
in society vis-a-vis other individuals. (Chapter One) 
Teachers, hov1ever, are most confused and inconsistent 
in their statements about the status of teaching. Some 
maintain teaching is a profession but it lacks public 
recognition of tl1is fact; others maintain teaching is 
not yet a profession but it is making progress tovmrds 
that status. Much of the confusion stems from the fact 
that teachers have no clear picture of a profession. 
Previous studies on the characterj.stics of professions 
in England are reviei'red, (Chapter T\vo). There have been 
no similar studies of the professions in Australia. Thus 
it is difficult to ascertain what is meant by a profession 
in Austre.lia and >Thich occupations are so regarded. It is 
safe to assume that the older professions of medicine and 
law are so regarded and possibly occupations such as 
(iii) 
architecture and dentistry. As there is fairly general 
agreement on the fields cvhich mark off the professions 
as an occupational group, these must be used as a basis 
to build up a model of a profession 1n Australia, (Chapter 
Two). 
The tra1ning requirements for occupations of a 
professional type are analysed, and certain general 
conclusions dra~m regarding the duration and location of 
training, the content of the cot~se, and the overall 
control and administration of the training, (pp-56-57). 
Professional associations, such as the British 
Nedical Association, the Lavr Societies, the Institute of 
Architects and so on, are examined in regard to their 
legal status, their constitution and membership, their 
aims and objectives, their activities and their methods. 
From this analysis some general conclusions are dravm 
regarding professional associations, (65-67). 
Codes of Ethics, lvhich are acknoHledged as character-
istic of professions, are examined. The origin and 
purpose of the Code is discussed. The part played by 
the professional association and by the statutory 
cornuittee in regulating the conduct of members is analysed. 
(iv) 
From this, the main principles underlying professional 
conduct are determined and ,; tated, (pp .84-85). 
The incomes earned by professional groups are 
analysed, using, in the first instance, the Reports of 
the Taxation Commissioner. Differences between the 
incomes of employed and self-employed professionals are 
noted. Other evidence relating to the incomes of 
professional people is examined, (Public Service Salaries, 
Reports of University Appointments Boards, etc.). Some 
general conclusions about professional incomes are 
dra-vm, (pp.96-97). 
The size of professional groups and their distribu-
tion >vithin one State, Queensland, are noted. The 
pattern of the professional life is indicated. The 
relationship between the size and distribution of the 
group and certain aspects of professional status is 
discussed, (pp.97-109). 
Teaching is then measured against tl1e professional 
model. Teacher training is examined and measured against 
professional training, (Chapter Three). Differences are 
noted and stated, (pp.l37-151). Teachers' 
Unions are considered as professional associations 
• 
(v) 
(Chapter Four), and the differences observed and 
stated, (pp.l96-201). The Teachers' Code of Conduct 
is exam;ned, (Chapter Five), and the differences betvreen 
this and the Code of Ethics of a profession are set 
dmm, (pp .226-239). Teachers 1 Incomes are compared 
vri th the incomes of profes0ional people, (Chapter Six), 
and the difference observed and measured. The size of 
the teaching group and the dispersion of teachers are 
considered, (Chapter Seven). The effects of these two 
factors in producing an occupational pattern different 
from that of the professions are analysed. 
From the diffc;rences '<Thich have been observed 
betvmen teaching and the professional model it is 
possible to analyse the problem of teachers' status 
more closely, (Chapter Eight). The first argwnent 
advanced by teachers, that their occupai;ion is 1 an 
avocation having all the requisites and hallmarks of a 
profession', is clearly false. The second statement 
that teaching is making progress to':Tards the position 
of medj_cine and laVJ is examined, and it is found that 
':rhatever progress there is, is very uneven and very 
(vi) 
slm;r. Overall, this claim is not convincing. This 
leads to the discussion of the third statement about 
the status of teaching, that•there are no insuperable 
impediments to its continued advance tm·rards a professional 
goal'. 
It is apparent that there are factors vrhich tend 
to make the development of teaching touards the 
professional model much more difficult than is the case 
uith other occupations. Teachers are all employees, and 
in rendering the service of education, they must be 
employees, ;;rhereas professional groups are mainly self-
employed. Employee status for teachers produces conditions 
c•rhich make the group unlike the professional model. 
Total employee status is a disability for teachers 
in their a·t;tempts to be like the professional l:lodel; 
moreover, the State is the largest employer of teachers, 
and in fact virtually the only employer. The State is 
also the training authority. The State is also committed 
to providing a free and compulsory system of education. 
The largeness of this activity produces problems of 
finance and recruitment. l'Tnen such problems arise 
(vii) 
the State solves them by diluting the teaching group, 
and by lov;ering standards, and by keeping dmm costs 
(particularly bf teachers 1 salaries i·rhich constitute 
the greater part of educattonal expenditure). Even 
though the service of education is already extensive, 
costly and expanding, teachers believe that, before 
teachinG 'rill become a profession, certain reforms >rill 
have to be introduced to improve the service. These are 
analysed in terms of extra costs and of additional 
teachers required. The probability of adequate finance 
beinr; available and of recruiting sufficient numbers 
viith high intelligence are discussed. 
The first set of conclusions are set fort!1. at this 
stage. Teaching is not a profession such as medicine 
and la1·r, it is not making much progress to1·rards professional 
status of this kind, and there are limiting factors of 
such magnitude that it is extremely unlikely teachine 
coclid ever become a profession like these occupations. 
It is pointed out, hovever, that the comparison so 
far has been beh1een teaching and a model based mainly 
on the older ackno>vledged professions of medicine and law. 
(viii) 
AlthoUGh there are reasons Hhy teaching could never 
become a profession lil<e tllese occupations, it is 
i~portant to note that this professional model is 
itself in process of change. Hedicine and lav1 are 
examined to discover the changes uhich are taking 
place. It is possible to see in these changes the 
outlines of a ne111 professional model. Hembers vrill 
be hj_ghly specialised in function and subject to a 
long course of training at a university; some, but 
not all, viill be salaried employees of the State and 
of private organisations; the average income vrill be 
lovrer and the margin of the professional group over 
other occupational groups vrill be less; the ethical 
code ivill become less important as members accept 
employee status; the professional association v1ill be 
concerned vri th economic as i'relJ. as professional 
problems; the profession uill be more dependent on the 
State for fino.ncial assistance in training and for 
making the service available at a reasonable cost to 
greater members in the co=unity; the State 11Jill 
accmire closer control over certain asnects related to 
- . 
the provision of the professional service,probably by 
(ix) 
having government nominees on the present governing 
bodies of the professions. 
l>l though there are seemingly impassible barriers 
for teachers in their attE)mpts to be like the old style 
professional model, teaching and the professions could 
well come together in the form of this new nrofessional 
model. 
Teaching is therefore re-examined and any changes 
1·rhich might take it towards this nevr model are observed. 
Some, but not all, of the teachint; group, may well advance 
to1·1ards thee status of a profession. Advance.Jlent ivill 
necessitate progress in all aspects of the occt~ation 
reviev1ed in this study. As teaching acquires the 
characteristics of the nevJ model it 11ill automatically 
reduce the gap in prestige bet;·reen it and the professions 
and consequently teachers as individuals may expect their 
social status to be closer to t.l'iat of doctors and lavqers. 
Professional status is much more involved than the 
comments tn Teachers• Journals 1vould seem to indicate. 
It has proved a will-o 1 -the-vrisp for teachers because 
the old model has been unattatnable, yet it is only by 
striving to be like such a model that teachGrs may meet 
the professions in a ne11 place which will be determined 
by the forces of soci<il cll<!n~e. .. '. 
oduca 
(l) 
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perceptible among teachers in all Australian States, 
whether they are employed by the State or by private 
organisations. There is also evidence that teachers 
in other countries are concerned with the same problem. 
Evidence from Australian Sources 
The New South Wales Teachers' Federation maintains 
strongly that teaching is a profession, therefore it 
should have working conditions befitting such status. 
Much of the work of the Federation consists in dealing 
with the Public Service Board and the Department of Educa-
tion in an endeavour to secure better working conditions 
for teachers. The argument is that these objective signs 
(2) 
will bring professional recognition to the occupation. 
There are frequent references to teachers' status 
in the Journal of the Victorian Teachers' Union, and the 
(2) 1 The work of the teacher is second to none in national 
importance, and it is essential that the teacher's 
status and conditions be at least comparable with those 
of other professional workers. Present teaching condi-
tions are such that the teacher is subjected to illiberal 
treatment and irksome restrictions, while his energies 
are dissipated in the performance of innumerable 
extraneous duties. 1 
Hanqb9ok of the New South Wales Teachers' Federation, p.19. 
c.f. M.S. Brown, 'Towards a Professional Status', 
The Forum of Education, (Sydney Teachers' College) 
Vo~To:r;-August 1944, pp.2-9. 
3 
recent emphasis has been on the ca~paign for higher 
(3) 
salaries as an indicator of status. It is argued 
that teachers' salaries are low and that this in itself 
is an indication of the low regard for teaching which is 
held by the community. The Teachers' Union believes that 
higher salaries will mean higher status, leading eventually 
to recognition as a professional body. 
The Reports of the AlLUUal Conferences of the Queensland 
Teachers' Union contain references to many discussions on 
the low status of teaching. 
is much agitation for better 
professions are loolced up to 
As in New South Wales there 
working conditions and the 
(If) 
as a model for comparison. 
Hence it is considered unprofessional for a teacher to be 
involved in raising money for State schools, handing out 
free milk to pupils and collecting pupils' money through 
the school banking system. 
The Teachers' Journal in South Australia provides 
further evidence that teachers are concerned about the 
status of their occupation and that their concern centres 
(3) 
(If) 
Editorial : Recognition for Teachers. 
The_Teac~rs' Jo~, (Victoria) Vol.XXXIV, No.J,p.l31. 
1 If we are to a«hieve professional status we need 
reminding now and again that the professions are 
based on idealism ••••••••..• • 
Queensland Teachers' Journsl, Vol.LVIII, No.4, May 1953, 
p.5. 
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(7) 
The Australian Teachers' Federation 
In its policy,this organisation has included matters 
relating to the training, qualifications and salaries of 
State teachers. The 1952 Annual Conference decided to 
campaign for 'adequate professional salaries' on an 
Australia-wide basis, believing that increased salaries 
would raise the status of teaching to professional levels. 
The Conference also advocated an Australian Teachers' 
Certificate which it believed would help to set a minimum 
standard of qualification on a uniform basis throughout 
Australia. This would raise the status of the occupation 
to that of a profession. 
The Agstrali~n Council for Educational Research 
A considered opinion on this problem of teacher-
status comes from an authority on Australian education, 
Dr. K.S. Cunningham, until his retirement in 1954,the 
Director of the Australian Council for Educational Research. 
( 7) f the 
(For more detailed information concerning the 
Australian Teachers 1 Federation, see Chapter Four, 
post p.l52) · 
6 
Reviewing the status of teaching in the light of a profession, 
he states:-
1 In .Australia, as elsewhere, the status of teaching 
is explained largely in terms of its gradual rise 
towards the positiq~)of older professions such as 
medicine and law.• \Cl 
(9) 
Teachers in Private or Non-State Schools 
The opinion of these teachers is important, for 
though they represent only 24 per cent of the teaching 
group, they have their being in the main outside of the 
direct influence of the State, mainly in the service of 
various religious bodies. Even so, they cannot remain 
uninfluenced by the status of teachers employed by the 
State. These teachers in the Non-State schools are just 
as much concerned with their status as those teachers in 
the Public Service. For those in the Roman Catholic 
system, however, membership of the Teaching Order and the 
status it implies may be more important to them than any 
feeling of membership of the teaching group as a whole. 
Hence they do not appear as outwardly conscious of the 
status problem as are the State school teachers. Non-
State teachers have formed their own associations in each 
(8) 
(9) 
Cunningham, K.s., 'The Status of the Teacher', 
Education New§. (Commomrealth Office of Education) 
Vol.3, No.2, 1951, p.4. 
For an explanation of this terminology, post P·22 • 
. 7 
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8 
The aims of The NationaJ Union of Teachers, the largest 
and the most powerful of teachers' associations in England, 
have been summarized briefly as follows:-
1Since its inception in 1870, the basic objectives 
of Union policy have been to secure improvements 
in education and to achieye ~ higher status for 
the teaching profession.•\13J 
Canada 
In this country there has been a general exodus of 
teachers from the occupation, particularly in rural areas. 
There is now an awareness that teaching can only compete 
with professional occupations in times of general unemploy-
ment. It is maintained by teachers• associations in this 
country, that the low status of teaching at other times can 
only be overcome by more adequate remuneration, greater 
security of tenure and freer consultation with teachers on 
matters of educational policy. The professions are always 
looked up to as a model for teaching, and attempts have been 
made to rate teaching as a profession according to a rating (14) 
scale. 
(13) 
(14) 
The National Union of Teachers. Memorandum for Members 
of the Profession Serving in Grammar schools, p.!. 
'The Status of the Teaching Profession', Canadian 
Education, Vol.V, No.1, December 194~. 
See also Educational Year Book 1944, International 
Institute of Teachers• College, Columbia University, 
PP• 36-51. 
9 
The United States of America 
The decrease in enrolments at Teachers' Colleges, 
combined with the resignations of so many teachers, is 
regarded as the direct result of the low status of (15) 
teaching. Benjamin Fine paints a gloomy picture of 
the breakdown in teacher recruitment. 1 :Many feel as 
though they were committing hara-kiri by becoming teachers', 
he says. 
That the status of teaching is a major problem has 
been recognised by the National Educatign Association 
gf !merica, which has conducted a number of 
studies into the status of teaching in that 
detailed (16) 
country. 
The emphasis has been on the legal status of the occupation, 
the argument being that matters of salary, tenure and 
working conditions, which ;.rill eventually determine 
professional status, must have a legal basis. 
It is extremely difficult to locate any objective 
reports of the status of the teacher in the U.S.S.R. 
(15) Fine, Benjamin, 'Our Children are Cheated'. H.Holt & Co. 
N.Y. 1947. - ·-
(16) National Education Association. Research Bu1Jetins. 
(i)Btatutory Status of Six Professions' ,Vol.XVI,No.4,1938. (ii)'The Status of the Teaching Profession•.Vol.XVIII, 
No.2, 1940. (iii) 1 The Legal Status of the Public School Teacher', 
Vol.XXV, No.2, 1947. 
10 
According to the Soviet reports, there is no problem of 
teacher-status. In discussing the educational system 
of the U.s.s.R., Medynsky states:-
'The school teacher is an important and honored 
figure in the land of the Soviets ••••• He is 
regarded as a key factor in the entire system of 
public education, as one who fulfils an important 
function in the socialist state ••••••• Over 100,000 
teachers have been decorated with Government 
orders and medals •••••••• Soviet schoolteachers 
receive the same remuneratio~ as engineers and 
technicians in industry.•Cl7J 
An English author, again one scarcely objective, has this to 
say about the teaching group in the U.s.s.R.: 
'The great advantage the Soviet teacher has over 
those of any other country lies in the relationship 
between the body of teachers and other groups in 
the community, They do not have to spend the 
energies which should go to the improvement of their 
profession or the enjoyment of leisure in fighting for 
the rights of childreni or for the improvement of 
their social status.•( 8) 
A more reserved opinion comes from Dr. Hans, of the 
University of London, formerly Director of Education in 
Odessa. While he gives credit for the tremendous expansion 
of education in the U.s.s.R., which increased literacy from 
51 per cent in 1926 to 81 per cent in 1939, he maintains this 
(17) Medynsky, Yeugeny. Education in the U.S.S.R, Soviet 
News, London, 1950. 
(18) King, Beatrice. Changing Man: The Education Syst;m 
of the U.s.s.R. Victor Gollancz Ltd., London, 193 • 
Chapter XV. 'The Teaching Profession'. 
11 
was done by sacrificing the quality of the teachers in order 
I 
to get the numbers required. Teachers salaries were also 
(19) 
inadequate, according to him. 
These impressions were confirmed by Eric Ashby in a (20) 
post war study, in which he quotes Russian sources 
estimating the teacher shortage at 25,000 in 19~6-~7. 
Whether this is due to the lack of suitable personnel or to 
the status of the occupation or to some other cause is not 
stated. 
The World Organisation of the Teaching Profession 
That the problem of teacher-status has assumed a 
world wide significance is demonstrated by two recent 
events. The World Organis<e\tion of the Teaching Profession, 
which included delegates from 27 countries, took as its 
conference theme in 1952: 'Rights and Responsibilities 
of Teachers•. It was believed that these rights, when 
obtained, would help 1 to raise the status of the teaching (21) 
profession'. 
_____________ , ___________ _ 
(19) Hans, N., Comparative EdqQation, 19~9. 
See also his article 1 Education in Soviet Russia' in 
the Year Book Qf Educatign 1233, pp. 7~5-768. 
(20) Ashby, E., Scient~st in Russia, 19~6, Chapter 3, 
The Education of a Scientist. 
(21) l;forld Organisation of the Teaching Profession. 
Proceedings of the Sixth Delegate Assembly, .Tuly 1952, 
p.13. 
12 
(22) 
The Year Book of Educ~tion 1923 
This book, published in association with the University 
of London Institute of Education and the Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, N.Y., has devoted the whole of its 
195'3 volume to the social and economic status of the teacher 
in the major countries of the world. The contributors have 
been asked to write, not what ought to be thought about 
teachers, but what, in fact is. Everyvrhere the story is 
the same, with teachers struggling to raise the status of 
their occupation. 
Teachers' Views on their Status compared 
with the Opinions held by Society 
There is thus abundant evidence that teachers in all 
Western countries believe that their occupation has a low 
status and that it should be higher. Is this belief of 
teachers about their status in accord with the opinions 
held by society? Unless there is some measure of agreement 
on this point, then it may be teachers feel unnecessarily 
inferior, believing that their status is lower than, in 
fact, it is. 
Investigation of the status of occupations was 
(23) 
pioneered in 1925 by Counts, who used groups of school 
(22) 
(23) 
The Year Book of Education 1923, Evans Bros., London. 
Counts, G.s., 'The Social Status of Occupations', School 
Review, Vol.XXXIII, Jan. 1925', pp.16-27. 
13 
children to arrange lt5 occupations, including teaching, in 
the order 'most looked up to•. h~ile these results placed 
teaching fairly high on the list Counts vras impressed by 
the remarkable agreement between grtups of respondents, and 
between them and a control teacher-group. This suggested 
to him that people had a high degree of 'occupational 
insight'. 
This study was repeated in 1947 by Deeg and Paterson 
(24) 
to see what change, if any, had occurred over this period 
in peoples' opinions of occupations. The rankings of this 
test showed a very high correlation with the earlier test. 
The professions and the higher business occupations were 
still at the top, the skilled trades and technical occupa-
tions in the middle group, the semi-skilled and unskilled 
having the lowest ranking. The conclusion was drawn that 
the multiplicity of social, economic and psychological 
factors which determine the ranking of occupations must 
have continued to operate consistently. 
(25) 
Hartmann also showed that there is a definite and 
widely held hierarchy of occupations, according to the 
(24-) 
(25) 
Deeg M.E. and Paterson D.G., 'Changes in the Social 
Stafus of Occupations.? Occupations, (The Vocational 
Guidance Journal.) Vol.XXV, No.4, Jan.l947, pp.205-7. 
Hartmann, G. IV., 'The 
tive Professions•. 
1934, pp.lltlt-152. 
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have a common standard in the social grading of occupations. 
The result of the grading of thirty occupations by a 
thousand adults showed there was a 'surprisingly high 
agreement', though people were least sure about the middle 
range occupations. Teaching came well down on the list. 
(27) 
Davies made a much more detailed attaclc on the 
problem whether people do, in fact, recognize a hierarchy of 
occupations. He examined two main doubts about this. The 
first one was whether the same occupation would have the 
same ranlcing in different regions of society or whether it 
would vary with the social class of the informant. This 
doubt appeared groundless, as there was no split in the 
ranlcing whatever the 'public'. The second doubt was whether 
people found differences in the prestige of occupations in the 
•nearer reaches' to themselves more meaningful and significant 
than ones in the 'further reaches'. Davies did not get far 
with this problem. He saw the need, however, to explain such 
a hierarchy of occupations in real terms, particularly the 
possible use of a scaled ranlcing in the study of social 
mobility and in the task of defining and ascribing groups to 
social strata. In so far as teaching was concerned,he 
found there was remarkable agreement about its place in the 
hierarchy of occupations. 
(27) Supra, page 1. 
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These attempts at grading occupations were followed 
(28) 
in New Zealand by Congalton who used methods and techniques 
similar to those used by Davies. In spite of variations in 
judgment as to the social status of each of the selected 
occupations, there was a general measure of agreement 
corresponding to the hierarchy found by Davies. For example, 
the doctor, solicitor, public accountant, civil servant 
(Department Head) and Minister (Nonconformist) all ranked 
above the primary school teacher. In the rank order of all 
socio-economic groups the teacher dropped to tenth, being 
headed by additional occupations - company director, business 
manager, works manager and farmer. 
(29) 
More recent studies by Congalton and Havighurst in (36) 
New Zealand, and by Hontague and Pustilnik in America 
have refined the techr~que of measuring public opinion about 
the status of occupations, but they have not shaken the now 
well-established conclusions. 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Congalton, A.A., 'Social Grading of Occupations in New 
Zealand'. British Journal of Sociology, Vol.IV, No.1 
March 1953, pp.45-59. 
Congalton, A.A. and Havighurst, R.J., 'Status Ranking 
of Occupations in New Zealand'. Australian Journal of 
Psychology, Vo1.6, No.1, June 1954, p.lO. 
Montague, J.B. and Pustilnik, B., 'Prestige Ranking of 
Occupations in An American City with Reference to Hall's 
and Jones' Study'. The British Journal of Sociology, 
Vol.V, No.2, June 1954, p.l54. 
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The only work done on tne grading of occupations in 
Australia appears to be a small exercise by the students 
of the Sydney Teachers' College and a recent study in 
Western Australia. 
(31) 
The former, by Bassett was an attempt to 
discover what was society's evaluation of teaching 
compared with eleven other occupations, including some 
professions. The method employed was that of paired 
comparisons, and students were asked to underline the 
occupation wluch ~ the more highly regarded in general, not 
the one which ought to be. Three groups completed this 
task : (a) 200 students training as primary teachers, 
(b) 50 graduate students training to be high school teachers, 
(c) 100 members of the Workers' Education Association 
classes, representing a variety of occupations. Their 
results are best observed in the graph • (Figure 1) 
In the first place there is a significant difference 
between primary and secondary teachers in the social scale, 
although it should be observed that the gap is larger when 
seen through the eyes of the graduate students. In the 
second place high school teachers believed their status was 
much lower than did the other two groups. All three groups 
(31) Bassett, G.W., •student Estimates of the Social Status of 
Teaching', The !orgm of Education, Vol.V, No.2, 
Nov. 19!i-6, pp. 6 -7.0. 
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Figure 1 
BASSETT'S STUDY 
(Results shown graphically) 
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agreed that the doctor, dentist, solicitor, Anglican 
Minister, engineer and architect rate higher than the high 
school teacher. The graduates also placed the bank orficer 
higher than themselves. There was some difference of opinion 
about the primary school teacher. They themselves believed 
that only bank orficers and veterinary practitioners stood 
between them and high school teachers, while nurses, 
policemen and clerical office assistants were below them. 
The graduates, on the other hand, rated nurses and policemen 
above the primary teacher, while the ~vorkers 1 Education group 
placed nurses on a higher level but policemen on the same 
rung as primary teachers. 
(32) 
Taft's study in Western Australia gives additional 
evidence in support or the conclusion reached by Davies that 
'in broad terms, the consensus typically reported supports 
the use of a model or a single public'. The school teacher, 
as in Hall and Jones's study, rollows the doctor, engineer 
and clergyman. Taft went rurther and tried to rind out why 
people assigned occupations to certain positions in the 
hierarchy. The factors most frequently assigned to 
(32) Taft, R. 'The Social Grading of Occupations in Australia', 
The British Jo~nal of Sociology, Vol.IV, No.2, June 
1953, pp.lBl-1 7. 
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occupations with high prestige were,importance to 
community, use of education and interesting work, while lovr 
prestige values were working for others, little intelligence 
required and uninteresting work. 
Conclusion 
Teachers' views and the views of the public as to the 
status of teaching. 
There is thus plenty of evidence that various 'publics' 
agree in placing teachers well dow~ the list of occupations 
rated on social status. Teachers are aware of this, so 
their belief about their position is fairly accurate, though, 
if anything they are inclined to place themselves lower on 
the scale than they really are. Even allowing for some 
doubt as to the reliability of the various publics and the 
(33) 
methods of measuring their opinions , teachers must face 
(33) a. Nany studies appear to have used 'publics' bearing 
some close relationship to teachers, e.g. students, 
university personnel. A recent attempt was made to 
measure public attitudes tm,rards teaching by sampling 
the registered voters of a small community and the 
results were slightly more favourable to teaching. 
Terrien, F.W., 'Who Thinks ~vhat About Educators?' 
The ~er~can Journal of Sociology, Vol.LIX, No.2,1953, 
pp.1 0-1 8. 
b. Asch showed that rankings could be modified by 
producing authoritative background information and 
by placing bogus I.Q's before some occupations. 
Asch, Block and Hertzman, 'Studies in the Principles 
of Judgments and Attitudes, 1 1 , Journal of Psychology, 
1938. 
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the fact that their occupation is not held as high in 
status as some other occupations. This confirms their own 
beliefs. 
There is a temptation to dismiss this striving after 
status as inevitable in our society or to regard it simply 
as a manifestai;5.on of the differential capacities of (3lr) 
individuals. It might also be considered as of no more 
moment than the pressure tactics of other occupation groups, 
all desiring to improve the well-being of their members. 
But teachers are concerned with education and the education 
of the young is a basic activity in society. If teaching 
is selected as a vocation on the basis of its status when 
compared with other occupations, then it is very important 
to find out what the problem of teacher status is, and to 
solve it. 
The Teacging Grol!D, 
At this point it is necessary to delimit the teaching 
group in Australia in order to bring into focus the major 
field of this study. This will also help to clarify various 
expressions which are often loosely applied to sections of 
the group. 
It is not as easy to determine boundaries for the 
teaching group, as it is for doctors, lawyers and architects. 
(34) Hyman, H.H., 'The Psychqlogy of Status', Archives of 
Psychology, No.269, 19~2. pp.95. 
In this connection the following features of the teaching 
group in Australia must be noted as relevant to the 
inqUiry. 
State and Non-State 1'eachers 
There is a major distinction between teachers employed 
by the State and those employed by organisations other than 
the State. The former are invariably referred to as State 
teachers; but there is no comprehensive, descriptive term 
for the latter. •Non-Government', 'Independent', 'Registered', 
Private', •Public' and 'Church' have all been used; but 
these terms lead to confusion. In New South 'wlales, for 
example, State Primary Schools are 'Public Schools', while 
in Victoria •Public Schools' are 'Private Schools'. Again, 
the larger 'Private• secondary schools for boys in New 
(35) 
South l'lales are referred to as the 'Great Public Schools'. 
This difference in terminology is reflected in the attempt 
to find a suitable name for those teachers not employed by 
the State. As this latter factor appears to be the major 
point of reference, these teachers will be referred to in 
(35) The term 'Great Public Schools' does not merely reflect 
the size of the school. It is used rather with 
reference to a school which though 'private' is not 
run for profit. Heads of private schools run for 
profit, cannot be members of the Headmasters' 
Conference, set up in 1931. Some of the N.S.vl. 
'Associated Schools' are large but they are distinct 
from the G.P.S. 
(36) 
It \Iill be s:::f:;n from 'Eab1e 1 that there are more than 
three times as .rncny State teacl1ers as lTon-State te0.chers 
in all States. If tl!.G teachj_ng grot.:.p be divided solely 
on this basis, then tl:·1e State employs 76 per cent of all 
teache:L"'S con.cerned Hi th educa t:ton, ui thin the range of 
c~Yoroximatelv s:Lx to sixteer.;. years. 
'· ..._ ... 
He1·r South :·;·a1es 
V1ctoria 
:Neensland 
. Scuth .Australia 
lies tern ..:l cs tr.::::.lia 
'J?asllJ[LYlia 
rc~rAts 
Table 1 
§t~1.te :.eeachers 
13 ,13Lr 
l0 062~ 
. '~ +,d90 
~ 306 
_, ' 2 ?9·' '~- r 
' 077 J.' ' 
"'' n .... r,::'/7/ j'+, /b;' o per 
cent) 
Hon-SJ;ate Tea~ 
)+,LJ-69 
3,1,1-7 
l C:P '7 _,,.~v
739 
'7')3 [ _, 
310 
10,985 (24 per 
cent) 
Source: ·.thE; Hon-Governmr~nt Gcl1oclf~ of Australia. 
(Hadford, _;,c., ed.) (T;le LustralianCouncil 
for .Bducational Research. :aesearch ~3eries, 
.66, M.U.P., Melbourne, 1953), p.]l. 
(36) For t~1e hi,srOrfC"al explanation of Li.tlJ_s confusiOD in-~~--­
terms, see Portus, G. V. : 1 Pree, Compulsory B.nd Secular. 
A Cri tJ.ca1 tima te of Austra1ic:m I:ducatJ.on. 1 Uni versi t:t 
Qf; London, Insti tut'i.~~ltq_~i,on, St~li&JJ._J:~U~tJi~notl§,, 
Ho.XI, 1937, p.35. 
1i 1he Australian Council for 'Education. Hesearch, in a 
rc-;_?ent stupy, prefe~.,s the term 1 1-~·on~??vern.I~ent' • 
. 0,or :_=;Jlot.~1er usefu.L scusslo-.-, o;· tD.ls po21:t, see 
Bt:;an, C. E. ·A., 1 Here Ly .Sonr, pp.l-4. I::trotll~_ct:ton. 
' i·J1-' u~-+·l..,rc:.r .... 'l-~·.-.,~.e 9 ' n ;j u _,c; "·"-'.l'.i ~ 
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It must not be concluded from this that Non-State 
teachers form a unity. They fall into two main sections, 
those connected with the Roman Catholic system of education 
and those who teach in the many other types of church and 
private schools. Table 2 reveals that teachers in the 
Roman Catholic schools outnumber those in the remaining 
Non-State schools by almost two to one. Teachers in the 
latter comprise those in Churcll of England, Presbyterian, 
Methodist, Lutheran, Baptist, Seventh Day Adventist and 
a few undenominational schools. 
Table 2 
~State Teach.S!r~ j.n each Australian Stg,te 195"0, Roman 
Catholic and Other Groups 
New South t'lales 
Victoria 
Queensland 
South Australia 
\>[estern Australia 
Tasmania 
TOTALS 
R.C. 
3,271 
1,778 
l,llt2 
~~ 
165 
Other Groups 
7,297 (66 per cent) 3,688 (3lt per 
cent) 
Source: The Non-Government Schools of Australia. 
Supra. p.3l. 
It is not usual to find public comment by teachers 
in the Roman Catholic system on their status. Their status 
emanates primarily 
a religious body. 
from the fact that they are memb.ers of 
If, for the purposes of this study, they 
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are excluded from the teaching group, then more than ninety 
per cent of the teaching group are in State employment. 
Another major division occurs within the group because 
the occupation employs many women. This is revealed by 
Table 3. 
TabJ.e 3 
State and Non-State Teachers in a],l Australian States 19')0 
Hale and Female 
State 
Non-State 
Totals 
Non-state Gro~§ 
Roman Catholic 
Church of England 
Presbyterian 
Hethodist 
Others 
Totals 
H 
18,021 <54%) 
2,588 (24%) 
2o,6o9 c46%) 
1,33g 56 
242 
129 
312 
2,588 (24%) 
z 
16,744 (46%) 
8,397 (76:0) 
25,141 <54%) 
5,958 
1,013 
3.59 
215 
852 
8,397 (76%) 
45,750 
7,297 
1,579 
601 
344 
1,16lt 
10,985 
Source: The Non-Government Schools of Australia. 
Supra. 
It will be observed that if State and Non-State teachers 
are considered, 54 per cent are women but this is due to the 
large percentage of women teachers in Non-State schools. 
76 per cent of teachers in the Non-S-tate schools are women 
compared with 45 per cent in the State teaching group. This 
difference warrants some explanation. One reason lies in 
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the fact that the majority of teachers in the Roman 
Catholic system (80%) are women in the Teaching Orders. 
Even in the remaining Non-State groups 66 per cent of 
teachers are females. This might be accounted for by such 
factors as lower wages, availability of vromen in the labour 
pool or the use of untrained or partially trained married 
•romen. 
It must be noted, however, that the femininity of the 
occupation is decreasing. In New South Wales, for example, 
the percentage of women in the State teaching service has 
decreased from 56.8 in 1920 to 49.4 in 1953. The decrease 
is particularly evident among secondary teachers where the 
percentage of women fell to 38.5 in that period. The 
explanation for this decreasing femhrtbity of the occupation 
lies not so much in the increasing attractiveness of the 
occupation for men, as the greater relative attractiveness 
of other occupations for women during this period. The 
1947 Census revealed that the percentage of all employed 
females who were teachers dropped from 7.20 per cent in 1901 
to 5.37 in 1947, while the percentage in commerce, transport 
and communications, health and other occupations had 
( 37) 
increased. It is probable therefore that this decreasing 
femininity of the teaching group is a feature common to all 
States. 
(37) Education (N.S.\V.) Vol.35, No.7, 16 June 1954, p.lO. 
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Another important division within the teaching group 
is that between teachers in primary and secondary schools. 
Primary teachers form the larger section as they are 
usually concerned with the education of children during 
the major portion of the statutory school period, while 
secondary school teachers are fewer in number as they are 
required to teach a smaller number of children who pass on 
to secondary education. The distinction between these two 
sections of teachers in relation to their different functions 
has caused them to receive different kinds of training and 
to receive different salaries. The differences between the two 
must be observed with caution, however, for in some States 
primary teachers may teach in secondary schools and 
secondary teachers may teach in primary schools with 
secondary 'tops'. In Queensland, where the State system of 
secondary education has not developed to the same extent as 
in other States, 
(38) 
92 per cent of teachers are in primary 
schools. In Victoria, on the other 
(39) 
hand, 73 per cent 
of teachers are in primary schools. 
(38) for Public 
(39) Includes teachers in the primary, secondary and 
technical divisions of the Victorian Teaching Service. 
Report of the Teachers' Tribunal for the Year 1951-52, 
p.3. 
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The advance of technical education has made a further 
division vli thin the teaching group. In Victoria, teachers 
in these schools are classified as a group distinct from 
those in the State primary and secondary schools. 
This, then, is the teaching group. It is not a neat, 
compact occupational group, but one torn apart by employment 
differences, by sex, by religion and by differences in rruL~. 
'rhe edges of the group become blurred when an attempt is 
made to define them. Thus, at opposite ends but generally 
outside the teaching group, are nursery school and kinder-
garten teachers, (other than Education Department employees), 
and University staffs. Also on the fringe, but generally 
within the group, are members of staff of State Teachers' 
Colleges. There are also those officials of the Education 
Department who usually come from the ranks of teachers, but, 
who, as Inspectors and Superintendents, are commonly regarded 
by teachers as outside the teaching group. In fact, in some 
States these officials are excluded from membership of 
Teachers' Unions. 
Despite these divisions within the teaching group, it 
will be convenient for the first part of this study to 
regard the group as a unity. 
The solid mass of the group consists of the 35,000 
who are employed by the State Education Departments. Since 
by their size and influence they largely determine the status 
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of the teaching group, iL is vii th these that this study will 
mainly be c:mcerned, although some reference must occasionally 
be made to the 4,000 teachers in Non-State schools other than 
Roman Catholic, and to the 7,000 teachers in the Roman 
Catholic system. 
The Problem 
Before the problem cccn be clearly stated there is one 
aspect oi' the confused thinking of teachers about tl1eir 
status \;~hich needs clarification. The evidence shows that 
teachers talk about the problem of 1 teacher st<itus 1 or of 
'the social status of teachers' and also about the problem 
of 1 the status of teaching'. 'these are not the same problem, 
altnough they are closely connected. Social s'Gatus, according 
(40) 
to Hyman, is simply the position of an individual in 
society vis-a-vis other individuals, and it may be determined 
by any oi' a number of factors, such as erealth, family, power, 
according to the current values of the particular society. 
In 'destern countries, at least, occupation is a most 
(ltl) 
importanc index of' rJocial stacus, thm1gh not the only one. 
(4o) P• 21, SU]&ra. 
C+l) i) The Year Book Qf Education 19'IO,p.l32 i'f'. 
ii) l'1arshall, 'J: .H., 'The Nacure and Determinants of 
Social Status'. 1'he Yeci.r Book of Educa'cion 19'23, 
pp .30-50. 
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available by the State, usually free and compulsory and on 
an extensive scale. Teachers thus bear a distinct relation-
ship to the State in performing this activity. The majority 
are actually employed by the State to provide the service 
while the remainder are supervised to a greater or lesser 
degree by the State wherever they are employed. This 
relationship between teachers and the State is a factor 
which will be closely examined in this study of the teachers' 
search for professional status. 
The problem may now be briefly stated. There is 
evidence that teachers are concerned about the status of 
their occupation which they believe is low. Their belief 
is confirmed by investigations designed to determine the 
attitudes which people have about various occupations and 
their relative rankings. Teachers want to be recognised 
as a profession for professions as a group invariably have 
high status. However, teachers are most confused and 
inconsistent in their statements about the status of teaching. 
Some claim that teaching is a profession but it lacks public 
recognition of this fact; others maintain that teaching is 
not yet a profession but that it ought to be. Still others 
believe that teaching is making steady progress towards 
professional status and that in time it will acquire all the 
characteristics of such acknowledged professions as medicine 
and lavT. 
•'2 ~ 
This study is an attempt to define and solve the 
problem of professional status which is worrying teachers. 
It will be necessary to find answers to such questions as 
these:-
a) What are the characteristics of professions in 
Australia? 
b) Has teaching all these characteristics? 
c) If it has, then what is the substance of the 
teachers• problem? If teaching differs from the 
professions then how does it differ and what is 
the explanation of the difference? 
d) If teaching is not a profession now, then will it 
be possible for teaching to become a profession 
in the future? 
e) Even if teaching were to become a profession what 
effect would this have on the teaching group and 
on education itself, i.e., if the attainment of 
professional status for teachers is possible, is 
it desirable? 
:,;3 
Chapter Two 
THE PROFESSIONAL MODEL 
'The flight into professionalism by technicians, 
tradesmen, brokers, social workers, and administrators 
in the last few decades should suggest that no 
simple, or even comprehensive definition is likely 
to cover every case, or convey adequately the quality 
of professional service. Yet that quality is a very 
real thing, and we ought to make some attempt to 
understand \vha t we mean by it. 1 
Lewis and Maude: Professional People. 
From this preliminary examination of the problem 
of teachers and their status, it is evident that teachers' 
ideas centre round this concept of 'professional status•, 
as exemplified by medicine and law. Some teachers believe 
they are a profession, but lack public recognition; others 
just as firmly believe that teaching is not a profession, 
but that some day it will achieve this status. Huch of 
the confusion in teachers' claims about their status 
derives from the fact that there is no clear picture, either 
among teacJ1ers or in the available relevant literature,as 
to what a profession is Hke in Australia. 
Attempts to define a profession are not satisfactory. 
The standard definition is too wide, for it would include 
many kiL.ds of technicians above the simple mechanic, in 
occupations not generally accepted as being in the (1) 
professional group. Another definition places the 
emphasis on the organisation into an association with 
power to test competency by examination. This would bring 
in many but not all occupations of the professional type, 
for it is not defined precisely enough to indicate the 
standard of competence required nor the degree of difficulty 
involved. An occupational therapist, for example, would 
(2) 
be included by this definition. 
An alternative method of clarifying a term such as 
'profession' is to look at the derivation of the word. 
'Profession' derives from the Latin 1 profiteor 1 meaning 
'to declare publicly', 'to avow' or 'to profess•. The 
noun, 'professio' was used as a public declaration of a 
business or calling, which aspect of a profession still 
(1) O.E.D.: 'Profession: a vocation in which a professed 
knowledge of some department of learning or science is 
used in its application to the affairs of others or in 
the practice of an art founded upon it'. 
(2) 
e, 
''5 t_} 
remains in the public avm1al of a Hinister of Heligion, 
the call to the Bar and in the oath of office in a 
number of other occup:~tions. However, beyond giving some 
interesting historical background to the expression, the 
derivation does not help much with current usage. 
It is not easy to dr<m a line uhi ch vrill arbi trari.ly 
determine, purely by definition or derivation, those 
occupations ;;hich will qualify for admission and those 
vrhich do not, and it is no )art of t;'lis study to attempt 
such a task. Carr-Saunders and \vilson, viho made an 
(3) 
exhaustive study of the professions in Britain, limit 
the term to those occupations \·rhich have similar character-
istics to those of the acknm!ledged professions of 
medicine and law. The danger in this amJroach is that 
the concept of profession is constantly changing. It vas 
customary, for example, to refer to the 'liberal and 
learned' professions. 'Learned' signified that the 
individual possessed a form of learning and ltnovrledge 
transcending irnwedia te practical requirements; and for this 
a liberal, general education was an essential backgroUild 
both to see the profession in relation to the 'good life' 
and to keep a fresh an:IinquJ.ring mJ.nd capable of probing 
(3) Carr-Saunders, A.M., and \1ilson, P.A., The Professions. 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1933, pp. 536. 
and absorbing ne'li ideas. A cri tlcism 1vhich h:o;s been 
levelled at the modern ;;rofessions is that the practice of 
over-srJedalisa tion has resulted in a narrmcring of tho 
cul turc:;l content of courses, so that thoro are, in effect, (4) 
no li boral and learned :orofessions today. 
Hmiever, althou:;h it may not be satisfactory to 
rcga.,..d the professions of today in terms of the liberal 
and learr,ed professions of tl:.!e past, the latter cannot be 
entirely neglected. I'he older acJ:JlO',;ledged professions 
still remain as models to vrhich ne1ver occupations are 
constantly lool{ing, for they apparently contain those 
characteristics by vrhich the public recognizes and 
evaluates an occupation as a profession. 
It is not intended to survey all the professions to 
find out ,,,rhat these characteristics are. There have 
been, in fact, three major attempts in England, at 
singularly af~)opriate intervals, to survey professional 
occupations. The '\'!ebbs, (1917) emphasised the impor'tance 
(4) Ortef'a Y. Gasset, 1Mis§ion of the UniversH.Y~ Princeton, 
1944. 
(5)(i) \;'ebb, S. t: B., Special Supplement on Professional 
Associations. The Neu Statc:;m~an, April ;~1, 1917, 
( li) Carr-Saunders and '·.'Tilson, supra. 
( ili) Lel,ris, R. , a.,rF7 liu,ude, A. Professional Peonle, Phoenix 
E:ouse, London, 1952. 
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of the professional association. They classified the 
professions into five distinct groups, including the 
learned professions of medicine and law in one group. 
They were content to define profession simply as, 'a vocation 
founded upon specialised educational training, the purpose 
of which is to supply disinterested counsel and service 
for others, for a direct and definite compensation wholly 
apart from expectation of other business gain'. 
To Carr-Saunders and Hilson (1933) a profession 
represented a complex of characteristics. The acknowledged 
professions of medicine and law e:xhib1ted all or most of 
these, and could be represented as standing at the centre 
of professionalism, surrounded by many occupations which 
exhibited some but not all of these characteristics. The 
particular marks of a profession, as exhibited by medicine 
and law, w'ere, according to these writers: 
(a) The practitioners, by virtue of a prolonged and 
specialised training, have acquired a technique 
which enables them to render a specialised service 
to the community. 
(b) This service they perform for a fixed remuneration 
whether by way of fee or salary. 
(c) They develop a sense of responsibility in the use 
of the technique which they manifest in their concern 
for the competence and honour of. the practitioners 
as a whole? a concern which is sometimes shared 
111i th the State. 
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(d) They build up associations, upon which they erect, 
with or without the co-operation of the State 
machinery for imposing tests of competence anA 
observance of certain standards of conduct. 
They do not view these criteria as a gestalt, distinguishing 
professions as a group from other occupations only if they 
contain these features. Instead, they maintain that the 
'distinguishing and overruling characteristic is the 
possession of a technique', and it is this W1ich gives 
rise to the major features of professionalism. 
Lewis and Maude, in their discussion of Professional 
People (1952), are content to analyse the characteristics 
suggested by a former President of the Institute of 
Engineers. Their conclusion is that: 
'Professional status is therefore an implied contract: 
to serve society over and beyond all specific duty to 
client or employer in consideration of the privileges 
and protection society affords to the profession'. 
These two 1vri ters emphasise that, in their opinion, the 
most important characteristic of a profession is the standard 
of conduct of the practitioners, 'the L.C.M. of professional (6) 
life'. 
There have been no such studies of the professions 
related to Australian conditions. Thus it is difficult to 
ascertain what is meant by a profession in this country and 
which occupations are so regarded. It would be safe to 
(6) Lewis and l·Iaude. Supra, Chapter IV. 
assume on the basis of the English studies, reinforced by 
popular opinion and by the few small attitude tests that 
have been carried out, that medicine and law and possibly 
the Church are regarded as professions in Australia. A 
Sydney Teachers' College study, wpile not differentiating 
professions as a group, found that' the doctor, dentist, 
clergyman, engineer and architect were considered higher in 
(7) 
status than the teacher. Taft's study indicated that 
medicine, law and 
and presumably of 
the Church were occupations 
(8) 
professional standing. 
of high status 
In so far as teachers are concerned, the evidence shovrs 
that they are constantly looking to medicine and law, 
comparing and measuring their occupation against what they 
believe a profession to be. Therefore some closer analysis 
of these occupations must be made to build up a p:r;-ofessional 
model. Some reference must also be made to such occupations 
as architecture, dentistry~ and surveying, and indeed to 
others which exhibit what are regarded as characteristics of 
professions. This will in effect build up a model of a 
profession against which the claims of teaching relative to 
professional status might be more easily measured. 
(7) Supra. p. 17. 
(8) Supra. p. 19. 
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From the investigations which have been made into 
the professions it can be seen that there is general 
agreement on the fields which contain certain character-
istics which mark off the professions as an occupational 
group, although there is no general agreement as to the 
relative importance of the respective characteristics. 
In this study those fields must be taken for granted; 
but they must be investigated to discover what are the 
particular characteristics of a profession in Australia. 
Thus the professional model will be built up by analysing 
these fields:-
Part 1 Professional Training 
Part 11 Professional Associations 
Part 111 Professional Codes 
Part lV Professional Incomes 
Part v Professional Characteristics 
Part 1.:~ Professional Training 
The first broad field to be examined is that of the 
training required for occupations of the professional type (9) 
in Australia. 
(9) As training for the professions is usually carried cut 
at a university, the University Calendars provide full 
details of the tra:i.ning requ.irements. See pp. 134, 402 • 
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Medicine 
The uniform procedure for entry into this occupation 
is to complete a secondary school course, qualify for 
matriculation and then complete a six years' course at 
a university. Theoretical and practical work follOived by 
clinical work at a hospital qualify the student doctor for 
registration as a medical practitioner according to the 
appropriate medical statute of each state. It should be 
noted that this course is the minimum requirement for 
qualification as a general practitioner; further degrees 
are available for those who wish to specialise. 
Law: 
The character and organisation of the legal profession 
in Australia is influenced by the English tradition of the 
distinction between barristers and solicitors. The former 
were originally the university trained, professional men, 
while the latter were the 'clerks' who served their 
'articles' in the office of an established law firm and 
in so doing fitted themselves for the more routine tasks 
in the law. This distinction has been preserved in fact and 
in law in New South Wales and Queensland, with an 
apprenticeship type training and a minimum of university 
work for the solicitor and a full university course for 
the barrister. In practice in these States there is a 
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tendency for the barristers' training to converge on the 
solicitors', and many of them have qualified both as 
barristers and solicitors. In Victoria the two branches 
are merged in law but in fact a separate Bar remains; the 
legal merger, however, involved the abolition of distinct 
types of training. The other three States, South Australia, 
\'/estern Australia and Tasmania, have completed the merger 
in fact and in law; and again there is no distinction of 
training on this ground. In Victori~and in these three 
State~ a university course and an articled clerks' course 
co-exist,but the latter now requires almost as extensive an 
attendance at university lectures as the recognised law 
course. 
In general, therefore, members of the legal profession 
will have completed a four years' university course or 
satisfied the Admission Board for that occupation that they 
have completed an approved course. Admission to the profession 
is by authority of the Supreme Court, which keeps a register 
of duly qualified and authorised practitioners. 
Architecture 
Qualification demands a degree course at a State 
University or University of Technology or a diploma course 
at a Technical College. In New South ~vales there is a five 
years' course full-time at the University of Sydney, leading 
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to the degree of Bachelor of Architecture, (B.Arch.). 
The University of Technology has a similar course of 
six years' study, some full-time and some part-time. 
The Sydney Technical College course is of six years' 
evening study leading to the Diploma in Architecture. 
Victoria and South Australia have a five years• full-time 
course at a university or technical college. In Queens-
land, Western Australia and Tasmania the course at the 
university is of six years' duration, leading to a degree 
or diploma in architecture. 
Before an archi teet may p_ractise he must register 
with the appropriate Board in each State. 
Dentistry 
There is only one method of becoming qualified, and 
that is by matriculating in special subjects followed by 
a degree course full-time at a State university. At the 
U1uversities of Melbourne, Adelaide and Western Australia 
the course is five years, in Sydney and Queensland four 
years. All dentists must register before commencing 
practice. 
Professional Engineering 
Entry to this occupation may be obtained by completing 
a university course in engineering and specialising in a 
particular branch of the profession. The duration of the 
course is four years in each State, except in ·ovestern 
Australia, where it is five years. There is also avaj_lable 
a technical college course in most States, of four years' 
full-time or up to eight years' part-time. Queensland 
is the only State in which there is a Professional 
Engineers 1 Act requiring registr<"tion. This Act merely 
means that persons not registered may not describe them-
selves as 'Registered Professional Engineers'; but there 
is no legal bar to prevent them fro~ carrying out the 
work and receiving payment provided they do not use the 
protected title. 
Surveying 
Training courses are available at both universities 
and technical colleges, but these courses must be 
supplemented by experience with a registered surveyor. One 
method of entry is by a four years' apprenticeship, 
supervised by the Surveyors' Board. Queensland and l'lestern 
Australia have degree courses in surveying,of three and 
four years respectively,plus a further year of practical 
work before graduation. Surveyors must be registered with 
the Surveyors' Board in each State. 
A useful contrast to the training requirements set 
by these occupations, medicine, dentistry, law, architecture, 
surveying and engineering,is provided by the training 
requirements for three other occupations sometimes included 
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in the professional group, journa.lism, librarianship and 
nursing. The differences in training requirements, entry 
standards, and in the duration of the course of training 
<1o) 
are apparent. 
(10) 
Journalism: Intermediate Certificate, followed by a 
cadetship of four years, is a favourite method of entry. 
In-service training is general, together with time-off 
for study in particular subjects. No special course is 
necessary, but Melbourne and Queensland Universities offer 
two year courses leading to the Diploma in Journalism. 
N'o registration is required. 
Librarianship: No set training is reqdred; but the practice 
is growing of requiring training. One course is conducted 
by the Public Library in Sydney, another at the Melbourne 
Public Library and a third at the National Library, Canberra. 
Leaving CerUficate is usually required for entry to training, 
but a university degree is an advantage. The course in 
Canberra lasts about nine months. No registration is 
necessary before employment. 
Nursing: The entry standards to training vary from State to 
-state; but they are a long way below university entrance. 
The standard is: New South l'lales and Victoria - Intermediate 
or in some cases lower standards, South Australia - seventh 
grade, ~'/estern Australia - Junior Certificate or eighth 
standard, Queensland and Tasmania - seventh grade. The 
length of training also varies, but in general the period 
is from three to five years. In New South ltiales, Queensland 
and Tasmania there is a minimum period of four years for 
the general nursing course. There is a Nurses' Registration 
Board in each State. 
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Two important features of professional training 
emerge from this survey. (a) Training is carried out at 
a university or allied institution and leads to a degree 
or equivalent qualification. Thus the typical professional 
course is of four to six years' duration following 
matriculation. (b) Registration is compulsory before 
the member is allowed to practise. These two features, 
university training and registration, need further 
examination. 
At the university the course of professional training 
is laid down by the appropriate Faculty vrorking in liaison 
with the Registration Board and to a lesser extent with 
the professional association concerned. The location of 
professional training at a university is in the main ( 11) . 
historical and traditional ; but it is doubtful whether 
~TI) •It dates back to the eleve nth and twelfth centuries when 
there was a wave of enthusiasm to form groups in all forms 
of social life, particularly in the carrying on of 
specialised crafts. In fact this was one of the events which 
influenced the formation of universities, for WeCJc~are told 
that teachers and students, after the manner of mediaeval 
tradeDs and craftsmen, banded themselves together into ex-
clusive societies which may fairly be described as gilds of 
learning. Every such association controlled and supervised 
the training of its members, so that in the •teaching gild' 
or university, the possession of a degree was merely the 
authority to exercise the function of teaching. The centuries 
that followed witnessed the parallel evolution of gilds of 
learning into the uniYersities as centres of learning and 
scholarship - and the emergence of professional associations 
from the gilds of surgeons, apothecaries and such like. The 
teaching, training and research activities of the universities, 
have in varying degrees remained.' 
Maxwell Lyte, R.C., History of the Univers~ty of O&ford, 1886 
as quoted by Carr-Saunders and viilson, p.2 9. 
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it can now be maintained that tffi university provides a 
good, cultural education as a basis for university 
(12) 
training. 
The fact that the university is prepared to accept 
the training of a particular group pre-supposes that 
there is an extensive and organised body of knowledge 
about the subject, the result of experiment and experience 
over the years. Moreover this body of knowledge is 
essential to the acquisition and proper use of particular 
skills or techniques. Ultimately this background of 
knowledge distinguishes the professional man from the 
•technician' and the 'expert•. 
The fact that certain occupation groups gravitate 
towards the university for their training may be due in 
part to the courses provided and the recognised standard 
of those courses, and partly due to the prestige which a 
university degree bestows. 
( 12) One modern thinker sees the professional man of today 
as the new barbarian, more learned but more uncultured, 
1 a laggard behind the contemporary civilisation, archaic 
and primitive in contrast -vrith his problems, which are 
grimly, relentlessly modern•. 
Ortega Y. Gasset, Mission of the University, 1944, p.76. 
c.f. I.Clunies-Ross: 'Is Liberal Education Doomed?' 
(The John Smythe Memorial Lecture 1953). 
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Registration is the second characteristic of the 
professional model in this field of training. It is 
noticeable that all members of a professional occupation 
must be registered before being allowed to practise. Such 
registration has been enforced by the State, because the 
professional man possesses a skill for rendering to the 
public a service v;hich might have serious consequences if 
any but the proved competent were allowed to practise. 
Some pressure has also come from the profession itself 
for legislation insisting that only those qualified and 
registered shoula be permitted to hold themselves out as 
members of the profession. 
The importance of registration as a distinguishing 
mark of a profession in Australia is conveyed by an 
examination of the appropriate statutes. The Acts relating 
to medicinf3, dentistry, pharmacy, law, architecture and 
surveying in Victoria may be taken as typical of those 
statutes concerned with the registration of this group of 
occupations in Australia. 
( 13) 
The Medical Act of Victoria sets up a Medical 
Board of nine qualified members of the medical profession to 
control and regulate aspects of the occupation. The Board 
(13) 19 Geo. v, No.3730, Medical Act, 1928 (Victoria) 
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must l{eep the l1edica1 Hegister of qualified and registered 
Nedical Practitioners, and cause a copy of the Hegister to 
be published annually. A schedule to the Act details the 
qualifications t.rhich may be recoe;nised by tl:e Boa.rd; but the 
Act itself stipulates that five years or Dore of training 
are necessary before registration,(S.l4(l)). The iiedical 
Board also has pover to renovo fror.t the .Register the names 
of those found guilty of certain forms of conduct. 
Eedical Act also constitutes a Dental Board of 
seven members of v1hom at least three are ree:istered dentists 
anci tvro are legally qualified medical practitioners. The 
Dental Board may make roglllations regarding training and 
it is authorised to keep the ReGister of Dentii;ts. It also 
llas po"t?Jer to remove from the Hegister ~he name of any 
dentist found guilty of unprofessional conduct. 
The r'Iedical Act authorises a similar pattern of control 
and registration for pharmacists. The Ptarmacy Board is to 
consist of seven members, all registered pharmacists and all 
elected by duly registered pharmacists. Thj.s body also 
supervises aspects of training and examination as ~~ell as 
registration. 
The legal profession in Victoria is also governed by 
(14) 
a number of Acts. The LegeJ_ Profession Practice Act 1928 
(14) Lat·r Institute Act 1928-19!1-5. 
Legal Profession Practice Act, 1928-1949. 
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establishes a Council of Legal Education, consisting of 
senior \nembers of the profession, members of the Law 
Faculty of the University and representatives of the Law 
Institute of Victoria. This Council makes rules for the 
courses of study to be pursued by intending students. 
All legal practitioners must be registered and the Roll is 
kept by the Supreme Court. A separate Act, the Law Institute 
Act, 1928, sets up a Statutory Committee of six legal men, 
appointed by the Chief Justice to investigate complaints 
against barristers and solicitors and where necessary to 
recon:t11.end that the names of those found guil t:y of such 
conduct be struck off the Roll. 
(15) 
Architects are governed by the Architects' Act. 
There is an Architects' Registration Board of seven 
man bers to control matters of examination and qualification, 
registration and expulsion. Two members of the Board may 
be nominated by registered architects, one by the 
Helbourne University Council and one by allied institutions 
such as the Victorian Institution of Engineers. 
(16) 
Under the Land Surveyprs' Act 1942, there is 
set up a Surveyors' Board, including the Surveyor-General 
---------------------------------------------------
(15) 19 Geo.V, No.3638 Architects' Act 1928. 
(16) 7 Geo.Vl No.4939 Land Surveyors'Act 1942. 
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and three licensed surveyors as nominated by the Victorian 
Institute of Surveyors. This Board also prescribes the 
course of training, lreeps the Register and generally 
controls and disciplines the occupation. 
From this brief survey it is apparent that there is 
a deeper pattern of control inherent in registration. 
Registration necessitates an authority set up by statute, 
and it is noted that this authority consists of responsible 
members of the occupation itself. If such an authority is 
to register the competent, it is inevitable that it must 
be concerned with standards of training and qualifications, 
and vli th the expulsion of certain members from the register. 
This,in effect,means that there is an authority governing 
the major aspects of the profession and as that body consists 
of members of the profession itself, the profession is 
said to be self-governing. 
Having provided such machinery for organising the 
occupation and ensuring that there are adequate safe-guards 
to protect both the public and the profession, the State, in 
the sense of Parliament, steps out of the picture, leaving 
the profession free to regulate its o1m procedure in 
matters professional. Such a set-up removes the occupation 
fromthe imrnediate political influence of governments; 
indeed, it is rare to find government representatives on 
these statutory bodies. The regulating body is responsible, 
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not to a l.finister of the Crown or to the Public Service 
Board, but to the Governor-in-Council or to Parliament. 
The second set of conclusions relating to training 
thus concern registration. Requirements for registration 
are laid down by a statutory board which consists of 
members of the occupation itself,working in liaison with 
representatives of training institutions and in some cases 
of the professional association. Members must be trained, 
tested and registered before being permitted to practise. 
The statutory body keeps the Register of the qualified 
and may strike off the names of those guilty of certain 
forms of conduct. 
Since training is the first important element in 
building up this professional model and since that training 
demands recruits of fairly high intelligence, the question 
arises whether such costly, lengthy, university training 
restricts entrants to the professions to a particular 
social or economic group in the community. This problem 
(17) 
was investigated in 1939 by Henderson, who examined the 
07) Henderson, N .K., \fnat Chance Has Your Child? Ruskin 
Press, Melbourne, 1942. 
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backgrounds of a number of graduates at the Helbourne 
University. He found that of 292 graduates, 71 were from 
State schools and 221 from private schools, a percentage 
distribution of 24.3 and 75.7 respectively. Thus, despite 
the fact that 75 per cent of all Victorian school children 
were in State schools, this section provided only 24 per 
cent of university graduates. In other words, the proportion 
of State school children completing a university degree was 
only l/9th of those from private schools. Assuming that 
educational ability is spread evenly over the whole (18) 
system, there appears to be some evidence to support 
Henderson's conclusion that university graduates, and 
hence entrants to the professions, are more likely to come 
from these private schools than from State schools. 
Henderson went further and looked at individual 
professions, In medicine, 50 out of 55 doctors qualifying 
were from these private schools; 21 out of 30 la~~ers; 
20 out of 23 graduates in commerce, 6 out of 9 in 
agricultural science, 5 out of 5 in music and 2 out of 2 
in architecture. In Arts, the one course where fees were 
( 18) This assumption is sometimes disputed, the theory 
being advanced that intelligence is related to social 
status, that in general persons of higher intelligence 
are more likely to be found in the higher social 
classes. 
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low and part-time evening attendance ~ms possible, 17 
out of 52 were from State schools; but this proportion 
dropped to 8 out of 33 in Honours Arts, where full-time 
attendance was necessary. 
There is some evidence.to support Henderson's 
conclusions that entrants to the professions tend to come from 
the private schools; but Henderson did not go further and 
shmv whether students at these schools came from a particular 
social or economic group in the community. 
About the same time La Nauze made a similar survey in 
South Australia, his results indicating that boys from 
State schools played a progressively smaller part at each 
\ 19) 
stage towards university education. Their numbers 
decreased rapidly beyond the minimum school leaving age and 
their num.bers were proportionately smaller at the university 
than those from private schools. Graduates from the State 
schools ;.;ere in the minority in all Faculties in the 
University of Adelaide, except in those leading to teaching. 
Even then, teachers tended to do their Arts course in the 
evening, part-time. 
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The years since 1939 have brought many changes in 
the educational opportunities for all students. The 
Cor1monwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme, the 
Commonwealth Scholarship Scheme, the increased provision 
of scholarships and bursaries, all set against a background 
of relative prosperity for parents and a tendency towards 
a levelling of incomes, have in part, at least, broken 
down most of the financial barriers confronting those who 
would train for the professions. It must be admitted, 
ho~rever, that lack of finance is still a factor restricting 
some from entering the professions. 
This has been overcome to a certain extent by 
increasing the alternative routes to the profession~. 
Technical colleges have part-time courses leading to 
degrees or to the University of Technology, particularly 
in the engineering occupations. Those who enter the 
profession in this way suffer no loss of status compared 
with the university-trained man. It must be noted that 
medicine and dentistry have no alternative routes to 
qualification, other than the long university course, 
full-time. 
Whether there is a social ingredient necessary for 
entry to, and success in, the professions in Australia, is 
a question which would demand closer sociological 
investigation. There was probably such a factor in the 
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days when the influence of the 1 0ld School Tie 1 was 
strong, but popular opinion has it that this influence 
has declined. In England, it is apparently still necessary 
to have the right social background for success in the 
professional life, a qualification which is not provided 
by the maintained secondary school and the provincial 
university. Professional advance depends there on social 
cum professional acquaintances and connections, 1 a free-(20) 
masonry of the public schools and the universities•. 
In so far as the professional model in Australia is 
concerned,the social factor in recruitment or for success 
in the professional life can be ignored. 
Training and the Professional Model, Summary of Conclusions. 
Thus far, the training requirements of a number of 
occupations of the professional kind have been analysed 
and certain conclusions drawn about the characteristics of 
that training. These might now be summarised. 
(i) There is an organised body of knowledge about 
a particular field of learning. 
(20) Floud, J., 'Educational Opportunities and Social 
Mobility'. The Year Book of Education, 1950, 
Evans Bros., Chap.V. 
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(ii) 1'his is en ess·enti.al background to the acqtJ.isi tion 
of a highly specialised technique. 
(iii)I'rainircg to acqu:'.re both the Jmo,,rledge and the 
technique requires a high degree of intel'.igence. 
The course of training is long and costly. 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
Training is carried out at a universit7 or allied 
institution at university standards, and leads to 
a degree or equivalent qualification. 
Training requirements are laid dmm by a statutory 
body -vrorking in liaison vri th the training 
institution and tho occupational as.';ociation. 
The statutory body consists in the main of 
representatives of the occlJ.pa tion itself a:'1d it 
must !wen a register of the c:ualified and strike 
off the register those guilty of certain forms 
of conduct. 
(vii)Hombers of the profession must be trained, tested 
and registered before being permitted to practise. 
Part II Professional Associations 
A revievJ of these occupations of the professional group 
suggest thc .. t they contain t\<Jo seemingly contradictory 
features: the strength of group consciousness and the 
intense individu&lism of the practi-~ioner. The ~irst is 
seen in the existence of pm-rerful professional associations, 
the second in the demand for individual independence in 
matters professional. These ttro features are complementary 
rather tha!1 contradictory, for tl1c one exists to reinforce 
the other. l'he consciousness that they are professional 
and belong to a IJI'Ofessional group is a pervading influence 
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which binds them together even though by the nature of 
their work they are individualists. 
This group consciousness takes practical form in 
such professional associations as the British Medical 
Association, the Law Institute, the Royal Australian 
Institute of Architects, and so on. The organisation 
and function of these bodies must be examined to 
discover what contribution they make to the professional 
model. 
It is important to note, however, that the 
professional association is distinguished from the 
statutory authority set up to control aspects of training 
and registration. In some cases the professional 
association does have representatives on the appropriate 
board but not in the case of medicine. In no State is 
the British Medical Association referred to in the 
composition of the Medical Boards. Membership of the 
B.M.A. is so high (90 per cent), however, that medical 
men on the Boards would almost certainly be members of 
the B.M.A., even if not officially representing it. 
Similarly, other occupations have their professional 
associations which must be distinguished from the 
statutory authority. In the case of the legal profession 
it has so happened that the State has made use of the 
professional association by vesting it with statutory 
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authority to act as the disciplinary body for the 
occupation. Thus what was once the Queensland Lav1 
Association has become the Queensland Law Society 
Incorporated. 
Thus it is true to say that the professional 
association, as such, is not directly responsible for 
training and testing, registration and discipline. 
linen these are put to one side the actual functions 
of a professional association may be seen more clearly. 
As the B.M.A. is often looked upon as the professional 
association par §XCellence it will be useful to commence 
by analysing it. 
The strength of any such organisation depends 
on five factors: the number of the whole profession who 
are eligible for membership of the association, the 
percentage of these who do in fact become members on a 
voluntary basis, the percentage of members who take an 
active part in the activities of the association and 
the manner in which the group is organised to carry out 
policies which represent the opinion of the majority. 
Membership of the B.M.A. is open to any qualified 
medical practitioner registered in any State of the 
Commonwealth. The strength of the membership was 
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(21) 
estimated at ninety per cent in 1953. The relevant 
feature of the B.M.A. for this study is its organisation 
and its activities. 
The B.M.A. in Australia is part of the parent body, 
the B.M.A. in Great Britain. It is a federation of local 
medical units known as divisions or branches of vrhich 
there is one in each State. Each division has its own 
administration,and rules within its ow~ area. It has 
the right to become incorporated under the Companies 
Act of the particular State. Each division or branch may 
elect its own Council although much of the work is 
done by standing committees. Affiliated with the N.S.W. 
Branch of the B.M.A. are eight local and fourteen country 
associations vrhich are also self-governing, except that 
they must not make rules which conflict with those of 
the Branch. There is also a Federal Council of the B.M.A. 
in Australia, an incorporated body registered in N .s .~v. 
as a company not for profit. Its constitution gives the 
Council power to act fo~ and on behalf of,the branches in 
respect of matters affecting the profession as a lvhole. 
This Council of 15 members,appointed by the State Branches, 
carries on negotiations with the Federal Government on 
(21) From a private communication from the General Secretary 
of the B.M.A., Sydney. 
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such matters as the National Health Service, provision 
of pharmacy benefits, and so on. The Federal Council 
also sends delegates to meetings of the British Common-
wealth Medical Conference and of the World Medical 
Association. 
Two points stand out in this brief analysis of the 
B.14.A.: 
(i) There is but one association which unites all 
medical men, wherever they are employed or 
whatever their status within the profession. 
This unity extends beyond State and even 
national boundaries. 
(ii) Each branch and each regional association has a 
measure of autonomy in the conduct of its af:f'airs. 
There is no sense of any hierarchically controlled 
organisation yet there is a strong sense of 
unity in the occupation. 
Other occupations have endeavoured to copy this 
type of organisation. Thus the dentists have a Dental 
Association in each State 1vith a federal body, The 
Australian Dental Association, to which they are affili-
ated. Physiotherapists have a branch in each State and a 
federal body, The Australian Physiotherapy Association. 
Occupational 'rherapists have recently organised themselves 
on a similar basis with a Division in each State and an 
Australian Association. The professional association for 
pharmacists is the Pharmaceutical Society, to be distinguished 
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from the Federated Pharmaceutical Services Guild which 
is the Master Chemists' (Owners) Association that. looks 
after commercial matters. 
Membership of these associations is open to all 
fu~ly qualified members of the occupation; each 
branch has its ovrn constitution and usually becomes 
incorporated as a company not for profit; the federal 
body is usually drawn up to bind the branches together 
and to provide uniformity within the occup~tion, 
rather than to control the State organisations. 
Architects and engineers provide some differences 
from this type of professional organisation, reflecting 
therein something of their history and tradition. Each 
State had an Institute of Architects until 1929 when the 
Australian Institute of Architects was formed. This 
was not a federation of State Institutes but an organi-
sation to vrhi c'h individual members of the State Institutes 
might belong. In 1930 this body was incorporated as 
The Royal Australian Institute of Architects. It consists 
of Organised Chapters in four States, but the Victorian 
and South Australian Institutes have become affiliated 
as corporate bodies. 
Although there are numerous organisations to which 
engineers might belong, the one which is most like the 
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professional association is The Institution of Engineers, 
(22) 
Australia. This 11as founded in 1919, incorporated 
in 1926 and granted a Royal Cr.arter in 1936. It is 
organised on an Australia cride basis 1vi th Divisions 
in each capital city. In the case of this organisation 
it is the Commom;ealth body which controls the State 
Divisions. There are also seven grades of membership 
according to status. 
It is noticeable that those occupations such as 
(23) 
engineering and accountancy vrhich lack the unity 
of a single occupational association also have problems 
in making themselves look like the professional model. 
The organisation of these professional associations, 
though important in itself, must be regarded as merely 
the most convenient and satisfactory framework in 
vrhich the objectives of the group are realised. :L'he 
objectives of such associations as the B.H.A., the 
LavJ Institutes, the Institute of Architects are remark-
ably similar and may be noted in general terms. 
(22) 1'hcre are, for example,· separate associations for 
civil, electrical, mechanical, aeronautical, mining and 
radio engineers. 
(23) Accountants may belong to the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia, (I .c.A.A.), the Com.mommal th 
Institute of Accountants, (C.I.A.), the Federal Institute 
of Accountants (F.I.A.), the Association of Accountants 
in Australia, (A.A.A.), the International Institute of 
.Accountants, (I.I.A.) 1 the Australian Institute of Cost 
Accountants, (A.I.C.A.) 1 and others. 
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(i) To re-inforce group loyalties and attitudes 
by meeting together in a friendly atmosphere. 
(ii)To advance the quality of the service by 
providing facilities for members to keep 
abreast of current developments in the 
occupation. 
(±a)To watch over the interests of all members of 
the profession by suppressing any unfair 
and dishonourable practices among individual 
members, by enforcing an Ethical Code. 
(iv)To advance the interests of the occupation as 
a whole by discussing matters likely to 
affect its future. 
(v) To protect the public from 'unprofessional' 
actions of any members of the association. 
In order to obtain these objectives the professional 
associations do not now normally adopt the methods of 
trade W1ions. Of course, there is plenty of evidence 
that in nineteenth century England, boycott, blacklisting, 
strike, and pressure tactics were frequently used by 
them. Today, however, the professions maintain that 
they have more responsibility towards the public and so 
refrain from inconveniencing them by cutting off 
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essential services. At the same time it must be realised 
that the professions are not organised as a combined 
professional body, nor are they allied to a particular 
political party, two factors which bring considerable 
strength to industrial groups and trade unions. There-
fore the professions are not in a position to use 
trade union methods, so when the occasion demands they 
must use more indirect, and sometimes more subtle 
methods, to obtain their objectives. One method, for 
example, is by having members at all strategic points 
vrhere matters of policy affecting the profession are 
decided. Thus members are found in Parliament, in 
Government Departments, on University Faculties and 
Councils and on similar Boards and Committees. The 
B.M.A., as a group, has also intervened on important 
medical issues by taking the matter through the Courts, 
and by lobbying and even by a policy of non-co-operation 
with the government. 
Characteristics of Profess;i.onal Associations 
The characteristics of professional associations 
may now be smnmarised. 
(i) :.:hey have a territorial comprehensiveness in 
that there is usually only one major 
association t-rithin each State. 
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(ii) There is a federal body to give uniformity 
to, and to co-ordinate,State organisations. 
(iii)Membership is voluntary, but fairly high. 
(iv) There is a functional comprehensiveness in 
that all qualified members of the profession 
are eligible for membership of the association. 
(v) Professional associati,ons acquire legal 
personality by becoming incorporated under 
the Companies Acts or by Royal Charter. 
(vi) The major stated aim of the professional 
association is to advance the standard of 
the occupation and thereby to improve the 
service to individuals. 
(vii)The activities of the association may be 
noted by indicating first of all those 
matters with vlhich it is not directly 
concerned. It is not regulatory. It 
does not train or test members. It is not 
the registering authority. It is not the 
disciplinary body for major breaches of 
conduct and is not responsible for striking 
off the register. Its activities are not 
directly economic or industrial, and as 
an organisation it plays no part in such 
problems as those related to inflation, 
standard of living and so on. It is not 
connected with the Trade Union movement nor 
is there any similar body of professional 
organisations to •rhich it might belong. It 
is not connected with any political party, 
and as a corporate body does not intervene 
in politics nor does it have a policy on 
political issues, except on those directly 
concerned with the occupation. 
(viii)On the positive side its activities are 
centred round improving the standard of 
the service. It provides facilities for 
keeping the member up-to-date. It publishes 
a journal, professional and technical in 
character. It supervises certctin aspects 
of the members' conduct by enforcing an 
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Ethical Code. It regards itself as the 
body best qualified to advise on problems 
relating to the professionE_l function. The 
association may ir:.clicate a scale of fees to 
be charged by practitioners. It does not 
use the methods more comwon to trade unions 
in obtaining its objectives but has a 1c!ide 
representation on all important Board and 
Committees. 
Part III Professional Codes 
Origin and Purpose 
The older yrofessions such as medicine and law have 
long been coL.cerned ~lith the standard of conduct of their 
raerJbers. :mile this concern over conduct may be related 
to the early eonnection betl'feen professions and the 
Church, and to the later idea that professions 1vere oecupa-
tions fit only for gentlemen, it derives in practice from 
the legal relationship betlieen the professional man and 
his client. 
This relationship is regarded by the lavi as one of 
trust and responsibility. The very nature of professional 
man 1 s position presents opportunities f'or conduct '.Jhich 
Hould be to the disadvantage of tl1e client and to the 
detriment of' the profession. Some such actions may be 
unlm·tful and in those cases the offender nay be dealt 
':Jith by the lavr, i.e., by statute or common lav1. 
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On the other hand other actions may be la1vful yet they 
ought to be suppressed in order to protect the client 
and to preserve the honour of the professional group. 
These t1vo purposes behind the standard of pro-
fessional conduct - to protect clients and to uphold 
the honour of the profession - have frequently been (24) 
emphasised by the Courts. 
Determining authoritie§ 
The standard of conduct of the professional man 
is largely determined by 
(i) a professional association which sets up a 
Code of Ethics, and 
(ii)a statutory committee set up to regulate 
aspects of the;profession, including the con-
duct of members. 
(24) 'It is the supreme duty of this Court to protect 
clients from the kind of conduct we have in 
evidence here •••••••••• we are further called upon 
to guard the honour of a great profession in 
such a manner that the public may understand that 
the Court does not in any circumstances indirectly 
sanction such dealings •••••• ,but on the contrary, 
does all that it can to uphold the honour and 
purity of a profession on the integrity of wl1ich 
the nublic of necessity has to place so much 
reliance.• 
In re Lunden (1918) 37 N.Z.L.R. 193. 
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Codes of Ethics 
The Ethical Code of the British l•ledical Association 
places restrictions on the commercial and competitive 
propensities of doctors. In addition it lays down the 
procedure for members in their dealings vii th the 
unqualified, and it indicates the conduct to be observed 
in relation to patients, fellow colleagues, newspaper 
(25) 
reporters, etc. 
Rules of Conduct, particularly applicable to the 
legal profession, are laid do~vn by Law Institutes or 
Law Societies in each State. In some States the Latv 
Institute has been vested 1v-ith additional statutory 
authority to make rules binding on all members of the 
profession, whether members of the association or not. 
Solicitors must not tou~ or attract business unfairly, 
must not advertise except in the Law List, must not 
cut costs to attract more custom, must complete the 
client's case as soon as possible and must not 
(25) Hules of the British Hedical Association (Victorian 
Branch). 
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(26) 
unnecessarily pile up costs for the client. 
Other occupations of a professional type, be-
lieving that a Code of Ethics is part of the pattern 
of being a profession, have ivri tten into the consti tu-
tions of their associations some reference to the 
standard of conduct required of members. This is 
usually accompanied by a code whicll sets forth the 
main principles of conduct. 
It is ~arent that these Ethical Codes cover 
areas of conduct which ir: themselves may not be un-
lawful; but the professional association has decided, 
for the better rendering of its service to the public, 
that certain principles should govern such 
(26) Rules of conduct for solicitors in Victoria are 
laid down by Solicitors (Professional Conduct 
and Practice) Rules 1946. For the powers of 
the Queensland Law Society see s.4 of the 
Queensland La1;r Society Acts 1927-1941. This 
section provides that the Law Council may 
make rules to define the objects of the Society 
and that once these are approved by the Governor 
in Council they have the same force as if part 
of the principal Act. 
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(27) 
conduct. These principles do not cover every situation 
C27) Codes of Ethics which have been adopted by other 
occupations:-
Architecture: 'Any member conducting himself in a manner 
ivhicll in the opinion of Council is derogatory to his 
professional character, or \vhich is likely to bring the 
Institute into disrepute or to lessen the confidence of the 
public in the Institute or in the profession or is contrary 
to the standard of ethics and professional practice ••••• 
may be liable to reprimand suspension or expulsion by the 
Council.' (The Constitution of the Royal Australian Institute 
of Architects). 
The Code prohibits certain practices relating to 
advertising, receiving commission other than as laid down in 
the Scale of Professional Charges. It also lays d01m the 
mode of conduct to be observed in relation to fellow 
architects and clients. 
Physiotherapy: 1 •••• a breach of the fol101<1ing ethical 
principles shall be deemed detrimental to the honour and 
interests of the profession of physiotherapy and shall render 
any member or associate member guilty thereof liable to 
expulsion or suspension of membership.' (Constitution of the 
Australian Physiotherapy Association Rule 28). 
The list of Ethical Principles follows closely the 
Ethical Code of the B.M.A. Advertising and co~~ercialising 
are considered unethical, so also is acting in a professional 
capacity except under the direction of a Registered Medical 
Practitioner. 
Engineering: 1 •••• all members of the Institution (of Engineers) 
shall be bound by the Code of Ethics •••• 1 The Code states 
that at all times a member shall so order his conduct as to 
uphold the reputation of the Institution and the dignity of 
the profession of engineering. The Code indicates the 
standard of conduct expected of him in relation to client, 
colleagues and to the public. Above all 'an engineer's 
responsibiHty to the com unity must at al1 times come before 
his responsibility to the profession and to other engineers'. 
Journalism: See the Constitution of the Australian 
Journalists 1 As so cia tion, N .S .'d., District and the Code of 
Ethics for Journalists. 
Occupational 'Therapy: See the Constitution of the Australian 
Association of Occupational Therapists. 
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<lhich might arise in practice, so that the professional 
association usually has a Practice or Ethics Committee 
before which members mey place facts and ask for a ruling. 
Once given, this decision becomes part of the Ethical 
Code. It is pubUshed in the Journal and disseminated to 
all members of the profession. Breaches of the Code are 
dealt with by a Committee within the association, which has 
authority, according to the constituion, to inflict 
penalties, ranging from censure and fine to expulsion from 
the association. This, in itself, does not prevent the 
member from continuing to practise, but lack of recognition 
by his professional brethren can seriously affect his career 
as well as his economic status. 
Hhere the member• s conduct is so serj_ous that it is a 
breach of the rules or principles laid down by the statutory 
cot~ittee, it calls into question his fitness to continue 
as a member of the profession. Under these circumstances 
the association may report the matter to the statutory 
committee which has authority to strike the offender's name 
off the register. 
The Authority of the Statutory Committee 
In modern times occupations of the professional type 
have been granted statutory authority to keep a register 
of the ·q.u<J.lified and to remove from the register not only 
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the incompetent but also those gutlty of certain breaches 
of conduct. 
The Medical Act of viestern Australia, for example, 
vests control of the medical profess:i. on in that State 
in a Medical Board consisting of members of the profession 
(28) 
itself. This Board keeps the Register of qualified 
medical practitioners and may remove from the Register 
the names of any person guilty of a felony or misdemeanour 
and of 'infamous conduct in a professional respect•. Thus 
a doctor found guilty of the larceny of drugs \vhile acting 
as locum tenens was also found guilty by the Board of 
1 ir~amous conduct in a professional respect' and his name 
(29) 
removed from the Register. Another found guilty of 
having committed adultery with a patient was also struck 
(28) A similar provision exists in the Hedical Act of each 
State, although the constitution of the disciplinary 
tribunal may vary. In Victoria and vfestern Australia the 
Hedical Board is the Disciplinary Tribunal; in New South 
Wales and Queensland a special Tribunal is constituted 
consisting of medical men with a Judge of the District 
Court as Chairman; in South Australia disciplinary action 
may be taken by a Judge of the Supreme Court on a motion 
of the Medical Board. 
(29) Re Robson (1952)S.A.S.R. 101. 
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(30) 
off the Register. A doctor who published newspaper 
articles about medical men and their methods vras held 
guilty of 'infamous professional conduct' and his n~~e 
removed from the Register, for it was considered by his (31) 
fellow uoctors that this was not the way doctors behave. 
The method of conducting an operation, while not unlawful 
or even negligent, may be regarded as 'infamous conduct in 
{32) 
a professional respect'. A doctor who induced patients 
under his care at a hospital to see him privately so that 
he could get more money under The Harkers' Compensation 
Act was found guilty of 'discreditable but not infamous (33) 
conduct•. 
The conduct of members of the legal profession is 
also governed by a Statutory Committee in each State, 
usually consisting of members of the profession appointed 
(30) G.M.C. v Spackman 2 All E.R. (1943) 337. 
(31) Allinson v The General Council of Hedical Education 
(1894) l Q.B. 750. 
(32) Epstein v The !.fedical Board of Victoria <1945) 
V.L.R. 309. 
(33) Hartnett v The Medical Board of Victoria (1941) 
V.L.R. 289. 
?5 
the 
by/Chief Justice. The Committee 
(34) 
Institute Act of Victoria 
set up by the Law 
is empo>rered to hear 
complaints from any person or organisation aggrieved by 
the conduct of a member of the profession. If the 
Committee finds the member guilty of any 'misconduct• it 
must make a report to the Supreme Court where the final 
decision for striking off the Roll resides. 
The legal profession is so closely connected with the 
law which is regarded as the basis of the social order that 
members of the occupation must be assumed to support, and 
conform to, existing law. Therefore any conduct which 
w·ould bring discredit on the law or any conduct 1trhich 
would suggest that the member had scant respect for it, 
would certainly be of concll)rn to the Statutory Committee. 
Solicitors found guilty of stealing from their clients 
are not only dealt >vi th by the Courts, in 111hich case their 
breach of a position of trust brings heavier punishment, 
but they may also be 
and proper persons to 
struck off the 
(35) 
practise. 
Roll as not being fit 
Failure to keep proper 
books of account even though mere carelessness and not 
(34) Law Institute Act of Victoria, 1928, s.15. 
(35) Re G -. A Solicitor (1940) Q.vl.N.?. 
fraud also resulted in a solicitor being struck off the 
(36) 
Roll. Another solicitor was found guilty of 'gross and 
culpable neglect•, and it was held that this amounted to 
(37) 
1 unprofessional conduct'. \•Jhere a solicitor was found 
guilty of having used insulting •rords to a policeman 1r1ho 
had prosecuted his client it ~rras held that such conduct 
was calculated to degrade the profession and called for (38) 
severe censure. 
Other occupations have follovred a similar method of 
control over the conduct of members by a statutory 
committee which has power to strike off the register of 
the qualified those found guilty of 'infamous conduct in 
(36) Re -. A Solicitor in the Supreme Court (1910) 
S.A.S.R. 48. 
(37) In re R -. A Practitioner in the Supreme Court 
S.A.S.R. 58 (1927). 
(38) Re a Solicitor (1952) 69 ~v.N. (N.s.·;v.) 56. 
For additional cases illustrating the standard of 
conduct required of the legal profession see 
12 Australian Digest pp. 1170-1202. 
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(39) 
a professional respect•. 
<39) Dentistry: The Dental Board of N.S.lv. is the statutory 
body set up to control aspects of the occupation in that 
State. It consists of at least four qualified dentists and 
has power to strike off the Register those convicted of 
felony or ·misdemeanour or if guilty of 'misconduct in a 
professional respect'. Without limiting in any way what 
this conduct is 1 the Act enwnerates some types of conduct 
vlhich falls in this category. (Act No. 10 of 1934-). For 
cases illustrating such conduct see In re Kennely, S.R. 
(N .s.w.) 1912 at 319; Thomas v The Dental I'loard of N.S.~{.S.R. 
(N.S.W.) 1916 at 369. 
Physiotherapy: Under the Physiotherapy Act of South Australia, 
(Act No.38 of 194-5) control over conduct of members is 
given to the Physiotherapy Board of which three of the 
five members are registered physiotherapists •• The Board has 
power to de-register members for certain offences and if 
guilty of 'unprofessional conduct'. For a case illustrating 
de-registration see In re ~vard S.R. (195'3) at 308. 
Pharmacists: Under the Nedical Act of Victoria 1928, a 
Pharmacy Board of seven members, all registered pharmacists, 
is set up to control, among other things, the conduct of 
members of the occupation. The Board has power to remove 
from the register the name of any member found guilty of 
improper conduct or of any other offence which, in the 
opinion of the Board: would render him unfit to practise. 
See Re Roush (1938) ~.S,R. at 235. 
Nursing: In Sout:1 Australia, for example, the Nurses' 
Registration Act 1920 sets up a Board of seven representat:i.ves 
of the nursing and medical professions to keep the register 
and to remove the name of any nurse found guilty of 
'disgraceful conduct in any professional respect•. 
Ootametry: The Opticians' Registration Act of Victoria 
193 gives the Opticians' Board power to strike off the 
Register for 'infamous conduct in a professional respect'. 
See Levy v :b'ranci§ (1935) 52 vl.N. (N.8.W.) 
Veterinary Scienc~: A Veterinary Surgeons' Board of seven 
members of the occupation has similar control over the 
conduct of members. :see Act No. 3800 of 1928 (Victoria). 
Arghitecture: In Tasmania, for example, the Board of 
Architects has power to remove from the Register the name 
of any architect found guilty of serious crime or of 
improper conduct. The Act lists some practices which are 
prohibited. :20 Geo.V No.lt-2 of 1929 (Tas,). 
suryeying: See Act No. 220 of 1935 (South Australia). 
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The Standard of Profess~l Conduct 
The Codes of Ethics of professional associations and 
the decisions of statutory committees indicate that there 
is a general obligation on all members of a profession to 
act at all times in a manner which would be approved by 
the group as a whole. From this general principle, 
illustrated in some cases by specific examples, the member 
must himself decide vrhat is 1 right' conduct. Conduct vrhich 
falls short of this may be described as 'unprofessional 
conduct', 'professional misconduct' of more frequently 
'infamous conduct in a professional respect•. This has been 
defined as 1 conduct v1here a medical man, in pursuit of his 
profession, has done something in regard to it, which would 
be reasonably regarded as disgraceful or dishonourable by 
his professional brethren of good repute and competency'• 
(Allison's case, supra.) 
This interpretation of 'infamous conduct in a 
professional respect•, though originally applied to the 
medical profession, has been applied by the Courts to 
other occupations where a similar standard of conduct has 
(40) 
been laid dmm. 
From the judicie.l interpretation of this standard of 
conduct several important points about )rofessional conduct 
become clear. 
In the first place there must be a standard of conduct 
accepted and approved by members of the profession who 
must in practice abide by this standard. The Ethical Code 
of the professional association and the Rules of Conduct 
of the Statutory Committee must relate closely to 1-rhat is, 
in fact, the accepted standard. If a code sets standards 
that have never been attained by the majority of the group, 
then a breach of the code can not be construed as 'infamous 
conduct in a professional respect•. A pharmacist, for 
example, was charged with a breach of the Ethical Code in 
that he advertised improperly and carried out various 
methods of treatment. It was proved that these were 
(40) 'In our view "unprofessional conduct" is not necessaril;t 
limited to conduct-. 1ifhich is "disgraceful or dishonourablen in 
the ordinary sense of those terms. It includes, we tr1inkl 
conduct which may reasonably be held to violate or to fal 
short of, to a substantial degree, the standard of professional 
conduct observed or a)proved of by professional men of good 
repute and competency'. 
(In re R-, A Practitioner of the Supreme Court (1927) 
S.A.S.R. 58 at 60-61). 
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common practices among pharmacists so that his standard 
was, in fact, the standard of the group. As such, it (41) 
was not 'infamous conduct'. 
In the second place this standard of conduct is 
not imposed on the group but is one \vhich evolves over 
a long period of time. The older professions of medicine 
and lavr have reached a stage where members have agreed 
upon a standard of conduct appropriate to the profession. 
The more recent occupations \vhich aspire to professional 
status have yet to stabilise their ideas about the 
standard of conduct of the group. This, in effect, was 
the point made by the Full Court of South Australia in 
reviewing a decision by the recently constituted 
Physiotherapy Board in suspending a member for 'unpro-
fessional conduct 1 • In the course of his judgment 
Abbot J. reviewed the standard of professional conduct 
vThich had been evolved by the original professions of 
divinity, law and medicine; and he pointed out the 
difficulties facing a Board set up to regulate a 1new1 
profession. He went on to state: 
1 In my opinion, the tas1c of the earlier boards of 
this and any other similarly established profession, 
(4l)(Re Roush (1938) Q.S.R. 235). 
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in controlling the professional conduct of its 
practitioners, may be expected to be difficult 
of performance for the first twenty-five years 
of its existence, and during that time considerable 
tolerance, tact, and wise internal guidance and 
education will be required, until the profession 
has arrived at the stage when the views of the 
professional brethren of good repute and competency 
may have become clarified and will have so far 
prevailed as to have gained the confidence and 
support of the majority of members of the profession~' 
(In reWard (1953) S,A.S.R, 308 at 317). 
In the third place the prevailing standard of 
professional conduct is that practised by 'professional 
men of good repute and competency'. Therefore any tribunal 
set up to consider a breach of this standard must be 
composed of such men who are aware of the standard and who, 
in fact, practise it. It will be observed that this 
principle has been followed by the Statutory Committees 
for those professional type occupations previously 
examined. The principle of having such tribunals composed 
of 'professional men 
been endorsed by the 
of good repute and competency' has (42) 
Courts whenever cases of 
(42) 1 The category of professional misconduct is not 
closed, since ideas as to what amounts to professional 
misconduct change from time to time and it is the function 
of the Queensland Law Society to define what is professional 
misconduct•. (ReA Solicitor (1953) Q.S.R. 149 at 163). 
See also In re a Solicitor, Ex parte The Incorporated Law 
Society (1894) 1Q.B.254. 
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professional misconduct have come up for review. e.g. 
'The Legislature has thought fit to entrust these 
powers to a special tribunal, and it seems a most 
appropriate tribunal •••••••• a tribunal more likely 
to be familiar with the matters which might be 
considered as amounting to professional misconduct, 
and more able to properly consider and deal with such 
matters than the ordinary tribunals of the country, 
consisting of a judge or of a judge and jury'. 
(Hill v Clifford (1907) 2 Ch.250). 
In the fourth place the standard of conduct of a 
professional man is not related solely to his sphere of 
professional activity. It embraces an area which falls 
beyond the immediate relationship vii th client or patient. 
The standard of professional conduct is indivisible and 
extends to all places at all times. Thus any lawful or 
unlawful act, wherever or whenever committed, is 
potentially a matter of concern to the professional body, 
for it may indicate a standard of conduct lvhich is lower 
than that of members of the profession. Thus a solicitor, 
employed for the time being on non-legal work, was 
convicted of attempting to obtain a bribe. He was also 
struck off the Roll for conduct lvhich showed an absence of 
moral standards such as to make him unfit to practise as 
a solicitor. (37 Qld. Law Reporter 526). A doctor, 
convicted of drunken driving, was also reprimanded by the 
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Medical Disciplinary Board in Nevl South ~Jales, because 
a doctor's conduct must be such that he is in a position 
to treat the sick at all times. Where a solicitor was 
landlord of premises, vrhich to his knowledge, vmre used 
as brothels, and it was an offence by statute knOivingly 
to be such a landlord, he was struck off the Roll {Re 
1ieare, (1893) 2 Q.B. 439). ·Being a bookmaker is regarded 
as not being compatible with the professional condud of a 
solicitor (22 T.L.R. 127). 
Finally the law regards the professional man as 
being in a position of trust and responsibility, Therefore 
it exacts a higher penalty for a breach of this trust 
than it does if a similar act is committed by a person not 
in such a position. This principle, of course, applies 
to all trustees. In equity a broken contract is something 
more than a breach of faith. The criminal code also lays 
down heavier penalties for schoolmasters who commit 
certain offences against their pupils. Judges, in exercising 
discretion as to penalties, tend to be more severe on 
those who have betrayed a position of trust and responsibil-
ity. Such conduct, whatever the Court's findings, may 
bring further puni.shment by the statutory committeeo 
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frofessional Conduct, Suw~ary of Main Principles 
(i) The professional man is in a position of trust 
and responsibility so that a very high standard 
of conduct is expected of him in his pro-
fessional capacity. 
(ii)It is mainly delegated to the profession itsel.f 
to interpret and supervise the standard of 
conduct evolved by the group. This is done 
partly by the disciplinary body set up by statute 
and composed of members of the occupation, 
and partly by the professional association 
through its Code of Ethics. 
(iii)The Statutory Committee is concerned with 
major breaches of conduct, for it must 
determine whether the offender is a fit and 
proper person to practise. 
(iv)The Ethical Code of the professional a.cosociation 
lays down general principles, supplemented by 
specific examp~es and by the rulings of a 
Practice Committee, to guide members in their 
professional activities. In general this Code 
regulates business practices to avoid 
commercialisation and over emphasis on profit. 
It also regulates conduct between colleagues 
am between the professional man and his client. 
(v) The Code is effective because it is vridely 
disseminated among the group and accompanied by 
a definite procedure for reporting and handling 
breaches. It is also effective because there 
is usually only one professional association, 
and expulsion from that association can affect 
the economic status of the member. 
(vi) The polver of the Statutory Committee to strike 
off the Register is an effective sanction 
against those guilty of unprofessional conduct, 
for it is unlawful to practise unless on the 
Register. 
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(vii)Overall there is a general obligation cast 
on all members of the profession to act at 
all times so as not to-bring dishonour to 
the profession. The standard of professional 
conduct is not defined by objective principles, 
but it is the considered opinion of fellow 
colleagues 'of good :repute and competency', 
as to hotv a member of the profession vwuld 1 in fact, behave. Any lesser standard of 
conduct is regarded as 'infamous conduct in 
a professional respect'• 
Part IV Professional Incomes 
\fuether a particular level of income is character-
istic of a profession in Australia is a difficult 
questj.on to answer, mainly because of lack of evidence. 
There is an apparent relationship bet~1een income and 
professional status \vhich suggests that this problem needs 
closer investigation. 
In the absence of information about incomes it is 
common in our society to measure other people's incomes 
by the presence of visible and tangible things which 
money can buy. There are, of course, dangers and 
limitations in this approach; but the fact remains that 
it is a common practice. Doc tors, dentists, lawyers and 
other professionals are judged by such objective signs 
as the type and loca :,ion of house, the possession of a 
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late model car, the superior cut of suit, the employment 
of a maid or servant, the kind of education provided for 
their children, and so on. From these the inference is 
commonly made that professional people must receive a 
high income. 
This may not necessarily be true. There is, for 
example, the possibility that while the general 
practitioner or solicitor may not earn more than a 
business man or shopkeeper, he may distribute it 
according to different social values. There are no 
sociological or economic studies in Australia to throw 
light on this point. Investigations in England have 
been concerned with income groups rather than occupation 
groups, or solely vith uorking class budgets rather than 
(43) 
with those spread over a range of classes or oc(Q;)tions. 
The Report of the Commissioner of Taxation does 
give some information about the range and distribution of 
the incomes of the professional group of occupations. 
However, the interpretation of professional in the 
(43) The Hin:i.stry of Labour Gaze~te, Dec.l94o, PPo300-307 
and Jan. 1941, P•7 and p.2 • 
(44) 
Taxation Heports ts a very vride one, including not only 
the recognised professions, but many occupations in the 
field of health, education, literature, music and the 
arts. 'rhe Heport gives information not only about the 
incomes of the professional group but also of other 
occupational groups, such as primary producers, and of 
those in industry and commerce, (45) 
The numbers of taxpayers in various •actual income' 
ranges for these particular occupation groups, both for 
employees and for non-employees are set out in Table 4 belO\v, 
Actual income 
... tangs 
Number of Taxpayers 
Industrial Commercial Professional 
£ - £ 
1-400 
401-1000 
1001-5000 
5001+ 
Total 
1-400 
401-1000 
1001-5000 
5001+ 
Total 
79,038 160,963 18,339 
~-WLOYEES (For Income Year ended 30 June 1949) 
92,425(65%)50~315(40%)22~,751(58%)79,546 (59%) 
41,834(30%) 733 ,382(58%)141 '741 (37%049 ,842 0770 
6,502( 47~) 20,160(1~5;) 12,743( 3%) 4,162 ( 3%) 
289(.4%) 503(.03');;) 681<.2%) 93 (.c6%) 
141,350 1258,360 376,916 133,643 
(The Thirty-First Heport of the Commissioner of Taxation, 
page 36. In the professional group above only those totals 
set out in Code 51 have been included,) 
(45) 'Actual income' for taxation purposes represents 
income after business deductions but before concessional 
allovrances and tax. 
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These statistics are illustrated by Figures 2 
and 3. Admitting that there are many concealed factors 
in these statistics and that it ~;auld be unsafe to draw 
many firm conclusions, the follovling general statements 
about professional incomes relative to the incomes of 
other occupation groups for that particular income year, 
19~9, might be made:-
(i) The professional group, widely defined, does not 
receive a uniform income, whether members be 
employees or non-employees. 
(ii) In the non-employee group the proportion of the 
professional group in the top income bracket of 
the population (over £5,000 per annum) is very 
small but little different from other population 
groups, (except primary producers, but the high 
income of this group might be explained by 
particular events such as the good wool clip for 
that year). 
(iii)In this same non-employee group the proportion 
of the professj_onal group in the next income 
range (£1001-5000) is greater than that of any 
other occupation group • 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
The percentage of the professional group on 
the lovrer income range (£1-401) is much the 
same as that for other occupational groups in 
the non-employee class. 
In the employee group of occupations there is a 
marked similarity between the professions and 
other groups in income range and distribution. 
As between the non-employee professional and 
the employed professional the former presents a 
higher proportion of the group on a wider range 
of income than the latter. 
:;sOOl·" 
f40 !-1000 
Primary 
Producers 
Source 
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Figure 2 
1948-49 
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Industrial Commercial Professional 
The Thirty-First Report of the Commissioner 
of Taxation (Australia), p.36. 
~Ol+ 
£1001-5000 
Cl-400 
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~tribution of Taxpayers by Brpad Income Ranges 
Primary 
Producers 
Source 
EMPLOYEES 
Industrial Commercial Professional 
Th.e Thirty-First Repprt of the 
Comm.issioner of Taxation (Australia), 
p. 36. 
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Incomes of Professional People. Other Evidf!l,nce, 
Other evidence is available which gives additional 
information about the incomes in some profession for 
particular periods. The Jvlelbourne University Appointments 
Board made surveys of a number of occupations, including 
law, engineering, architecture, agricultural science 
and accountancy and in those surveys made some reference {46) 
to prevailing salary and income ranges. 
During 1949, for example, a typical Victorian 
solicitor would earn £500 p.a. in his first t;m years as 
a principal, and £750 p.a. in the next three years. 
Opportunities to break into a higher income bracket came 
slowly and even after ten years as a principal only a 
very small percentage of solicitors could hope to have a 
(47) 
net annual income of £1500, In the same period, the 
(46) University of Melbourne Appointments Board. 
(i) Si.Ateenth Annual Report J950, 'Report on the Legal 
Profession in Victoria', pp. 41-52. 
'A Survey of the Engineering Profession in Victoria', 
pp-53-65. (ii)Sevente(?llth ll,UnuaJ, Repgrt 195'1. 'A Survey of the 
Profession of Architecture', pp.4o-50. 
(iii) Eighteenth Anqual Report 1951. 'A Survey of the 
Profession of Agricultural Science in Austrrllia' ,pp.47-54. 
(iv) Iwentieth Annual Report 122~· 'A Survey of the 
Accountancy Profession in Victoria', pp.41-55. (v) A Survey of Conditions Hithin the Professions qf 
BacteriologY and Biochemistry in Victoria, pp.J2. 
(47) Law Institute Journal, June 1949, pp.75-85. 
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average income for architects with under ten years' 
experience \vas £755 p.a., rising to about £1500 p.a. 
after 30 years' experience. The average income of the 
245 architects surveyed was £1,157 for the 1948149 (48) 
year. The incomes of agricultural scientists refer 
to the 1949/50 income year. In that period the survey 
revealed that the average income of an agricultural 
scientist vri th ten years experience was £776 p.a., rising 
to a litUe over £1,000 at twenty years and to a maximum 
(49) 
of about £1,300 at thirty five years. The incomes of 
accountants refer to the 1950/51 income year. In that 
period the survey revealed that accountants (;rith university 
degree) at the ten year mark averaged £948 p.a.,at twenty 
years £1,108 and after thirty yearS' experience just over 
(50) 
£2000 p.a. The survey by the Appointments Board had 
not covered the medical profession, and information as to 
incomes of medical men is very difficult to obtain. It is 
observed that the:General Secretary of the Federal Council 
<48) 
(49) 
(50) 
1 A Survey of the Profession of Architecture', supra. 
University Appointments Board, University of Melbourne. 
Eighteenth Annual Report, pp.4o-47. 
University Appointments Board. Tw!intieth Annual Report, 
PP• 47-51. 
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of the British Medical Association, in an official reply 
to the Director of Navy Medical Services, estimated the 
•average net income' of a general practitioner in private 
(51) 
practice as £3,000, presumably in the period 1951/52. 
These figures do little to equate any particular 
income range with professional status but they will provide 
useful comparisons when teaching is compared with the 
professional model on the basis of income. 
These incomes conceal a very important and relevant 
feature about professional incomes, namely the difference 
between a self-employed professional and a salaried 
professional. The former must set up a practice which is 
in fact a business, and like all businesses the initial 
capital outlay is heavy. The doctor who has bought a 
practice, purchased equipment, established a house-cum-
surgery and invested in a new model car has already made 
a capital outlay of some ten thousand pounds. A dentist 
finds he must purchase very expensive equipment. The 
la;.zyer, the dentist, the architect must set up an office in 
the business area and employ staff. Stationery, wages, 
drugs, materials, current professional journals (especially 
(51) The Medical Journal of Australia, 15 Nov. 1952, p.687. 
in the legal profession), membership of professional 
associations, and so forth, all add up to considerable (52) 
running costs. Some of these such as depreciation of 
plant, expenses of motor car used in business, bad debts 
and subscriptions, may be allowable deductions ru1der the 
Income Tax Act. On the other hand there are the usual 
business r~sks of a self-employed man, and the need to 
provide for old age and retirement. 
Salaried professionals do not have this initial 
capital outlay, they have practically no overhead and 
no running costs. The firm, or the Government in the 
case of the Public Service, provides the equipment, the 
office space, the staff, the materials, and even arranges 
for the clients or patients to be on tap. In addition 
the salaried professional, like most employees, has such 
benefits as regular hours, holidays, sick leave, long 
(52) The B.M.A. estimates that 40 per cent of gross 
income of a general practitioner goes in overhead 
and rruming costs. The Medical Journal of Aw tralia, 
24 April, 1954 p.645'. 
J5 
(53) 
service leave, continuity of crmployment, supore.n_r.uation. 
Therefore any ;:;enera1 s ta terwnts a boJJ.t professional 
incones nus t tal~:e 1nto account the er:uloymcnt status of 
the professional, i. c. ':rhether self-employed or cnployed 
on a salary. 
Salarj.es offered tci profession<:cl gr'JUps er~9loyed ix: 
the public service ~:)rovide fir:n evideLce for makinr-~ some 
comparisons bet1.reen profess:'.onal and other incomes. In t!J.e 
Commonvealth Public Service, a Eedical Officer on entering 
the .service, •dent i:,.:nedie_tely into the salary range 
£1,132-1874, (including £198 c.o.l.); architects, surveyors, 
For compc:cr1 son ;:,n a.:3ul t clerk in the Fourth Division was 
in the £622-818 range. 
In the Victorian Public '3ervice, June 1952, doctors 
a.nd dentists received a commencine rate or £1491 p.a. 
(5'3) 'l:he doctor in private practice may not vmrk a five 
d~.y fol'ty hour veek of regular hours. A recent American 
survey of the hours of \<rork of 55,000 doctors revealed 
that some \vorked up to 90 hours per vreek, l"Ti th an overall 
average of 55 hours. The B.I<;.A stt;;.tes these figures t:rould 
not be tmcom::;lon j_n Austra.lia. S:~·lici tors are not ltkely to 
be ca1J.ed upon at all times as are doctors, but their 1mrl' 
is bound by the str:i.ct time table of the Courts. Of 330 
sol1citor-pr1ncipals in Victoria, 82 per cent claimed to 
have 11rorked more than 4o hours per veek for 50 11meks of 
the year. 
ihe lciedical lDt:l'ntcl of Australia, 24- April, 1954,p.64-5. 
Lau Institute Journal, June 1949, pp.75-85. 
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t;h<'e solicitor, architect and surveyor, £103t~, the 
teacher £647, all including :.0:373 p .a. cost of living 
allo~n.cnce. 
In the armed serv1ces, doctors, dontista., (.:n:-eineers 
and lm.ryers receive both the honorific reciard of high rarLlc 
and tl"e 1 '12 terial revrard of !1igh rates of pay. A doctor, 
for example, recei.ved £1409 as a Surgeon Lieutenant, 
£1455 as a Flight Lieutenant and 52477 p.:c1 .• as a mm'ried 
A definite pattern is observable in the s<J.laries )aid 
to professional groups in the Public Service and in the 
armed services. Doctors and dentists apLJear to be the 
rJos t hichly paid of the professional group. They 
co~·c"ence at relatively high salaries and adv<mce to a 
fairly high me.ximum. Belou them., but still higher than 
clerks and even university graduates Hho are not pro-
fessionals, is another group of profes s:Lonals, the 
solicitors, architects, englneers and pharmacists. 
Conclusions. 
(i) fTo significrmt generalisation Cccll be l::ade ,,,_bout the 
relationship between professional Rtatus, widely defined, 
and income. Ho1rever, sone reasonecble concJ.us:Lons might 
be drawn. 
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(ii) Evidence from Taxation Reports indicates that there 
is a 1vide range of income among professional groups 
whether they be in the self-employed or employee 
category. 
(iii) I'he same Report reveals thd the percentage of 
self-employed ;Jrofessionals earning more than 
£1,000 p.a. at that time was greater than that of 
any other occUl:Jational group. 
(iv) Employee professionals, on the other hand, had a 
smaller percentage in the over £1 1000 bracket than 
the self-employed professionals, but as against 
other employee groups, the employee professionals 
shov1ed little difference in income range and 
dis tri. bution. 
(v) Ancillary evidence re-inforces popular opinion 
that some professional people receive incomes 
generally considered as 'better than average'. 
(vi) In the Public Service and in the armed services 
salaries paid to doctors and dentists are higher 
than those paid to other professionals, such as 
solicitors and architects, while the salaries 
paid to professionals as a group are higher than 
salaries paid to non-professionals. 
Part V. The Size and Distribution of the Professional Group. 
Professional skill is comparatively rare in a community 
because of the difficulty in acquiring it; it is difficult 
to acquire because of the time, money and degree of intelli-
gence needed to acquire it. These factors operate to 1imit 
the numbers of those likely to acquire the skil1 and be 
admitted to the profession. It is often asserted that 
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there are other factors which limit the number afu1itted 
to the profession and that the profession itself endeavours 
to control the number in the group in order to maintain 
for its members a high economic status. This assertion 
is difficult to prove. Hov;ever it should be noted that 
the number of persons in an occupation and the probable 
demand for their services are important factors in 
determining the size of individual member's incomes. 
Not every person requires the services of a doctor or 
lawyer or architect every day, as everyone does of the 
baker or milkman. The professional man possesses a 
specia~ised slcill which most people '>Jill need at some 
time in their lives. The more highly specialised the 
skill, the less likely >vill it be needed, hence the 
larger the population needed for this professional man to 
make a living. A small town may support one doctor, but 
it takes perhaps a city to support one or tew eye 
specialists, and a whole state to support a plastic 
surgeon. 
It will be relevant to inquire l·Jhat is the relative 
size of professional groups in Australia, what is the 
proportion of professional persons to the total population, 
and what is the geographical distribution of the 
professional group. 
A Queensland study provides evidence to ansvrer 
(5lt) 
some of these questions. The number of registered 
practitioners in certain professions per 100,000 of 
population in Queensland is set out in the table belmv. 
Table 5 
Registered Practitioners per 100,000 of Population (Qld) 
Professional Other East of \'Jest of l'lhole 
persons Hetropolis Cities 150E. 150E. State 
Doctors G.P. 133 97 37 4lt 89 
Med. Spec. 55 21 1 3 28 
Nurses 224 250 140 146 14~ Dentists 65 58 27 33 
Chemists 76 76 38 33 60 
Optometrists 20 22 3 4 13 
Vet. Burgs. 12 15 9 9 11 
Barristers 19 4 3~ Solicitors lt5 46 20 26 
Architects lt3 9 19 
Prof.Engrs. 22 9 2 2 12 
Surveyors 19 15 3 8 13 
Pub. Accts. 132 75 25 45 82 
This Table does not give any indication of the degree 
of saturation in any one profession. The numbers sho;vn 
do not indicate whether these represent the needs of the 
community. The Table is merely an indication of the 
(54) Economic News (Queensland) Vo1.23, No.1, January,l954. 
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number in each occupation which the community is 
supporting at the present time; but it does not shovr what 
the resultant income for the professional groups this 
represents. The Table does, hm·rever, throvr some light 
on the distribution of professiona~ services within the 
State. The percentage of each group located ;rithin the 
metropolitan area, in the provincial cities and in the 
remaining area of the State is shown in the following 
Table. 
Table 6 
Percentage of Professional Groups in Various Areas (Qld) 
Profession Netropolitan Other Cities Rest of State 
Doctors G,P. 62 20 18 
Hed. Spec. 83 14 3 
Nurses 47 2lr ~~ Dentists 5!+ 22 
Optometrists 60 30 10 
Vet. Surgs. 44 2Lr 31 
Barristers 91 9 9 
Solicitors 51 23 26 
Architects 92 8 
Prof. Engrs. 79 14 7 
Surveyors 63 22 15 
Pub. Accts. 67 17 16 
Chemists 53 23 24 
This distribution of professional people in Queensland 
is significant. It appears that the professional people 
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are most likely to be located in the metropolHan area 
and least likely to be found in those rural areas outside 
the provincial towns. Moreover this is not merely follovring 
the distribution of the population. According to the 19~7 
Census, 36.36% of Queensland's population lived in the 
metropolitan area, 23.~2% in the provincial cities and 
40.12% in rural areas. Thus it appears that the metropolHan 
area attracts more professional services than the pro-
portion of the State• s population >rould suggest. The 
provincial cities also attract more than their proportionate 
share and the rural areas much less. In other words the 
distribution of professional services does not follow the 
d'i s tribution of the population. 
The dispersion of individual profes~iQns in Queensland 
The Queensland study also throws some light on 
the distribution of individual professions in that State. 
Medical Practitioners 
It is indicated that doctors follovr a pattern in their 
careers. Immediately after graduation 88 per cent of 
them are located in the capital city where they are 
presumably gaining hospital experience, After the second 
year 50 per cent still remain in the city, and thereafter 
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there is a gradual exodus to country districts. Hoivever 
the tendency is for them to return to the city, so that 
70 per cent of doctors with 25 years experience are in 
Brisbane, 15 per cent with that experience in the country 
towns and only 15 per cent in the remainder of the State. 
As doctors get older the percentage of doctors in the 
city and in rural areas falls, while the percentage in 
the small cities rises. This probably indicates a 
preference for retirement in the many smaller coastal cities 
of Queensland. 
Nedical Specialists 
As specialists,in order to obtain patients, must cater 
for a larger population than the general practitioner they 
tend to congregate in the capital cities, often in the 
same street. They rely on patients to come to their 'rooms', 
and apart from honorary work at city hospitals they rarely 
visit patients in their homes. 
a':f"g.rses 
This group, on the other hand, offers a much less 
specialised service and its members frequently perform their 
service in the patient's home. Therefore they tend to 
reveal a distribution closer to that o~ the population. The 
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improvement in ambulance services and the erection of 
large base hospitals in country towns, hovrever, is 
tending to concentrate the group in the larger areas of 
population. 
Dentists 
Dentists are forced to disperse their services more 
than doctors, for people in the country may well treat 
their Ol>'ll toothache but not an appendix. They v.rill travel 
a long lvay to see a doctor but not to see a dentist. 1'hus 
the percentage of dentists in the metropolitan area is less 
than that of doctors, vrhile it is greater in the country 
towns. Dentists also tend to arrange particular visiting 
days for small settlements located near to the larger 
country towns. 
Chemist§ 
This group fo11ows a similar distribution to that of 
dentists. As most of them tend to make a living from other 
'lines' than mere prescriptions they are forced to follow 
the distribution of the business people and settle in 
country to;ms and even smaller areas. 
Optometrist§ 
This occupation is highly concentrated in the metropolitan 
area and in the larger towns, with very fe~<r in the remainder 
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of the State. It may be that the city d\·rellers need 
spectacles more than country people for their vmrk. On 
the other hand most rural vmrkers •rill probably vrai t 
until their next visit to the city to have their eyes 
tested. Heamrhile the optometrist has a ready market and 
has no need to disperse his services. 
Veterinary Surgeons 
On the distribution of the animal population one e1ouJ.d 
expect an even greater dispersal of 1 vets 1 to country 
areas. The Queensland v1ri ter suggests that the greater 
percentage of this occupation in the metropolitan area 
may be accounted for by the unduly pampered pet population 
of the city areas. 
Legal Ptqf~ssion 
As barristers find their employment in the Supreme 
Courts, it is inevitable that they establish chambers 
in the headquarters of tlle three Supreme Court Districts 
of Queensland and serve the outlying area on circuit. 
As solicitors, on the other hand, serve intimate and 
urgent needs of people, from 1'-'ills and divorce proceedings 
to sale of land and mortgages, they disperse much more 
than barristers. They are found in the city areas and in 
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the country tovms; but it is not necessary for them to 
spread to outlying rural areas. They rely on clients 
visiting them when in to;.m. 
Archit!icts and Enc:tineers 
As these are concerned with building construction 
they need a central office, yet they must be mobile in 
order to be able to inspect the job at first hand. As 
most building projects are located in the city areas, 
architects tend to be concentrated there. Engineers tend 
to disperse more to country t01ms vrhere they can visit 
outlying areas and construction projects. 
Surveyors 
The nature of their work calls for more <Wrk 1 in 
the field' and so they tend to disperse a little more, 
but not beyond the large country to"\<Tn. w~ile they may 
have work on farm subdivisions and construction 'tlOrks, 
such work can conveniently be done from an office located 
in the nearest large centre of population. 
PubJ.ic Accountant11 
The collL'11ercial houses of the larger cities provide 
scope for most of these persons, so that there is little 
need for them to disperse. At most, some will be found 
in country towns. 
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Th5.s Queensland study was based on the off5.cial 
reg5.sters of the occupat5.ons concerned. In other words, 
5.t 5.ncludes those in private practice as well as those 
in the public service. There is no evidence to show the 
distribution of professional men in the public service; 
but one suspects that they would be ev:en more centralised 
than those in private pract:tce. Do:tors in the Commonwealth 
Public Service, for example, are mainly employed in the 
Repatriation Institutions near the capital cities. The 
State Health Departments employ doctors on worlr in the 
main cities, while Education Departments have a few for 
examining members of the teaching staff. Some may also 
go on tour examining school children. Dentists in the 
public service vrould also follow the same pattern. 
Architects are employed by the Housing Corrm:tission and 
Public ·,vorks Departments; but their offices are located 
with the Department concerned. Engineers and surveyors 
may be employed by Shires and Municipalities and visit 
(per Government transport) ~mrks in progress. 
There are strong reasons for believing that professional 
men in the public service tend to cluster around the 
administrative departments; and as these.are usually 
located in the capital city it follmvs that these 
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professional men are likely to be located in the city. 
This pattern of distribution of the professional 
services in Queensland becomes clear. The tendency is 
for them to be located in the capital city and large 
to-vms and not in the smaller settlements. This conclusion 
is confirmed by an analysis of the Regional Tables of 
the Commonwealth Census of 1947. These Tables also 
indicate that this distribution of professional services 
is similar in the other States. The greater concentration 
of population in the capital cities of the other States 
would seem to indicate that the concentration of 
professional services in those cities would be even 
(55) 
greater than in Brisbane. 
(55) Population of the Urban and Rural Areas of the 
States of Australia, 1947 Census, supra. 
Urban Urban 
State N!;!tro);lolitan PJ;:ovincaJ. 
N.s.w. 49.72 22.23 
Vic. 59.70 11.26 
Qld. 36.36 23.42 
Sth Aust. 59.21 10.20 
West. Aust. 54.22 10.31 
Tas. 29.78 28.58 
Australia 50.72 17.98 
(Census Bulletin No.1 of 1947, pp.6-7) 
Rural 
27.80 
28.85 
40.05 
30.33 
~4.85 
1.37 
31.05 
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There is much work for the sociologist yet to fill in 
this picture of the professional life. How long do 
doctors and solicitors stay in country tmrns? Hmv often 
in a lifetime do they cownence another practice in a 
different locality? \lihat is their standard of living? 
>lhd kind of houses do they l:L ve in? These and other 
questions still require to be answered. However, from the 
location of the professional services it is possible to 
dra'" some conclusions. Because tlle professional man is 
likely to live in the larger cities he has the advantage 
of the amenities vihich are to be found there. He is not 
found in the small village or hamlet. He does not live in 
a crude bush cottage. fie does not board 1-ri th one of his 
patients or clients. He does not have to put up vii th 
the inconveniences of the outlying areas - no electricity, 
poor shop pine; facili t:i.es, lack of transport and bad roads, 
and so on. He is located, at worst, in a country tmrn, 
>vhere he is able to make use of the facilities which other 
professionals offer. If he is a doctor he will probably 
look for a better than average home, which he regards as 
part of his capital outlay. Other professionals in 
private practice probably regard it as important to the 
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business to have good ac.::orn'odation. The probability is 
that professional men in the country to~1s outwardly 
present the signs of a high standard of living. At the 
same time,increased experience will eventually bring him 
back to the city, probably at the time vihen his children 
need secondary or tertiary education. 
This picture of the professional career needs much 
more evidence to support it, but it is probable that the 
professional man, by virtue of the location of his service, 
has the opportunity and the facilities for enjoying a 
standard of living 1vhich is denied some other occupations. 
The Professional Hodel, 
It was observed that teachers made conflicting 
statements about their occupation in relation to professional 
status. Much of their confusion has arisen from the fact 
that, although they frequently compare themselves with 
medicine and law, they have never analysed these occupations 
carefully to discover the characteristics 1r1hich make them 
a profession. 1'herefore these two occupations, together 
with others rJhich are commonly regarded as being professions, 
have been examined and a model constructed, against \•lhich 
the claims of teachers regarding the status of their 
occupation will be measured. 
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Chapter Three 
TEACHER TRAINING .IJND TEE PROFESSJ:O~AL ;MODEL 
1Mr. Polly went into the National School at six, and 
he left the private school at fourteen, and by that 
time, his mind was in much the same state that you 
would be in, dear reader, if you were operated on 
for appendicitis by a well meaning, boldly enter-
prising, but rather overworked and underpaid butcher 
boy. 1 
Mr. Polly. H.G. Wells. 
A particular type of training was regarded as 
essential to the professional model, and the character-
type of training have been observed and istics of that (1) 
stated. As teachers claim to be like the model, 
their type of training must now be examined and measured (2) 
against professional training. 
Teacher training in Australia may be viewed first 
of all by noting the various training institutions 
(1) 
(2) 
See page 56. 
A detailed study of teacher training was made in 1943 
by Turner, although he was not concerned with eval-
uating it according to professional standards. Post-
war developments in education have also produced some 
changes in the system of training teachers as he des-
cribed it. 
Turner, I.S. The Training of Teachers in 
Australia. 
A.C.E.R. Research Series No.61. 
M.U.P., 1943-. 
See also Education News,Vo1.5 No. 1, Feb, 1955. 
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and their place within the administrative framework 
of education. 
;reachers' Colleges. State. 
The Minister for Education in each State is 
responsible for the State's educational programme, 
the greater part of which, in practice, is carried 
out by a government Department ot Education. This 
Department, among other things, is responsible for 
training teachers, tor which purpose it has estab-(3) 
lished Teachers• Colleges. The one exception 
is Tasmania, where the Department of Education has 
transferred to the University the responsibility for 
training teachers. 
Departments of Education, in conjunction with 
Public Service Boards, employ and control large num-
bers of teachers, from whom are drawn, in most cases, 
the staffs of Teachers• Colleges. These appointments 
(3) State Teachers' Colleges have been established in the 
various States: N.etw.: Sydney (1906), Armidale (1928), Balmain (19 ), Wagga (1947), Newcastle (1949), 
Bathurst (1951). ~·=Melbourne (1889), Bendigo (1945), Ballarat (19 ), Geelong (1950). ~.: 
Brisbane (1914). s. $Hit.: Adelaide (1900~­
W. Aust.: Claremont (1 ). 
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are made in the same manner as appointments to other 
institutions within the State's education system, 
generally by advertising within the teaching service. 
The officer in charge of the College is the Principal 
who forms part of the administrative hierarchy of the 
Education Department, being responsible to the Chief 
(l.t-) 
Inspector or to the Director. 
The training syllabus for each College is deter-
mined by a Committee within the Department, usually 
consisting of the Principal and representatives of 
the Department and of the University. In New South 
Wales, tor example, there is a Standing Committee on 
Teacb,er Training, comprising the Principals of the 
Teachers• Colleges, the Professor of Education at the 
Sydney University, the Director-General of Education, 
a Staff Inspector of the Department and an Officer of 
the Public Service Board. In Western Australia a 
representative of the Teachers' Union is included. 
The content of the training syllabus must, of course, 
conform to the overall educational policy of the 
(l.t-) For the place of the Principal of the. Teachers 1 
College in the departmental organisation1 see 1't!3view'.of Education in Australia, l9lt-0-l';:ll.t-8,pp.2-7. 
1i3 
government, so that any fundamental c.b.anges must be 
referred through the Permanent Head to the Minister. 
These State Teachers' Colleges provide the major 
course of' training f'or primary school teachers and f'or 
specialist teachers in infant work, domestic and 
manual arts, etc. Sydney and Armidale Teachers' 
Colleges also provide training f'or secondary school 
teachers; but it is usual f'or this type of training 
to be conducted at the University. In Victoria, the 
Department of Education supervises the training of 
secondary teachers through the Secondary Teachers' 
Training Centre, which it has recently established in 
the Melbourne University grounds. Primary and secondary 
teachers thus receive different kinds of training at 
different types of educational institutions. 
The expenditure involved in maintaining these 
(5) 
Colleges is met from consolidated revenue. No fees 
are charged to students, except to a few who may be 
accepted from 'private' sources. In fact, the practice 
(5) The total expenditure of' the New South Wales Depart-
ment of Education on Teacher Training for 1951 was 
£810 1026, or ~per cent of' the Department's Budget. 
The total for all six States in the 1952-53 
financial year was £2,759 7000, or approximately 6 per cent of' the expenditure of' State Education 
Departments. 
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is to pay students a living allowance while they are 
in training, in return for which they enter into a 
bond to serve the Department for a specified period 
after completion of training. 
Besides establishing Colleges for training 
teachers to reach a standard laid down by the Depart-
ment, the Department itself acts as a training and 
testing authority for teachers in other ways. It 
conducts classes and issues certificates to teachers 
who have been successful in such subjects as swimming 
and lifesaving, horticulture, drawing, singing, voice 
production, etc. In Victoria, for example, 
thirty-three such certificates available for 
t.here are (6) 
teachers. 
The Department may also act as the examining authority 
for literary requirements which it has prescribed for 
particular certificates associated with promotion. It 
(7) 
also conducts refresher schools and courses , arranges 
seminars and workshops, and by means of Inspectors, 
gives advice and tuition of a practical nature to 
teachers. In three States, Education Departments have 
(6) Regulations of the Victorian Education Department 
1950, Reg.VI.l(a). 
(7) 'In-Service Training'. For a more detailed account 
of this aspect of the Department's activities see 
article under this title by H.G. Henry in The 
Journal of Ins actors of Schools of Austr li d 
New Zealand• Dec. 9 2, pp. 2 33· 
1t5 
also published journals devoted solely to professional 
topics, desi~ed to assist the teacher in the practice (8) 
of teaching. 
It is not intended to evaluate at this stage what 
the State does in training its teachers; but the 
following summary of the facts so far established will 
be relevant. 
The State, through the Department of Education:-
(!) establishes and maintains Teachers' Colleges, 
(ii) appoints the staff from its own teaching service, 
(iii) prescribes the syllabus for training, 
(iv) provides free training for the teachers and pays 
them an allowance, 
(v) lays down the standard required for teaching, 
(vi) tests teachers for this standard, 
(vii) prescribes different forms of training in different 
institutions for primary and secondary teachers, 
(vlli) conducts in-service training for the teachers it 
employs. 
(ix) employs the teachers it has trained and tested. 
(8) For discussion on matter of teachers' journals, 
post page 191. 
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Teachers' Colleges. Roman Catholic. 
The Roman Catholic Church has established its 
own Collages ~or training teachers ~or its own system 
o~ schools. The larger Colleges, such as St. Patrick's 
in Sydney, train teachers ~or schools o~ a particular 
Order throughout Australia; the smaller Colleges train 
teachers ~or smaller Orders within the State. These 
Colleges are ~inanced and sta~fed by the Church and as 
such are quite independent o~ the State. It is important 
to note, however, that most States do exert in one ~orm or 
another soma control over teaching and training standards 
at these Colleges. 
In Victoria, ~or example, there is statutory pro-
vision for all teachers in Non-State schools to be 
registered, and that registration requires approved 
training. In order to .have their Colleges approved as 
training institutions the Principals must produce evi-
dence to the Victorian Council of Public Education that 
'the courses o~ instruction and tests o~ proficiency, the 
practice o~ teaching •••••• and the general management 
and arrangements are suitable for the purpose o~ training 
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(9) 
persons as teachers.• Thus eleven or the Roman 
Catholic Colleges are registered by the Council of Public 
Education in Victoria. In Tasmania these Colleges must 
conform to the requirements of the Teachers• and Schools• 
Registration Board in the standard of training. In other 
States there is no statutory requirement for registration 
or inspection of these Colleges, although control over 
standards is exerted in other ways. In New South Wales, 
for example, Non-State schools desiring pupils to be 
eligible for bursaries and scholarships and for presenta-
tion for Intermediate and Leaving Certificates must be 
certified as institutions where regular and efficient 
instruction is carried out. Control by demanding 
efficient standards of teaching in schools is an indirect 
method of controlling standards of teacher training in (10) 
the Colleges. 
(9) 
(10) 
Regulations of the Council of Public Education, 
Victoria, pp.5-6. 
For the function of this Council and its relationship 
to the question of registration of teachers see post 
page 135. 
'The larger teachers• colleges of the Roman Catholic 
Church compare favourably in size, organisation and 
standards with the State teachers• colleges, though, 
from their nature, all teachers• colleges of this 
Church Dlace morehspepific1empha~is on religion than do ~ne ~ta~e ~eac ers co~ eg~s. 
Compulsory ~ducation in Australia. (UNESCO Studies on Compulsory Education III, 
1951, p.68.) 
1l8 
Teachers' Colleges. Other tnan State and Roman catholic. 
In addition to the State and to the Roman Catholic 
Church a number of denominational and private organisations 
have established Colleges for training teachers. These (11) 
.have been closely surveyed , but some reference is 
relevant to this study. 
The Incorporated Association of Registered Teachers 
of Victoria has its own training centre at Mercer House, 
Melbourne, where non-resident students may take courses 
in junior, secondary, primary or sub-primary teaching. 
The successful students qualify for registration and may 
teach in Victorian private schools. 
The Australian Missionary Society conducts a Training 
College at Cooranbong, New South Wales, for primary teachers 
in schools of the Seventh Day Adventist organisation. This 
College is also registered by the Council of Public Education 
in Victoria. 
The Kindergarten Union of Australia has its own 
facilities for training teachers in infant and nursery 
school work, with a College in each State, maintained by 
funds provided by voluntary organisations. 
(11) Turner. supra, pagell~ 
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Throughout Australia there are other agencies 1•hich 
provide training for teachers in pre-school and nursery 
work. There is the Nursery School Training College, for 
example, established by the Sydney Day Nursery Association. 
wnere these are established in Victoria and Tasmania they 
must conform to the requirements of registration. 
Teacher Training Institutions. The Universities. 
The Universities are also institutions where teachers 
may be trained. They are not part of the State Education 
Department, nor are they part of any religious organisation. 
They are independent bodies governed by a Council or 
Senate on \vhich sit government nominees and representatives 
of university and community interests. 1'hey are financed 
partly by students f"es, partly by gifts and bequests but 
mainly by government grants. 
The Universities provide courses of training for a 
number of occupations, including medicine, law, architecture 
and engineering. Until recently they did not provide 
courses of training specifically for teaching. They did, it 
is true, proYide courses in Arts and Science hhich were 
useful for numerous occupations, including teaching. Such 
12ll 
courses were regarded by Education Departments as s-u.i table 
for teachers in secondary schools provided they 1t;ere 
follov!ed by a short course of' teaching methods organised 
by the adjacent Teachers' College. In time this short 
course became centered at the University and developed 
into a one year post-graduate Diploma of Education. 
Today, universities provide not only Arts and Science 
courses which are essential for secondary teachers, but 
also courses vThi ch are part of a teacher 1 s training. 
Universities have established Departments or Faculties of 
Education which may be regarded as training institutions 
for secondary teachers, but not exclusively so. As well 
as the Diploma of Education,higher degrees in education 
are nOi•T available. Helbourne University has a tvro years' 
pos ·t-graduate Bachelor of Education course, vrhile the 
vJestern Australia University has initiated a four years 1 
(12) 
first degree course in education. 
(12) There is no general agreement among educationalists as 
to lvhich of these tvm kinds of education degree is preferable, 
Indeed there is no agreenent as to whether teacher-training 
should be conducted at the universities or at teachers' 
colleges or as to the most desirable relationship between 
these t-vro institutions. 
For a sunurary of points of viel·l expressed by English 
authorities:- Cunningham and Norey: Chi.dren Need Teachers, 
A.C.E.H., Research Series, No.62, H,U,P. 19 7, p.5 • 
1~1 
Primary teachers may, and do, in some cases, take 
these degrees; but this would be unusual. In these 
cases they would be taken by teachers who have had 
many years practical experience, but who desire higher 
academic qualifications for administrative posts such 
as Inspectorships, or in order to improve their status 
by becoming eligible for transfer to secondary schools. 
With the exception of South Australia, where certain 
parts of the course for primary teachers are provided 
at the University, and of Tasmania, where the University 
conducts the whole course, the training of primary 
teachers does not require attendance at the University. 
Even the close physical connection with the University, 
which Teachers' Colleges once had by being established 
in the University grounds, is passing as newer Colleges 
(13) 
are built in the provincial cities. 
(13) There has always been a close connection between 
Teachers' Colleges and the Universities apart from the 
proximity of the buildings. Formerly it was the custom 
to have as Principal of the College the Professor of Ed-
ucation at the University. While this gave the College 
added dignity and prestige the dual position became un-
tenable for the incumbents. As Principal, the Professor 
found that he was bound by Public Service Regulations for-
bidding criticism of education as administered by the 
Education Department. As Professor of Education he re-
garded such infringements on his right to criticise 
educational practices as an infringement of academic 
freedom. However 1 the growth of Departments of Education 
within the univers1ties and the growth of Teachers' 
Colleges have necessitated the separation of the two 
offices. 
1~2 
The distinction between the State Education Depart-
ment and the Faculty of Education must be emphasised, 
and their respective spheres in the training of teachers 
realised. The Professor of Education and his staff are 
not members of the government Department of Education, 
but employees of the University. In some cases, of 
course, the Department of Education may permit some of 
its teachers to assist the University staff in the 
practical training of teachers. While the Department 
of Education has established institutions for the train-
ing of primary teachers, it must make use of an inde-
pendent institution - the University - for the training 
of its secondary teachers. It still exerts some 
influence on training standards by having representatives 
on Faculty Boards and Committees. The final picture is 
that the University provides the course with its own 
staff and the Education Department arranges for students 
to take that course. The qualifications thus obtained 
are recognised by the Education Department as the require-
ment for certain positions within the Department, such as 
certification as a secondary teacher, requirement for 
classification or promotion. 
jiJntry to Training. 
1~3 
Standard required for Primary 
and Secondary Teachers. 
The standard of entry required for students 
entering a State Teachers' College for the primary 
school course is Leaving Certificate in four States 
and Matriculation in Tasmania and Queensland. This 
entry standard is subject to Ministerial control and 
may be varied according to the circumstances. In 
the post-war years, when not sufficient recruits 
could be obtained at this level, the entry standard 
was lowered. Western Australia recruited from a 
lower academic standard and in New South Wales a 
number of students were admitted to training with 
only Intermediate Certificate, although they were 
given a preliminary examination 'equivalent in (llt) 
standard to the Leaving Certificate.' The 
Tasmanian Education Department, which had handed 
oyer to the University the responsibility for training 
teachers, found that insufficient teachers could be 
recruited at the level of university entrance so it 
set up an emergency training centre with lower standards 
of entry. 
(llt) From a private communication from the Principal of 
the Sydney Teachers' College. 
Teachers for secondary schools must pass Matric-
ulation and proceed to university training. This entry 
standard is not controlled by the Minister of Education 
and is not subject to periodic fluctuations. 
Length of Training Course. 
At present the length of the training course for 
primary teachers is two years at a State Teachers• 
College. Events in the post-war years have shown that 
it is also a simple matter to vary this period. In 
New South Wales, for example, the course was reduced 
by one term in 1950 in order to get teachers into 
schools to relieve a shortage of teachers. In Victoria, 
where the course had only recently been increased from 
one to two years, the government reduced the period from 
two years back to one year for older applicants, many of 
whom were failures in university courses. In Queensland 
the course was reduced from two years, first to one and a 
half years, then to one year. In South Australia in 
1948, while discussions were under way to extend the course 
from two to three years, it was in fact reduced to one 
year for mature students. Then fifty temporaries, 
without any training, were appointed to the metropolitan 
area on the approval of the Minister. As the demand for 
teachers increased so the course was gradually reduced 
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until, in 1953, it was estimated that there were over 
1,000 temporaries in the service who .had received only 
(15) 
six weeks' training. 
Thus in general it could be said that the length 
of the course of training for primary teachers is two 
years, subject to variation •. 
The length of the course of training for secondary 
teachers as prescribed by the University is four or 
five years. As this course is controlled by the 
University, it is not subject to periodic variation. 
However, teachers may be permitted to teach in secondary 
schools with shorter periods of training. In Victoria, 
for example, many teachers are classified on the 
secondary teachers• Roll with four subjects- the 
equivalent of one University year - to their credit. 
The length of training which teachers have had is 
reflected in general terms by their qualifications, so 
these must also be examined. 
(15) of 
1:;6 
Qualifications. 
The qualifications of 7899 Victorian teachers, 
State and Non-State, were investigated by Kydd in (16) 
19~. The percentage of this group holding 
various degrees is set out in Table 7 • 
TABLE 7 • 
Percentage of Victorian Teachers Holding 
Certain Maximum Qualifications 
B.A. • • • • • • • • • • • • 8.0 per 
B.A. (Hons) 0.2 
M.A. 7.0 
B.Sc. 1.0 
Dip.Ed. 0.9 
B.Ed. 0.1 
M.Ed. 0.01 
Ph.D. 0.03 
Matric. 53.00 
cent 
(16) 19'+5-46 
Univ. 
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According to Kydd's study 37 per cent of all 
Victorian secondary teachers (State) held degrees, 
but only three per cent of primc.cry teachers. Only 
11 per cent of the vlhole group of teachers examined 
held at least one degree. Leaving Certificate without 
Hatriculation was the highest qualification for 69 per 
cent of primary teachers, \vhile seven per cent held 
only the Intermediate. Women, in general, were not as 
1vell qualified as men. One thousand of 3,300 male 
primary teachers had passed departmental examinations 
for promotion to the top of the service. Teachers in 
Non-State schools were not as \vell qualified as teachers 
in State schools. The staffs of the larger private 
schools vrere better qualified than those of the smaller 
private schools. 
An examination of the Reports of the Hinisters of 
(17) 
Education verifies Kydd's findings and reveals 
(17) N.s.w. : The Report of the ivlinister of Public 
Instruction, 1950, p.27. 
Vic. : The Heport of the Ninister of Education, 1950-51 
pp.39-41. Qld. : Seventy-Sixth Report of the Secretary for 
Public Instruction 1951, p.l5. 
s. Aust. : The Report of the Hinister of Education, 
1951, p.l7. 
w. Aust. : The Report of the Education Department, 1951, 
p.38. 
Tas. : Education Department. Report for 1951. 
(For a su.m.mary of teachers 1 qualifications according 
to these Reports see Appendix C ). 
that there has been little change since 1945-46. 
Moreover, the Reports show that what Kydd found about 
the qualifications of Victorian teachers is generally 
applicable to teachers in all States. If the possession 
of a university degree is a measure of professional 
training then the percentage of teachers who failed to 
qualify on this count, according to the Ministers' 
Reports for 1951, was : New South Wales 80, Victoria 85, 
Queensland 88, South Australia 78, WestelUl :Australia 71, 
and Tasmania 83. The Reports are not uniform in recording 
the number of teachers holding the Diploma of Education. 
However, if the possession of a Degree in Education is an 
indication of full professional training then, (excluding 
Victorian secondary and technical teachers whose totals are 
not distinguished from those holding only Dip. Ed.), only 
61 teachers out of more than 30,000 teachers could claim 
full professional training according to their qualifications. 
Eauivalent Qualifications 
It has already been noted that the Universities have 
not until recently provided courses for teachers, so that 
teachers have had to qualify by passing examinations 
conducted by Teachers' Colleges and by the Education 
Departments. The argument is sometimes raised that 
these courses, though they do not end in degrees,are 
equivalent in standard. If the length of the course is 
considered, then the teachers' argument is that a two 
years' post Leaving Certificate course is equivalent 
to one of three or four years' post Matriculation. 
This argument is obviously tmtenable. If the academic 
standard of the course is considered then the teachers' 
argument is that in certain subjects they reach a standard 
in a Teachers' College course which is equal to the standard 
reached in some university course. One could imagine such 
a comparison between say, mathematics or chemistry at a 
technical college and at a university, but it is not possible 
to compare subjects in the Teachers' College course with 
university subjects in this vray. 
The teachers' argument about equivalent qualifications 
has another side to it. It is maintained that all the 
certificates obtained by passing departmental examinations 
add up to the equivalent of a university degree. This 
again is clearly a false argument. These certificates do 
not represent the study of an organised body of kno>rledge; 
and no matter how useful and necessary the information 
acquired may be in teaching, they can never, by their 
nature, add up to a university degree. 
The qualified Teacher and His Certificate 
The professional man pursues a course of training 
until he obtains the certificate which indicates he 
has the minimu,'ll standard required for qualification. 
There is usually only one standard, one certificate 
and one method of qualifying for all members of the 
occupation. 
It is not easy to define the qualified teacher 
in this way. A review of teacher training reveals a 
multiplicity of certificates and a variety of standards. 
Teachers may be trained for varying periods from six 
months at a Teachers' College up to five years at a 
University, ~rhile others may teach vri thout any training 
or certificate at all. All the teacher training 
institutions referred to may issue certificates stating 
that the holder is 'qualified to teach'. State 
Departments of Education, through systems of classifica-
tion, may indicate, 1vith or \'lithout certificates, that 
a teacher is 'qualified to teach'. At the same time 
the State may employ teachers 11rho are not so qualified. 
1:i1 
1'he search for the qualified teacher becomes 
most confusing. In j•T C' '•' .. 1J.u.d., for example, after the 
Teachers• College course is satisfactorily completed 
and the teacher has served a probationary period in the 
field, he is awarded a Teachers• Certificate, i.e., he 
is certi,ficated. Those >vho fail to qualify may continue 
teaching but are classified as conditionally certificated. 
There are those teachers who entered the service when 
standards v1ere lower and have never officially qualified. 
These are regarded as uncertificated. H01vever, the 
certificated, the uncertificated and the conditionally 
certificated teach side by side, and to the outside 
world all are presumably qualified to teach. In the 
other States, 1•!hile there may be a certificate or 
classification which is recognised by the Department 
as qualifying the holder to teach, in practice the 
Department also emp:j.oys teachers 1..ri th lesser qualifications. 
The Content of 'I'eacher Traj,ning 
The content of the Teachers• College course may 
be summarised thus:-
(a) KnovrJ,edge of sul:jject matter. Primary teachers must 
have knmvledge of the subject matter they are to teach 
U2 
in primary schools. The amount of lmmvledge acquired 
by these teachers in passing their normal secondary 
course to Leaving Certificate is usually sufficient 
for this purpose, Therefore building up knoivledge of 
subject matter occupies only a small part of the 
training for primary school teachers. Some subjects 
of a specialised nature, which a student might not 
have follmved in a secondary course, such as nature study, 
handwork, hygiene, may have to be included in the 
'I'eachers 1 College course for knovrledge of subject rna tter. 
(b) Hethod of Teaching a Subject. Each subject of 
the school curriculum has an accepted method of 
presentation, based on educational principles. Thus a 
large part of the course is devoted to 'Hethods', 
(c) Educational nrinciples and educational psychology. 
A major part of the course is the study of the 
principles of education and of the psychological factors 
underlying learning. This ranges from problems of 
individuals to the study of factors associated vrith 
classroom management and control. 
(d) Rractical Teaching, Teachers spend short periods at 
selected schools under the supervision of experienced 
teachers learning the practical application of the 
1 ·; '3 - ~ .ll 
1 1-fethods 1 and the principles of education. This may 
lead to the study of other factors associated Hith 
successful classroom teaching such as blackboard 
writing and voice production. 
(e) General ~ducation. Another part of the training 
course aims to improve the teachers) general education. 
This covers subjects such as literature, biology, 
musical appreciation, dramatic art, social problems, etc. 
(f) Educational Philosophy. Education is also studied in 
its widest perspective, with some discussion of the 
aims of education, the relation of education to society 
and so on. 
The content of the primary teachE;Jrs' training 
course is thus very vride in its scope, although of 
necessity the treatment of some aspects must be super-(18) 
ficial in the short time available. 
The course of training for secondary school teachers 
at the university covers a similar field; but the 
emphasis is on the acquisition of knowledge of subject 
(18) The subjects and time allotment in a two years• 
course at the largest Teachers' College in Australia, 
Sydney Teachers• College, are set out in Compulsory 
Education in Australia, supra, P• 6:). 
matter. ·rhus the first three years of the university 
course is devoted to this purpose. The fourth year, 
which is usually the Diploma of Education course, is 
very similar in content to the Teachers' College course, 
but it is only one year in length. In that period it 
covers such subjects as methods of teaching, practical 
teaching, educational psychology and philosophy of 
education. T!1e Diploma course averaces seven or eight 
(19) 
subjects for the year. Courses for higher degrees 
in education are also available, involving more 
specialised study of education and some educational 
(20) 
research. 
(19) The recently introduced course in education at the 
University of Ivestern Australia is of a different 
pattern. It is a concurrent study over four years of 
subject matter, education and practical teaching. 
(20) For details of education courses available at 
the major Australian Universities: 
Calendar of the University of Sydney, 1954, pp.l57,165,74o. 
:l'he University of Helbourne Calendar, 1953, pp.l29-132. 
The University of Queensland Education F'acul ty 
Handbook, 1952-4. 
Calendar of the University of Adelaide 1953, pp.410-411. 
The University of \vestern Australia Calendar, 1954, 
pp. 101-113. 
Calendar of the University of Tasmania, 1953, pp.59-60. 
See Appendix B. 
Hegistration 
Only tw-o States, Victoria and Tasmania, make 
provision for registering teachers. Under the 
( 21) 
Victorian Education Act, a Council of Public 
Education is set up vli th certain powers, duties and 
functions 1 mainly to advise the Hinister on educational (<:!2) 
matters. The Council has t1•1o main duties, to keep 
a Register of Schools and a Register of Teachers, in 
the form of a Schedule to the Act. This is delegated 
by the Council to a Hegistration Committee of nine on 
which there is a balance of representation betvJeen the (23) 
Education Department and the Registered Schools. 
This registration requirement affects only Non-
State teachers and schools. No person may conduct a 
school or teach in a school unless such school is 
registered. No head teacher may employ in a school any 
teacher Hho is not registered. Ilo ,.,;rson may teach in 
any school unless he is registered. The penalty for 
contravention j_s a fine of up to fifty pounds. 
(21) 19 Geo. v, No.367l of 1928, llgucation Act (Victoria). 
(22) l''or the composition of the Counc:ll S 83(2). 
(23) For the composition oi' the Registration Committee, 
s 90 (2). 
No person mc:y obta.in registration unless he produces 
evidence i•rhich satisfies the Corrunittee of 'his fitness 
to teach' (8.93(1)). There is also provision for the 
removal of a teacher's name from the· Register for 
improper conduct. It is laid d01m that a copy of the 
Register and alterations thereto must be published in 
the Government Gazette at the directi.on of the Hin:i.ster. 
In Tasmania, similar provisions requiring teachers 
( 2!;.) 
to be regtstered are found in the Education Act. The 
Teachers' and Schools' Registration Board performs a 
similar function to the Council in Victoria, although 
its composition is slightly different. 
In other States there is no provision for a Register 
of teachers. It must be observed that the Register 
referred to above contains the names of teachers qualified 
to teach in Non-State schools. There is no Hegister of 
teachers in State schools. 
It vJas also noted that doctors, lmvye~ architects 
and other professj.onal periJODs are protected by laH to the 
extent that no unqualified person (meaning, :i.n fact, a 
person not on the official Jeg:i.ster) may use the title or 
(24) Act No.ll, 1952. Education Act. 
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hold himself out to be vrhat the title j_mplies. 'l'here 
is no such provision protecting either the title or 
function of the teacher. 
Teacher Trai ninr Compared ''' th the 
Training of the Professional Hodel 
One characteristic of professional training \vas that 
there vras an organised body of knovrledge related to the 
professional activity, and this body of knmvledge v1as 
regarded as essential to the acquisition and proper 
understanding of a technique by vrhich the professional 
man rendered a service to individuals. In the medical 
course, for example, there are subjects such as anatomy 
and physiology; in the legal course, jurisprudence, torts 
and equity; in architecture, buildtng construction, 
design and surveying. In these occupations the body 
of knowledge is necessarily large because it represents 
a cumulative mass built up over a long period of time, 
and the knmvledge is continually increasing. The absorption 
of this knm1ledge takes time and presu.;;mbly intelligence 
to master, hence it j_s organised into a uni ver si ty course 
of some four to six years. 
Hha t is the comparable body of kno<rledge in the 
teachers' training course? One is tempted to state that 
it is knovrledge about the history and philosophy of 
education; but this occupies a very small part of the 
teachers 1 trai.r.ing. Horeover, this part of the course 
can be, and in fact is, deleted ~!hen it is desired to 
shorten the course, so this can_not be regarded as the 
body of kno1rrledge i.n the sense referred to in professional 
training. 
The analysis of the content of teacher training 
suggested that knouledge to teachers meant a nuo.ber of 
things. l''irst of all there was knowledge of the subject 
matter 5.t \vas desired to teach, for 1:ri thout that the 
teaching process could not take place. The extent of 
knovrledge of subject matter required vrill vary according 
to the standard at ;rhich it is desired to teach. The 
teacher of senior mathematics v;ill obviously need a 
greater knowledge of 
simple arit~metic in 
subject matter than the teacher of (25) 
the primary school. Thus the 
secondary training course involves three years more study 
than that for pri.mary teachers, and this extr<l period is 
devoted to acquiring extra knowledge. In this sense 
secondary training is closer to the professional model 
and primary training further removed from it. 
(25) The National Union of Teachers holds that even Infant 
Teachers should have a university degree. 
But knowledge to teachers means more than knmvledge of 
subject matter. It was observed that the training course 
included knovrledge about the methods of teaching and 
the educational and psychological principles underlying 
those methods, some knO\vledge of the aims of education and 
of its social implications, and some more general 
knowledge about cultural subjects. All these might be 
added together to make the 1 body of knowledge' lifhich forms 
part of teacher training. 
Therefore the acquisition of knovrledge to the teacher 
is something quite different from the acquisition of 
knovlledge to the professional man. It is knovlledge in 
a \vide field, not ahrays in depth; knmvledge .to the 
professional man is knoVJledge in a narrow field, usually 
in depth. 
The second characteristic of professional training 
was that this body of knowledge was regarded as essential 
to the acquisition of, and the proper understanding of, 
a technique by which the professional man rendered a 
service to individuals. The technique of the physician 
and surgeon is prims.rily a method of diagnosis and 
treatment, the technique of the lavryer is the method of 
solving a legal problem and of carrying out a legal process. 
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The technique is but a method of translating relevant 
knovrledge to the solution of an individual's problem. 
The acq_uisHion of knot•Jledge is thus an important part 
of professional training; but on the other hand specific 
training to acquire the technique is limited. The 
latvyer acquires his technique by being associ a ted with 
an established member of the profession, the doctor spends 
a small part of his course at a training hospital, 
architects and surveyors learn much of their technique 
'on the job'. 
Training to acquire the teaching technique is much 
more closely intertwined with the body of knovrledge. 
The method of teaching a subject and the practical 
application of that method, the educational and psychological 
factors underlying the learning process, problems associated 
vli th classroom management, all this could be regarded as 
part of the teaching •technique•. 
It could be argued that training to acquire the 
teaching technique is wider in its scope and far more 
exacting than that required in professional training. This 
is an indication, however, that there is a difference between 
teacher training and professional training in this matter 
of knotvledge and technique. ~ii th the professions, the 
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major part of the training is concerned with the 
acquisition of the body of knowledge and less with 
specific training to acquire the technique; with 
teaching, the position is reversed, for the body of 
knowledge occupies a smaller period of time, while 
more of the training is devoted to the technique. 
This difference in training between teaching and 
the professional model is closely connected with another 
characteristic of professional training. It was noted 
that training to acquire both the knowledge and technique 
required a high degree of intelligence and lengthy, 
costly training. It has been observed that the essential 
body of knowledge was so organised that it involved a 
university course, which in itself implied a degree of 
difficulty and a certain level of intelligence to master. 
The level of intelligence required to complete a 
university degree has been estimated by the psychologists, 
and at this stage of the argument it can be broadly 
stated as being fairly high. 
Where it is not the body of knowledge but the 
technique which is an important part of the training, as 
in teaching, the problem arises whether a 'fairly high' 
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degree of intelligence is required to acquire the 
technique. This is still an open question, because as 
yet there appears to 
measuring success in 
be no satisfactory criterion for (26) 
the teaching technique. For 
example, it is realised that the personality of the 
teacher is an important element in success, and some 
persons, even >vi th a 1 fairly high 1 degree of intelligence, 
must be regarded as unsuitable for teaching. 
\v'hen it comes to comparing the teaching group and 
the professional group on standards of intelligence 
required to qualify, many problems emerge, outside the 
field of this study. It must be noted, however, that 
m&.ny more teachers are required than for all the 
recognised professions together. In order to get such 
a number, the standard of entry is lovrer than that 
required for the professions. One would expect in such 
a large group a much ;.rider range in intelligence than in a 
(26) One of the most recent investigations carried out 
on this problem:-
'Student 'l'eacher Assessment'. liard, A.P. Unpublished 
B.Ed. Thesis, Helbourne University, 1951. 
.For a further discuss.Lon of th:Ls point see pp .335-37 ,post. 
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smaller group, already selected on the basis of higher 
intelltgence. 
Another characteristic of traini::tg in the professional 
model vias that the training requirements were laid dovm 
by a statutory authority, consisting of representatives 
of the occupation itself, working in liaison with the 
training institution and the professional association. 
This single control over training made for uniform standards 
in qualification and registration. The control and 
administration of teacher training is on quite a different 
basis. 
The State, through its government Department of 
Education, controls the standard and prescribes the 
requirements for qualification, for only a part of the 
teaching group. In practice, this does not make for 
unj.form standards. Truining requirements for teachers 
in the Departments of Education are laid do~<m by a CO!Jmi ttee 
vri thin the Department; training requirements for teachers 
outstde the Department in Victoria and 1'asmania are laid 
down by a separate authority, while training requirements 
for these Hon-State teachers in other States are determined 
by denominational and private organisations. It is true 
that these organisations tend to model their courses on 
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those of the State Teachers' Colleges and that the State, 
by vadous means, attempts to supervise their standards. 
Nevertheless, compared v1i th professional training, 
there is a lack of unity in the control of teacher training. 
There is no single authority in each State vrhich lays 
dovm the training requirements for teachers, whatever 
their future employer. Doctors, lawyers, dentists, 
architects and surveyors have this unity oP training, 
teachers do not. Professional men do not have one 
training authority and one standard for those employed 
by the State, and. another authority tifi th a different 
standard for those employed privately. 
The composition of the teachers' training com.:ni ttees 
also differs from those of professional groups. Unlike 
the l)rofessional training boards, the teacher training 
committee ·within the Education Departnent is not solely 
composed of practising members of the occupation. It is 
composed of public servants, departw,ntal officials and 
administrative officers of Teachers' Colleges. This 
difference may be more apparent than real. Host of' these 
are ex-teachers or specialists :Ln education, in touch 
vTi th the latest developments in education and in teacher 
training. Moreover members are usually a1.,rare of the 
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cun'ent opinions of practising te&chers, even though the 
latter are not ahrays represented, either as individuals 
or as an association, on the comr,Jittee. 
Control of professional training by a statutory 
committee of members of the occupation itself has two 
advantages for the profession. In the first place control 
is removed from the immediate political scene and no 
political party may alter standards vli thout bringing the 
matter before Parliament. The statutory authority is not 
responsible to a Hinister or to a government department but 
to the Governor-in-Council. In the case of teaching the 
Jvlinister of Education is vested with vlide powers. Evidence 
shows that when the government considers it politically 
expedient to get teachers into classes quickly, the quantity 
and quality of teacher training may be reduced accordingly. 
The professional training authority is able to set a 
standard and maintain it, despite pressure from other 
sources; control by the State over teacher training leads 
to erratic lmvering of such standards as there are. 
The second advantage 111hich comes to the professional 
group by having control over its training vested in a 
statutory committee of its mm members is that this 
committee is not the employing authority, nor are employers 
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represented on it. In the case of teaching the State 
is both the training authority and the main employer of 
the teachers it trains. Thus there is a tendency to 
manipulate the training requirements according to employ-
ment needs; courses of training are shortened and parts 
of the course which are regarded as essential one year 
may be regarded as superfluous the next. 
Thus there is anDther difference between teacher 
training and the professional model, and it has been 
sho~m that this difference has far reaching effects on 
a group which claims to be like the model. 
Then there is the matter of registration. After 
completion of training, the professional man must 
satisfy the controlling body that he is qualified,and 
have his name registered on the appropriate Register. 
Unless and until his name is on the Register it is 
unlavrful for him to practise. Only in tvro States is there 
a Register for teachers which might be compared >Ti th the 
Register kept by professional authorities. However, it 
does not signify the qualified in the whole occupation. 
It registers only those teachers not employed by the 
Deoartment of Education and ensures that they have reached 
• 
a standard determined by the Registration Committee. 
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State teachers are not registered, presumably on the 
assumption that the State would only employ teachers 
trained and tested to a similar standard; but this has 
not always been the case. 
There are other features about this Register 
which distinguish it from the typical professional 
Register. It is not kept up to date and published in 
full each year. Once on it a member remains on it 
for life, unless his name is removed because of ser.i.ous 
misconduct. Finally, exclusion from it is not the 
end of his teaching days, for there are opportunities 
for teaching in the other four States where teachers, 
whether employed by the State or in private schools, 
need not be registered. 
'rhis is not the picture of a professional occupation 
given statutory authority to set up and keep a Register 
to distinguish the qualified from the unqualified, 
whatever the nature of their employment. Registration 
of teachers in Victoria and Tasmania is merely a 
procedure by which the State sets minimum standards 
for a minority of teachers, 'ri thout committing 
itself to standards for the majority of the group for 
whom it is both the training and employing authority. 
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It vras noted thcct in the case of the professions 
there >vas another method of protecting the public 
and thG occupation from the activities of thG unqualified, 
apart from the Register. The professions sought the 
assistance of the lavJ in protecting the title and function 
of the professional man. vfhatever the reason may be, no 
such attempt has been made to protect the tTile and 
function of the teachGr. 
Another characteristic of professional training 
was that after the professional man commenced practice, 
the professional association provided facilities for 
keeping him abreast of current developments. irJith 
State teachers it is the Department of Education, not 
the Teachers' Union, which is concerned with in-service 
training. It vras noted that the Department arranged 
refresher courses and provided most professional 
literature. The inspectorial system provj_des a further 
check on teachers and their methods. As inspectors' 
reports are related to classification and promotion and 
hence to salary, there is always pressure on teachers 
to keep their methods up-to-date; and this is another 
respect in \chich teaching differs from the professions. 
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The procedure for keeping professional people up to 
date is entirely voluntary, vlhile for State teachers 
there is a compulsory mechanism. It is not easy to 
gauge the relative effectiveness of these two methods. 
There is little evidence on which to generalise whether 
teachers as a group are any better or vorse than professional 
people in this respect. There is frequent criticism that 
some teachers do not keep up vii th modern developments, 
or, if they do, they do not put them into practice. 
The Committee of Inquiry into education in South Australia 
for example, made this criticism of teachers: 
'It is equally disturbing that some of the 
principal officers of the department have 
given e1(idence that one of the obstacles 
to educadonal progress is the inability 
of a proportion of teachers to adapt them- ~ C2't) 
selves to the outlook and m'~thods required. 1 (08) 
1-icKaskill 1 s study produces a comment by a Headmaster 
vrhi ch is even more deftni te on this point: 
'Teachers vwuld like to be classed socially 
as professional men, but a very large body 
of teachers are merely semi-skilled tradesmen. 
They have not kept abreast of developments in 
their o1vn profession. 1 
1121) ~~~~u_~~~~CAo~~~r:~i~t~t~e~-~So~u~t~h~A~~~swt~r~a~l~i~a, 
, p.9. 
(2~) McKaskill, S.G., 'The Attitude of Teachers Towards 
Teaching. Unpublished B.Ed. Thesis, Helbourne 
University, 1950. 
Perhaps the same criticisms could be nade of some doctors 
and some lmeyers. 
Up to this point a comparison bet>veen teacher training 
and the training pattern e~~ibited by the professional 
model has been made and this shovrs ths.t there are 
differences. 'l'hese differences, hovJever, are not 
differences lifhich are easily recognisable by the general 
For this approach it is necessary to look to 
measurable differences in qualifications, length of 
training and so forth. The evidence about these aspects 
of teacher training reveals these major differences in 
comparison with the professional model:-
(i) The standard of entry reqv.ired for primary teacher 
training, Leaving Certificate, is lolifer than that 
required for professional training, }1atriculation. 
(ii)The length of the course for primary teacher training, 
one or t1w years, is less than that required for 
professional training, three to six years. 
(iii)The academic qualification obtained on completion 
of the Teachers' College course is not a university 
degree nor is it equivalent to a university degree. 
The certificates awarded to teachers for in-service 
training are not the equivalent of a degree. 
(iv) The minimum qualification required before being 
permitted to teach is lov;er than that required before 
being permitted to practise any profession. 
(v) The training for secondary teachers resembles 
professional training in entry standard, length of 
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course and qualification obtained, but the number 
of teachers so tr<:dned is comparatively small. 
Secondary teachers may, and do, teach vri th lm;er 
qualifications. 
The professions have set a standard in train:i.ng. 
Teacher training has been meas11red against that standard. 
The conclusion is quite plain that in training, at least, 
teaching does not measure up to the standard of the 
(29) 
professional model. 
(29) For a further discussion of the points raised in 
the concluding pages of this Chapter, see pp.328~35. 
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Chaoter Four 
T.EACnERS 1 UNIONS AS PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
1 In reply, I am instructed to acquaint you that 
the Council declines to receive the deputation, 
or to recognise any organised body of teachers, 
for the discussion of such subjects as those 
specified in the resolution; but that the Council 
is prepared to consider the representations of any 
teacher on matters in which he is personally 
interested. 1 
Reply of the Council of Education 
to the 'reachers 1 Association of 
N .s .ill. 1873, 
'The teachers' associations (in Australia) have 
concentrated their efforts during recent years 
principally on ensuring the material well-being of 
teachers throueh pressing for increases in salaries, 
•••••••••••••• Though these associations also hold 
and express vievrs on educational poHcy, they do 
not appear to be as professionally minded as their 
counterparts in other countries,' 
~he Year Book of Education, 1953. 
There is no teachers 1 associ a 'cion \·rhJch un:L tes all 
teachers of any one State. The largest association in 
each State is that for State school teachers, while there 
are numerous smaller associations for groups of teachers 
in Non-State schools. There is no federal body 1-rhich has 
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(1) 
any direct control over State associations. 
The Non-State Teachers' Associations may be 
reviewed first. It is noted that these associations 
have usually been established on the basis of the 
teachers' r<~;~f<,, or on some sectional interest, as 
the names of the associations themselves indicate: 
The Queensland Assistant Masters' Association 
The Headmistresses' Association 
The Association of Headmasters of the Associated 
Grammar Schools (Victoria) 
In some States there has been an attempt to combine 
these various associations into a form of confederation, 
such as 
The Incorporated Association of Registered Teachers (Victoria) 
The Teachers' Guild (N.S.H.) 
Hembership of these associations is rigidly defined, on 
the basis of rail..J<: or religion, according to the purpose 
of the association. A rise in status may well disqualify 
a teacher from membership. Should a member of the 
(1) There is the Australian 'l'eachers' Federation, to which 
State Teachers' Unions have become affiliated. Hovrever, 
since the State School Teachers' Case, (post p. 160 ) it 
has become a loosely knit organj.sation and not strictly a 
federal organisation of' State Teachers' Unions. 
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Queensland Assistant 14asters 1 Association, for example, 
discharge the duties of Headmaster, then his membership 
of the association automatically lapses. He becomes 
eligible, of course, to ,join the appropriate Headmasters' 
association. 
These smaller associations have objectives directly 
concerned 111i th teachers 1 salaries and ;rorking conditions. 
Thus the Queensland Assistant Hasters' Association 
aims 'to watch over and advance the interests of all 
non-governmental assistant masters in Queensland'. 
The larger associations, such as The Incorporated 
Association of Registered Teachers (Victoria), have 
aims related to the improvement of education generally. 
In practice, these associations have little contact 
vri th the larger State Teachers 1 Unions. In nmnbers they 
are small and they are divided among themselves, hence 
they are not a powerful influence on the standard of 
education provided by the State. It would be true to 
say that they show very few marks of professional 
associations and for the purpose of this study they 
(2) 
can be disregarded. 
(2) Some further references are made to these Non-State 
teachers 1 associa tj.ons in the follmving pages but merely 
to contrast them with State teachers' organisations. 
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It is the State Teachers' Unions vrhich must be 
closely examined to see whether they are professional 
associations, according to the model. 
'\iii th the exception of Victoria, there is noiv 
one teachers' association within each State for State 
teachers. These are:-
The New South llales Public School Teachers' Federation 
The Queensland Teachers' Union 
The South Australian Institute of Teachers 
The State School Teachers 1 Union of t1es tern Australia 
(Incorp.) 
The Tasmanian State School 'Teachers' Federation 
In Victoria, the major association is the Victorian 
'Teachers' Union, but secondary teachers have recently 
formed an additional body, The Victorian Secondary 
Teachers' Association. There is also the Victorian 
(3) 
Labor Teachers' Union, an unrecognised, obscure body 
linked vJith the Nelbourne '£rades Hall and The Victorian 
Branch of the Australian Labor Party. 
In the 1870's teachers' associations were not 
recognised by Departments of Education. Today,State 
(3) This Union is associated •Jith the political wing of 
Catholic Action. li'or a comment on its v!Ork and influence, 
Sunday Telegraph (Sydney) 23 January, 1955, p~3· 
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Teachers' Unions are officially recoc:nised by Education 
Departments as organisations Vlhich can assist in the ( l;-) 
provision of the education service. As \Tell as obtaining 
administrative recognition in this way, some of these 
associations have •ron statutory recof;nition. They have 
been given certain rights by statute, particularly in 
connection \vith the machinery for adjusting teachers 1 
salaries. In Tasmania, for example, the Education Act 
states that one member of the Teachers' Salaries Board 
must be a person elected by the Tasmanian State School 
(5) 
Teachers' Federation. In 1tiestern Australia, the 
Public Service A;Jpeal Board, in considering matters 111hich 
concern the Education Department only, must have on it 
a representative of the State School Teachers' Union (6) 
of 1tJestern Australia. In other States, >vhile the 
Teachers' Union is not specifj_cally referred to in the 
{4) The extent to which Education Departments do in fact 
make use of Teachers' Unions in this way is discussed 
later in this Chapter, page 184. 
(5) Act No.ll of 1952 Education Act, Part IV B, s.l;-6l;I (2) (iii). 
(6) The Public Service ArJpeal Board Act 1920-Y-9 s.2(aa) (iii)(b) 
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relevant statutes, provision is generally made therein 
for representation of the appropriate union of employees 
on particular committees and tribunals. Thus in New· South 
vlales, the Crown Employees Appeal Board, vrhich determines 
appeals against certain promotions and against disciplinary 
penalties~throughout the Public Service of that State, must 
include a representative of the appellant's staff 
(7) 
association. 
Some of these State teachers' associations have9one 
further than merely 1vinning recognition by administrative 
bodies and being granted rights by statutes. In some cases, 
either by registration under Trade Union and Industrial 
Arbitration Acts or by seeking incorporation under other 
Acts, they have acquired legal personality. 
The New South Hales Teachers' Federation is 
registered as a trade 
~ (8) union, under the Trade Union Act 
of 1881. This Act, modelled on the English Act of 
1871, preserves the legality of agreements entered into 
by the association, 1-rhich might othervrise have been void 
for illegality under common law. 'I'he Queensland 'l'eachers 1 
(7) 
(8) 
Act No .15' of 1952, 'I' he Cro\m Enmloyeei'Ajj"peal Board Act, 
s.J (lt). 
Act No .12 of 1881 'I'rade Union Act (Neu South \riales). · 
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Union is also registered as a Trade Union under the 
(9) 
Trade Union Act; of 1915 in that State, 1;ihile there 
are also similar Trade Union Acts in the other four 
States, Teachers' Unions in these States have not become 
registered. 
The J'Tew South ;;ales Teachers 1 Federation and the 
+ 
Queensland Teachers' Union are also registered as 
industrial ~~ions under the respective State Conciliation 
(10) 
and Arbitration Acts. These Acts confer rights and 
duties on trade unions additional to those conferred by 
Trade Union Acts and by common law. In Queensland, 
industrial unions are, for the purposes 
Conci1iation and Arbitration Act, 1916, 
of the Industrial 
(11) 
corporate bodies. 
In He1v South vJales, the Industrial Arbitration Act stops 
(9) 6 Geo. V. No.31 Trade Union Act 1915 (Queensland). 
(10) The N.S.L·J".T.F. was registered in 1920 as an Industrial 
Union of E1nployees under the Industrial Arbitration Act 
1912. The c"Jueenslcmd Teachers' Union 1·ms registered as an 
Industrial Union of Employees under the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1916. 
(11) s.41 (1) Incorporation of union:-
1Every industrial union shall, upon and during 
registration, become and be, for the purposes of 
this Act, a body corporate by its registered name, 
having perpetual succession and a comrron seal'. 
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short of m:lking industrial unions corporate bodies; but 
the NevJ South ;;ales Teachers 1 :fi'edera tion has followed 
trade unions in goinc; through the double 'Jrocess of 
registration as a trade union and as an industrial union. 
Hhile there exist similar industrir~l and arbitra I; ion Acts 
(12) 
in South Australia and Western Australia, vli th 
provision for the registration of industrial un:!.ons, 
Teachers' Unions in thos(:; States have not so registered. 
In Victoria and Tasmania there are no such Acts for the 
registration of indus trial unions; but in these Stcttes 
teachers' associations have established their ovm Hages 
Boards or salary fixing authority on ·ltlhich they are 
represented. T1e State School Teachers' Union of 
Hestern Australia provides the one example of a State 
Teachers' Union beconine; incorporated, other than as an 
industrial union. In this case the Union has obtained 
full legal personality under The Associations Incorporation 
(13) 
Act, 1895. On the other hand The Incorporated 
Association of :Registered Teachers of Victoria is incorporated 
under the Companles Act 1890 (Vic.) as a company limited 
by guarantee. 
C12) 1'he Industrial Code, South Australia 1920-51. 'l'he 
Industrial Arbitration Act, Illes tern Austrulia, 1912-50. (13) 59 Vic. No.20. '.the Associc;_tions Incorporation Act, 
1895. 
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The remaining Ste.te Teachers' Unions, The Victorian 
Teachers' 1Jnion, The South Australian Institute of 
~·eachers and The State School Teachers 1 Federation of 
Tasmania, are neither registered as trade unions nor as 
industrial unions, nor are they incorpor·ated under any 
statute. They remain as unincorporated associations and 
as such they have no leg;jl_ personality. ·.chis means that 
they cannot sue or be sued as an association and they 
suffer other legal disabi1i ties. They mt;st, for example, 
hold property behind the screen of the trust. 
At the Commomrealth level, State Teachers' Unions 
do net come >vi thin the jurisdiction of theCommomrealth 
Conciliation an~ Arbitr~:tion Act, follmving the judgment (14) 
in the State School Teachers Case~ This dec:Lsion is 
one reason v;hy no federal body of teachers has developed, 
(14) The Federated State School Teachers' Association of 
Austra1ia had obte.ined registN.tion 1vi th the Federal 
Arbitration Court in 1922, and in 1928 this organisation had 
filed a plaint v;ith the Court alleging an industrj_al dispute 
extendir~ beyond the limits of one State, in that there was 
a dispute as to the salaries and concli tions of employment of 
teachers en.pJ.oyed by the State in Victoria and Tasmania. 
The High Court held that 'the carrying on of a system of 
free, compulsory education by a State is not the carrying on 
of an industry. Therefore a dispute between an organisation 
of oersons engaged in teaching in State Schools is not an 
industri.al dispute' , >·rithin the meaning of' the Commonwealth 
Conci1iation and .Arbitration Act. 'I'he Fegerated State School 
Tea.cbers 1 Associ a · n o Austr21U.a v Stat o Victoria anlil: 
others. 1 C.L.R. 192 -29) 5 9. 
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as it cvould have no :)ower to make use of Commomrealth 
industrial machinery for settling disputes regarding 
salaries and conditions of employmm t for State teachers. 
This survey reveals that Teachers' Unions exhibit 
variety 5.n their legal form. In tvro States they have 
adopted the legal status of trade unions, in another State 
the Teachers Union has become incorporated under a general 
Act, 1·rhile in the remaining three States tte Teachers' 
Unions are unincorporated associations. They thus differ 
from the professional associr1tions v:hich 
mvao·1aPIY #o,$-lr" ""t'f'Of'<!lk 
· · · status. These associations are 
incorporated, either by i\oyal Charter as in the case of 
the Institution of Engineers, or under the Companies Acts 
as a company not for profit, as vrith the British Nedical 
Association and the Royal Australian Institute of Architects. 
The Lav Institute of Victoria is incorporated under a 
(15) 
special statute. 
Profession"1 associations also differ from trade unions 
in their method of obtaining legal status. As the former 
are not usua1ly exclusively employer or enployee groups they 
(15) 10 Geo.V No.3714 Law Instj,tute Act; 1928 s.4(5) 
H2 
cam:ot le!iia.lly register as trade unions or industrial 
(L,) 
unions. On the other hand trade unions ;nay not 
legally become incorporated under the Companies Acts by 
(17) 
::rhich ?rofessional associ{~~tions are incorporated. 
l 1he various trElde union and industrio.1 ./1.cts already noted, 
hovrever, do give trac;e unions corporate or quasi-corporate: 
status. Thi.s mea.ns, in effect, that professional associa-
tions and trade unions follo~: different legal ro·Jtes to 
obtain a similar kind of legal status. 
This difference in method rsflects sonething of the 
difference in origin and ;1-c.rpose between a ·professional 
association and a trade tmion. Industri.al 1,,rorkers formed 
trade unions tq secure hicher "vJat;es anc~ better '·.'Jerking 
ccndi tions. Under co :;,:on lm,r they Here at first regarded 
as criminal conspiracies and their actions construed as in 
restraint of trade. Later, Trade Union Acts made them 
Inch.1.strial and 
(16) The Ind1istri<:il Arbitration Act (l;.s.-r.) 1912 malfes 
:Jrovision for t~~e ref(i.stration of an incor-oorated cor:roany 
as an individual union' prov:tded t!;.e,t in the (Jrevious. six 
months it has had an avera,~e of not less than fj_fty 
errp1oyees b)Dr month. ( s .6) 
(17) In Ex ps_rte Bread Nanufacturers Ltd. (54 ;J.N. (N.S.~·!.)98), 
the Full Court !1eld, inter alia, th2-t a tr>J.de union vrithin 
S,Jl of the Trade Union Act of N.S. -., purporting to be 
registered under the Com:panies Act, had no exist,mce as a 
corporation. Under s .5 of the Trade Union Act the 
registrc\tion of any trade Ullion under the Companies Act 
shall be void. 
Arb:Ltr&tion Acts have given them additional rights and 
duties, \vhile at the same time such legislation has had 
the effect of giving them legal personality. In the case 
at'· professional associations, which began as social clubs 
and learned societies, there \vas never any doubt about (18) 
the legality of their objectives. Later, vrhen economic 
interests were included in the associations' activities, 
some of the methods used by the associations to promote 
these economic interests 1-1ere held by the Courts to be 
in restraj_nt of trade. HovTever, this in no 1-1ay challenged (19) 
the le.gali ty of the association as such. These pro-
fessional associations ~<rere able, by various means, to 
promote the economic activities of their members without 
recourse to legislation or to the Courts. Moreover as their 
members were self-employed, they did not have to deal with 
(18) Carr-Saunders and HiJ.son, supra pp. 29B-304. (19) Pratt v B.H.A., 1 K.B. (1919), a threat to expel members 
if they failed to boycott certain non-members v1as held to be 
in restraint of trade. In Thomoson v B.H.A. (1924) A.C. 764 
a rule for the boycotting of an· expelled member was not in 
restraint of trade because its object was 'the maintenance 
of the honour and interests of the medical profession'. 
1ti4 
employers, and problems associated 1-li th uorking conditions 
d].d not arise. Initially, professional associations ac-
qu:i.red corporate status as a convenient method of 
holding property. 
The different legal routes by 1-rhich professional 
associations and trade unions have obtained legal status 
is merely an indication of the importance vrhich they 
attached to different objectives. In the case of Teachers' 
Unions the question arises >vhether their legal status, 
as examined, does classify them either as trade unions 
or professional associations. 
Teachers' Unions in New South liales Here founded on 
the traditional lines of professional associations. In 
the 1870's the emphasis in these teachers' organisations 
tvas on social gatherings and the reading of papers on 
matters of educational interest. The shifting of emphasis 
to salaries and conditions of employment ;;as a later 
(20) 
development. The holding of property has never been 
a problem for Teachers 1 Unions except in i·lestern Australia, 
so there has never been any necessity to become incorporated 
(20) Currey, C.H., Teachers' 
Educational Yearbook, 1935. 
Teachers' College. Columbia 
Associations, Australia. 
International Institute of 
Um.versi ty, pp.27-56. 
as the professional associations have done. Hembers of 
Teachers' Unions are not self-emp.byed but employees of 
the State. For this reason Teachers' Unions have found 
that matters concerning salaries and working conditions 
are of major importance. Thus they have tended to 
adopt the legal status of trade unions rather than that 
of professional associations. 
Hh.ile legal status, of itself, does not classify 
Teachers' Unions as either trade unions or professional 
assoctations, it does indicate that there is an underlying 
difference betvreen Teachers 1 Unions and professional 
associations. In order to find out more precisely <vhat 
that difference is, it \•rill be necessary to look closely 
at the organisation and activities of Teachers' Unions. 
Constitution, Organisation and Membership of Teachers'Unions 
State Teachers' Unions, with the exception of The 
South Australian Teachers 1 Institute, follovr a fa1r1y (21) 
uniform pattern in their constitution and organisation. 
(21) For the Constitution of the State Teachers' Unions:-
'rhe Ne1v South Wales Teachers 1 Federation. Consti tution,l951. 
The Victorian Tea,chers 1 Union. Constitution and 
Standing Orders 1952. 
'Ehe Queenslnnd Teachers' Union. Constitution and Rules. 
The South Australian Institute of •reachers .Rules. 
Constitution and Rules of the State School Teachers' 
Union of ldestern Australia. 
Tasmanian State School :reachers 1 Union. Constitution. 
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Ultimate authority resides in the Annual Conference, 
vrhich usually consists of delegates from branches and 
sectional associations, elected on a membership scale. 
In Tasmania, \vhere the number of teachers is smaller, 
the Annual Conference is open to all members. Between 
Conferences, the affairs of the Union are managed by a 
Council, vJhich is bound in its actions by policy 
determined at the Annual Conference. The Council consists 
of the President and other senior officers of the Union, 
elected by either all the financial members of the 
Federation as in Nevr South ~Tales, or by delegates to the 
conference as in Victoria, Certain of tlwse officers 
constitute the Executive for carrying out Council business. 
Teachers 1 Unions vary in the relationship bet1veen the 
centrul body and the sectional groups or branches. The 
!Je\v South 1ilales Teachers 1 Federation, for example, is 
a confederation of local and sectional teachers' 
associations, v!hich are themselves self-governing units, 
subject to Federation poHcy. The Victorian ·reachers' 
Union, on the other hand, is organised into local branches 
which are more closely controlled in their activities 
by Council. 
Eligibility for membership of Teachers' Unions 
varies from State to State~ In Ne•r South 1i!ales it is 
1ti7 
fairly v1ide, being 1 teachers, supervisors and lecturers 
in pre-school, infant, primary, second,".ry or tertiary 
education controlled or subsidised by the Government 
of Hetv South Wales; educcc" tion officers and inspectors 
of the Child \Jelfare Department; students in Teachers 1 
Colleges 1 • :Membership of the Victorian Teachers 1 
Union is a little narrmver, as only teachers or 
supervisors in schools controlled by the Victorian 
Education Department are eligible. queensland 
membership is even more restricted, being •teachers 
Hho are solely engaged in teaching, and lvho are 
employed by the Department of Public Instruction'. 
In \'!estern Australia, the basis is much the same, for 
only those 'teachers employed by the Education 
Department• are eligible. Tasmania has an additional 
restriction on membership in thct only those teachers 
on a salary exceeding £268 per annw~ are eligible. 
South Australia has probably the vJidest membership 
provisions, for in addition to a category 1vhich 
includes teachers, supervisors, lecturers and 
inspectors in infant, primary, secondary or tertiary 
educati.on in government schools,i t makes provision for 
'all other persons engaged in any branch or form of 
teaching'. 
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Hembershi!l is voluntary in each State except in 
New South Wales vrhere there is compulsory unionism 
(althour;h the legislation is still being challenr;ed in the 
Courts) and in Queensland \•There there is absolute 
(22) 
preference to unionists. State Teachers' Unions 
maintain a fairly high membership on a voluntary basis, 
estimated by those bodies at bet1veen 70 and 90 per 
(23) 
cent of those eligible. 
(22) In Queensland 1~Teacher on comrae'i1cf~ 
vri th the Department of Public Instruction is handed this 
directive: 1 I have to advj.se you that Cabinet has 
decided that all offi.cers of the Public Service are 
required to become members of some registered industrial 
union if they are not already members. You must 
therefore become a member of a registered industrial 
union within one month from the date of your taking up 
duty, You should advise this department as to the 
action uhich you are taking to become a member of a union•, 
For several years before the introduction of 
compulsory unionism in nevi South \1ales successive Labour 
Governments brought pressure on all teachers to join a 
union. See 'Ehe Educa tj.on Gazette, New South 'dales. 
Ivlay 194-2, p. 94. · 
(23) Hembership figures and percentage of possible 
membership for 1953, as quot"Cd by these Unions:. N.S.vJ. 
15,875 (905!;); Vic. 9,459 (70/a); S.A. 3,398 (90/>); 
Tas. 1,447 (70%). 
No figures are available to i.ndicate the strength 
of Non-State teachers' associations. Should compulsory 
unionism become effective in N.s.H., Non-State teachers 
\>rould be required to join a union. Tlle question has been 
raised >vhether The 'J:'eachers' Guild of N.S.'d. might 
develop j_nto such a Union for Non-State teachers, other 
than Roman Catholic. 
H J " nh T ' I n • ld .p ]'' o ., ' ogg, .t'J., I.e eacners uUl 0.1. v.o.:J. 
Compulsory Unionism. The Australian Teach!il.J::, 
No.2, July 1954, pp.l8-19. 
and 
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At this sta2;e it <rill be useful to compare Teachers' 
Unions v;Hh the model of the professional association 
in the matter of organisation and r;1embership. It vras 
observed that membership of Teachers' Unions in most 
States is not open to all qualified, practising 
members of the occupation. In ev<e:ry State except 
South Australia, lion-State teachers are not eligible, 
vlhile in some States teacb.ers have to relinquish their 
membership once they become Headmasters and Inspectors. 
This restriction on membership has far-reaching effects 
on the achievement of objectives by Teachers' Unions. 
For example, they lose the prestige of having senior 
members of the occupa.tion in the Union and they lose the 
experience \·rhich these men could bring to their deli bera-
tions. They also lose the opportunity of having as 
members of the Union departmental officers vJho have 
much influence in the control and direction of education. 
Doctors, lmvyers and architects lvho take up administrative 
and professional positions in the Public Service do not 
thereby forfeit membership of tl1eir professional 
association, provided they are on the Register and hold 
a current practising certificate. Indeed they are 
regarded as valuable members of the assoc:iation. It viaS 
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observed that much of the strength of a professional 
association uas derived, not by direct attacks by 
the association but by having members on all committees 
and boards and at all strategic places <rhere policy 
likely to concern the profession vras formulated. In 
this regard most Teachers' Unions differ from the 
professional model. 
Apart from this r::embership question there is little 
difference between Teachers' Unions and the model 
professional association in the matter of constitution 
and organisation as examined up to this point. If a 
carefuJ. investigation 1-rere made it Hould probably 
disclose that there are many more smaller branches and 
section&.l associations vri thin a Teachers 1 Union than 5.s 
the case vrith a professional association. This is 
related to the size and dispersion of the teaching group (24) 
and as such forms a separate chapter in this study. 
Apart from this there is nothing in the machinery of 
the organisation vrhich prevents Teachers' Unions from 
acting like professional associations. This, of course, 
makes no reference to the objectives and methods of 
(24) ChapterSevep.,post pp. 286-305. 
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Teacher~;' Unions; and it is '."lith these that tb.e next 
part of thts study must be concerned. 
Ob • ~ · ' " "'- • • t • f m ' 1 P ' JeCvJ.Ves and .i'.CvlYl J.es o 1eacr1ers un:tons 
The published atms of state Teachers' Unions reveal 
a variety of objectives. For tlle purposes of this 
study they may be grouped as:-
(a) social, 
(b) industrial and economic, 
(c) those pertaining to the advancemsnt of education. 
'I'his classification is not entirely satisfactory, for 
j_ t \iill be seen that there is a close connection between 
all three. Nevertheless :i. t :Ls a convenient basis on 
vrhich to sumt11arise the aims of Teachers 1 Unions. 
(a) Soci.al. All T'eachers' Unions aim to strengthen 
group loyal ties and build up f'ellovrship among members 
by fostering social activities. The Nevl South ~iales 
Teachers' Federation, for example, aims 'by meo.ns of 
social and other gatherings to encourage "esprit de 
corps" among teachers 1 • It also prov:ides for the 
establishment of a Club for members. It ndght be said 
at this po.i.nt that al1 Teachers' Unions have in VD.rying 
degrees carried out the usua1 social activities in 
pursuj.t of this aim. A Teachers' Union is something 
more than a social club, hmvever, so that other aims 
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and activities ure of greater importance in determining 
~<rhether Teachers 1 Unions are like tlle model professional 
association. 
(b) Indus trj al and Econor:tic. As a11 State teachers are 
employees, some aim~> of Teachers 1 Unions are concerned 
vri th:-
(i) conditions of' employment, 
( ii) salarj.es. 
Teachers' Unions aim to improve the conditions of 
employment of their members by watching 1 the administration 
and working of the various Education, Teaching Servtce 
and Public Service Acts and Regulations•. (Victoria) 
The New South \-Jales Teachers' Federation sees the 
industrial problems of teachers in a much >vider relation. 
The objectives of this E'eder<Ction are Hsted in eleven 
sub-divisions of the ilrst major section of the Constitu-
tion, sU!lliliarised by a blanket clause;-
1To watch over and protect the industrial interests 
of its members and to consider and deal \vi th all 
matters affecUng them in thelr industrial relations.•(25) 
It is a.1so a major aim of a11 'reachers 1 Unions to seek 
proper and sufficient remunera·cj.on for their members, 
(25) Neiv South ''!alec Tea hers' l''ederat·on. Constitution 
3 (a i). 
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All Teachers' ~nians are agreed on t~is objective of 
adva ..ncing education in t.l.lG ~;·;~_o.est: s2nss of th.e uord. 
They aim to hold teachers' conferences and have a 
general objective 1 to provide means for their collective 
opinion on matters affecting the interests of educL\t:Lon 
and of the teaching profession1 • (Victoria). 
l{lor tho adv:.incet1ent of teacht:;rs and for keeping 
them abreast of modern techni;.;~u.es j_n education, ~eachcrs' 
Unions ai::1:1 to establish libraries, publish journc ...ls and 
to arrange meetings and demonstrations. In so1:1e States, 
Teachers' Unj~::Jl~s also a:Lm. ts se-',; sta.l1dards of conduct and 
to suncrvise tJ1s.t st;:t.ndard, 
- (26) ;1ence they aim to establish 
Codes of Ethics. 
(26) Objectives of 'feacriGrS''unj_onsW!Jj_ch are related to 
the advc~ncement of ed.uca t:lon in general and of teachers 
in partic\Jlar:-
JI.S~\V.: 'To promote the Cause of education in H.So~d. 1 
'To provide for the holding of conferences for the 
discussion of questions of educational interest.• 
1 To initiate o:.nd control schemes for the intellectual 
and nrofessional advancement of teachers. 1 
Vic.: 1 To ii:Tprove th" condi U.on of educaU.on j_n V.ictoria. 1 
1 'To maintHJ'n ~ }JJ'o)l S~~n·l~wo1 o? nuall'fl'c"+l'On ~ntl ~'~-- -·. c;_ ·- ·b~ !,;c.;..~.- c.<....l .._ ":t (..L • 0.1..1 ' .:.-~ ..!.~ 
to raise the; status c>f the teaching professton. 1 
Qld.: 1 To deal \Ii th all rr:atters uppertc-~inins to the 
c~dvancement of edvce.t·Lon. 1 
S •. .ttus t •. : 1 In every pcssi ble uay to further the interests 
of .Education in South A:.1.s tralia·. 1 
·>:.Aust.: 1 1'o -;:Jrovide lectures, ess0.ys and moJel lessons •••• 1 
Tas.: 'To provide opportunitiss for the d1scussion of 
q1.1cstions of educational interest.' 
It has been observed th&.t there are difficulUes 
in dj_stinguj.shing objectives of Teachers' Unions 
classified as economic and industrial from those lvhich 
relate to the advancement of education. This difficulty 
is clearly illustrated vrhen the activities of Teachers 1 
Unions in furtherance of these objectives are examined. 
These activities may be examined according to the 
following provisional classification, although there 
will, of necessity, be some overlap. 
en activities associated l•ii th the furtherance of 
economic and industrial objectives, 
(ii) those activities asr.;ociated vrith advancing 
education, 
(iii)those activities which might properly be 
considered as associated -vlith both (i) and (ii) 
above. 
(i) The industrial and economic problems facing teachers 
as a group of employees are much the same in principle 
as those facing any other group of employees. These 
refer to the conditions under which the ~cmrk is performed 
and to the remuneration offered for the service rendered. 
Teachers' Unions have found thrcugh experience that it 
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is not easy to achieve industrial and econonic 
objectives by a direct approach to the employers of 
their members, i.e., to Departments of Education and 
to Publj. c Service Boards. Some 'l'eachers 1 Unions believe 
that such matters can only be settled by industrial 
action, backed by the strength of the Trade Union 
Novement. Nevertheless, teachers are divided on this 
question of affiliation vli th such an organis&. tion. 
The Nevr South 'fiales Teachers 1 Feder:.tion is, however, 
affiliated with the Trades and Labour Counci1 and vli th 
the .Aust:i:lalian Counci1 of Trades Unions. The Queensland 
Teachers' Union, on the other hand, has kept aloof 
(27) 
from any such affiliation. The State School 
Teachers' Union of Hestern Australia has affiliated, 
by the vrhile a referendum on this question conducted 
(28) 
Victorian Teachers' Union was lost. It is evident 
(27) There are at least t\vO local explanations for this 
decision of the queensland Teachers' Union not to 
affiliate. In the first place, there has been a strong 
lefi;.vring influence in the Bri.sbane Trades and Labour 
Council. In the second place successive Labour Govern-
ments in queensland have given strong support to 
denominational schools. 
(28) Voting figures:-
In favour of affiliation 
Against 
Jcfajori ty against 
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from reports of discussions by teachers on this 
matter that there i.s a considerable body of opinion 
among them that affiliation vli th the Trade Union 
Movement is incompatible vrith their idea of a 
professj_onal association. 
The same argument is advanced by many teachers 
1vhen the question of using the strike as a means of 
improving economic and industrial conditions is 
considered. There have, in fact, been only t1.ro recorded 
instances of a strike among State School teachers in 
Australia over the last thirty years. In 1921 the 
State School Teachers' Union of Hestern Australia 
conducted a strike which resulted in better conditions 
for teachers, including the setting up of the Public 
Service Appeal Board as the final arb0·.ter on teachers' 
classifications vrhich determine so.laries in that State. 
'rhere vras also a minor strike in 1951 vrhen Teacher Trainees 
in Sydney vacated their lecture rooms and marched to 
Parliament House to protest aga.inst lovl training 
alloHances. Although Teachers' Unions have advanced the 
argument that it \vould be 'unprofessional' to strike, 
the fact is that they lack the essential conditions for 
1/7 
using that method 1ifi th success - the automatic support 
of other un1ons, the support of a poEtical party and 
the abil1ty to cause serious disruption to society by 
withholding the service. 
Thus while Teachers' Unions aim to improve the 
economic and industr1al conditions of their members, 
they do not favour affiliation 'vri th the Trade Union 
Hovement as a means of achieving this aim, nor do they 
favour using such methods as the str1ke, vrhich is more 
commonly associated vrith trade unions. It \·rill be 
relevant therefore to inquire vrhether Teachers' Unions 
engage in politlcal activities and election campaigns 
as an alternative to these methods. 
It is exceptional for '.leachers' Unions to advocate 
social o.nd poUtical changes outside the field of education. 
They do not claim to have any avo11ed political objectives, 
such as social or constitutional reforms; they do not 
cons1stently support one political party. Nevertheless, 
the pursuit of economic and industrial objectives, as 
vell as professional objectives, has often involved them 
in political activities as corporate bodies. This is 
partly due to the fact that teachers as individu&.ls are 
restricted in their political activities. As public 
1 "i 8 
servants, teachers mu.Gt not criticise the administration 
of any government department. If teachers v:ish to stand 
for Parliament they must resign before beginning their 
election rrampaign. In their classroom teaching they 
(29) 
must also avoid commenting on poli.tical events. Of 
course, some Teachers• Unions have at times become 
involved in political activities because they have been 
used as vehicles by groups viith political ob,iectives, (30) 
both vii thin and outside the Union. 
A very good example of a Teachers' Union u~.ine 
political means to improve the economj_c and :Lndustrial 
conditions of its members is provided by the campaign 
fought by the Victorian TeE:chers 1 Union in 1945 for 
the establishraent of a Teachers' Tribunal. The draft 
of the proposed BilJ. setting up the Tri buJlal vms 
(29) For restrictions on teachers in their political 
activities, post pp.220-2l. See also my unpublished thesis 
1 Some Aspects of the Leg<~l Status of the Teacher in the 
Victorian Education Department 1950', (Faculty of Education, 
Nel bourne University). 
(30) ];"or examples of gro·CLps endeavouring to use Teachers' 
Unions for polittcal purposes, see Annual Reports of 
N.S.':J.'l'.F., 1950-1953. See also reference to the Victorian 
Labour Teachers' Union, supra p.l55. 
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unacceptable to the Teachers 1 Union, so pressure vms 
brought to bear on the Dunst"m-Hollvray Government 
(Country Party vd th Liberal support) by means of 
deputations, letters to Nembers of Parliament and an 
extensive press campaign. In the next election the 
Teachers' Union entered the election campaign against 
the Dunstan-Holhray Government, seeldng support for a 
Bill vJhich embodied their own amendments. The Teachers' 
Union distributed leaflets setting Oll.t their case, 
advertised vridely in the press and gave talks over 
radio stations. Grant~J of money vJere made by the Union 
to teacher committees to carry out the organisation of the 
campaign. The Government was defeated at the election 
and the Victorian Teachers• Union claimed that their 
activity tipped the scales in eight electorates and 
helped to make the return of f:Lve other Labour members 
(31) 
a certainty. One of the first measures of the 
(31) 1 From the inform._; Uon in our possession, vle believe 
that Union activities in St. Kilda, Dandenong, Glen Iris, 
Ivanhoe, Preston and Box Hill had decisive resultsi and 
in the country vle can claim that at Hi1dura, Gipps and 
North, Bar'<~on, Evelyn, Portland, Goulburn, and Vlonthaggi 
the successful candidate ovres hi.s success largely to the 
vlOrk of 1oca1 committees of teachers 1 • 
The Vicj;_or~an 'reachers' Journal, Vol.XXVIII, Ho.12, 
20 December, 194 , p.397. 
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ne1.,rly elected Cain Labour Government 1vas the setting up 
of a Teachers' 'l'ri bunal on the lines advocated by the 
Union. An attempt vas made to defeat the Bill in the 
Upper House; and to those i\fembers 1¥ho supported the 
measure, the 1'eachers 1 Union gave its official support 
(32) 
at the follm'iing Legislative Council elect:Lons. 
Teachers 1 Unions are directly concerned \vi th the 
economic conditions of their members because teachers 
are all employees. Teachers' Unions are now recognised 
by salary-fixing authorities as the representative 
bodies to conduct negotiati.ons on behalf of teachers. 
In some cases, teachers are represented on these 
(33) 
tribunals, often by an elected member. Not only 
salaries are involved in such activities, but also questions 
of classification and promotion, superannuat:Lon and long 
service leave, equal pay for eJOmen teachers and similar 
econonic problens. The !ki'l South Hales ~reachers' 
Federation has gone further than other State •reachers' 
(32) Report of the Victorian teachers 1 Union to the Annual 
Conference of the Australian Teachers' FederaLion, 
Jan. 19+6. (33) For more detailed discussion of teachers' salary 
fixing authorities, Chapter Six,pos t page 240 • J!'or details 
o.f teachers' salary fixing mechanisms and the place of 
teachers 1 associations therein, see Appendix E , pp .284~88. 
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Unions in interpreting holV far their activities should 
lead them in promoting the economic vielfare :)f their 
members. They are not merely concerned vii th the 
teacc1ers 1 remuneration but ;ri th the conditions in society 
vrhich determine it and which determine its value. Thus 
the AnnuaJ. Report for 1951 makes the comprehensive 
statement: 
'If the living standards are not to be further 
depressed, and educati-onal developments not to be 
adversely affected, it will be necessary for 
teachers and other citizens to take action against 
inflation, the Federal Budget, and to str~ive for 
the halting of the drive to war.•(34) 
In che Basic \1!age-Standard Hours Case of 1953, in 
\vhich Employer Organis:'.tions had made certain claims 
before the Arbitration Court, most Teachers' Unions 
gave lukev;arm support to the Australian Council of Trade 
Unions, the main opposing body. 'l'lle New South \dales 
'l'eachers' Federation, hmvever, openly intervened in the 
proceedings, an Officer of the Federation opposing all 
(35) 
sections of' the Employers 1 demands. 
(34) Annual Report N.S.vJ.T.F., 1951 p.J. 
(35) Education (N.S.\v.) 20 Hay 1953, p.43. 
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Thus it i.s clear that in order to achieve o bj ecti ves 
relating to the industrial and economic well-being of 
their members, Teachers' Unions must consider using such 
methods as affiliation cvith the Trade Union Hovement, the 
strike, oolitical action and in some cases intervention 
in the Court. Of course these are not the only r1eans by 
1-1hi.ch Teachers 1 Unions achieve their economic and 
industrial objectives. There are others, such as 
consultation with departmental officers and representation 
on :ie_oar·i;mental committees. As these means are also used 
for promoting objectives relating to the advancement of 
education they are considered in the third section of 
this discussion of the activities of Teachers' Unions. 
( ii) Some acti vi t:Les of Teachers 1 Unions relate directly 
to the advancement of education, The Victorian Teachers' 
Union, in con,junction 1vi th the gduca tion Department, has 
supported an Education lJeek in -vrhich parents and citizens 
are invited to the schools to see for themselves the 
standard of the service provided. This activity has nmv 
been follm;red in other States. By bringing the needs of 
education before the public in this way, teachers' associa-
tions hope to gain greater interest in, and support for, 
education both by the publtc and by governments. 
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The Teachers 1 Union of ~v-estern Australia convened a 
Citizens' Education Conference in 1946, attended by 
representatives of social, industrial and political groups 
in the State. Out of this grevr The Progressive Education 
League to initiate and co-ordinate plans for educational (36) 
Australia. 
The New South Hales Teachers' Federation has arranged 
periodic regional conferences. A central town is selected 
c.nd the co-operation of civic and social bodies is 
obtained; educational problems are discussed and the 
citizens invited to attend and participate. As a result 
there is often definite action for improving educational 
(37) 
facilities. 
Adequate finance also has a bearing on the standard 
of education provided by the State. Therefore all 
Teachers' Unions have been forced to formulate a policy 
on, and to take some action about, the lJresent Commomrealth-
States financial set-up. Nost of them back the demand by 
------------------·--·---
(36) Austra1ian Teachers' Federation Report, 1947, p.41. 
(37) 'New Deal for Education•. 
1949-52. 
Arnual Reports N.s:vr.T.F'., 
.State Premiers for more money from the Comrnomreal th. 
The N.B.~. Teachers' Federation organised a large public 
meeting vrhich urged the l<'ederal Government to make money 
available. 
Then once a year Teachers' Un1ons hold an Annual 
Con_ference, attended by delegates from local branches. 
The Ninister of Education, the D1rector and other 
leaders in education are invited to address the meeting. 
'.'ihile many domestic issues are dj_scussed, there is always 
keen discussion aboutc3s)s 
service of education. 
and means of improving the 
(iii) The third group of activities of' 1'eachers 1 Unions 
are those which might relate both to economic and 
industrial objectives and also to the objective of 
advancing the service of education. 
Teachers' Unions have obtained representation on a 
vride range of departmental committees, including Promotions, 
Syllabus, Soldier Teachers' and Sub,ject Hevision, (N.S,\v,); 
------
(38) The Tvtenty-Eighth Annua.l Conference of the Victorian 
Teachers' Union >vas addressed by the Minister of Educc'tion 
(Hon.A.E. Shepherd), the Director of Education, (Haj.Gen. 
A.H. Ramsay) and the: Presj_dent, (Nr. G.C:. \ihit1wrth). 
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Residence Selection, F'ree Nilk, Education ~veek and 
Regulation Revision, (Vic); 1'eachers' College Selection 
Board, Teacher Training, c.nd High Schools Advisory Board, 
Ci'i. Aust.). The Tasmanian State School Teachers' 
f<"ederation claims that it has representation on all 
(39) 
important departmental committees. Representation on 
these committees means that the Teachers' Union has been 
twven into the administration and is able to exert 
influence not only on teachers' vmrking conditions but 
on the standard of education provided. 
In addition Teaehers' Unions take the initiative in 
presenting the vie1vs of teachers to officers of Education 
Departments. This is done, sometines on an informal 
basis, but more CJf ten formally by letter or by official 
consultation. Consultation bet14een Teachers' Union 
representatives e.nd senior officers of Education 
Departments take place at regular intervals in some States, 
at irregular intervals in others. In the first half of 
1954 the Vi.ctorian Teachers 1 Union, represented by its 
(39) 'Practically every Departmental com<cittee opera.ting in 
tl:Jj.s State has teacher representation. In many cases the 
Federc::c tion has as many representatives as Departmental 
representatives, and, in addition, some of the Departmental 
reur~esentatives on the con:r::i ttee are members of the 
l:''edera tion. 1 
The Australian Teachers' Federation Annual Report, 
1951, p.26. 
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President and Secretary, had hm scussions \'li. th the 
Nin.i.ster, fo-,:cr 1cTi.th the Director c.nd eight uith other (40) 
departmental officers. Hatters raised at such 
conferences may be those ivhich relate to t'Je improvement 
of the education service, such as the shortage of school 
accomnodation, ;Jroblems associated vJith the school 
curriculum, raising tho school leaving age, etc. On the 
other hand they are more likely to be those vrhich relate 
to the teachers 1 ·:rorking conditions, systems of 
classificution and promotion, size of classes, accommodation, 
an.d so on. 
Although Teachers' Unions endeavour to place 
teachers 1 vievrs before Educatl.oE Departments, the 
Departments do not ahmys seek the prior advice of 
Teachers 1 Unions on matters of educcltionill poli.cy. .Prior 
consultation is not a right, nor is it automatic i.n any 
(41) 
Australian State, In '1iestern Austral5.a, an amendment 
to the Promotions Appee.l Board Act, dealing vr:L th the 
important question of sen:tori ty for teachers, \vas passed 
(ltO) The V:Lctorian l'eachers 1 "Journal. June 195t;:, p. 117. 
(41) Teachers 1 :Jnions have t'1e rit;ht of ;>rior consultation 
in some cou.YJtries. In Ne\V Zealand no nevl legislation i.s 
introduced \vi thou t const;J. ta tion. The Educc:. tionaJ. Institute 
of Scotland also has the right of prior consultation. 
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t i:1r{~uc:~h the Le,zi:::le_ ti ve Assembly. The 1'eacb.ers 1 Union 
tlELintained t~1a t ape.~~t frorn sendine the:Lr proposals to 
the Public Serv:ice Commissioner, they vrere not asked 
to discuss the matter ftJrther v;ith either the Edv.c~~tion 
Depart;nent or vt th the Public Service Commissioner. They 
lmmJ no thine further about the Act or i. ts contents until 
they learned in the press that the Bill had passed all 
(4;?) 
stae:es. 
In net·l South \-.falos, the Hurrumbidgec Regional ArHa, 
the first of its kind in that State, ~tras esto.blished 
thout any ;)rior consultation vri th the Teachers 1 Federation. 
The follovJing Annual Conference of teachers in New South 
Wales adopted in its report this statement of policy:-
1 Before imoorte.nt changes in po1icy and c.dmin:,stration 
are u~Jdertaken in education, nnd vrhi ch therefore 
affect tiw b.ves ami condi ti.ons of teachers and pupils, 
consultation should take place vrith the organisation 
o.f the publ.ic school teachers of this S,ta1te, the ne\V South ~dales r.reachers I FedercJtion. I ( '1"3 
Despite thts stJ'ong st{~.temen.t, the rlght of pri-or 
consultation was not established. In 1951 the Federation 
flrst read in the press of the establ1shrnent of further 
(42) 'l'he 'Jestern Australia Teachers~ Journal, Feb.1953, p.l. 
( Lr 3) 1The Nevr tSO'u.t.:.-:;. \,~·n.les Teachers' 1/edera tion Anr~ue::_l Reuort, 
191+9, p.7 o.nd 1951, p.?. 
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area directorates; in 1953 the Education Department of 
New South Hales suddenly · ar.nounced, in the mid(Jle of 
the school year, a change in the procedure fer the 
Intermediate Examina c;ion. No prior consultation had 
been held Hitl1 the Teachers' Federation in either case. 
In Victoria, the Minister for Education had promised to 
discuss 1vi th the Teachers 1 Union the scheme for insuring 
schoolchildren against accidents. ltihen the representa-
tives of the Teachers' Union arrived for the discussion 
'it immediately became clear that the scheme had been 
(44) 
finalised and 1vas ready for implementation'. 
As >vell as using representation and consultation 
as a nethod of approach Teachers' Unions sometimes use 
the deputation, particularly as a method of approach to 
Nembers of Parliament. In 1953 a deputation from the 
Queensland Teachers 1 Union vJaj. ted on the Hinister of 
Public Instruction, advocating a Teaching Profession Act, 
the setting up of a Teachers' 'rribunal and the aboUtion 
of the Department of Education in favour of an Education (45) 
Cmnmission. In Victoria, the school building lag 
ere a ted a s!1ortage of accommodation for pupils, so the 
(44) The Victorian Teachers' Journal, August, 1954, p.176. (45) The Queensland Teachers' Journal, October, 1953, pp.6-l: 
Victorian Teaehers 1 Union headed a deputation to the 
Premier and Hinister of Education urging immediate 
(lt6) 
action. llhen finances for State education became a 
major issue in post-w-ar years, the Nevr South clales 
Teachers' Federation organised a deputation to the 
Federal Hinister for Social Services advoeating more 
(Lt7) 
Commomreal th aid for eduea tioji. 
:reachers 1 Unions often find that the normal 
procedures of conferences, consultations and deputaUoms 
fail to bring results. 'l'herefore they are forced to 
publicise the matter either in their ovm ,journals or in 
the press. Publicity has be cone such an inportant r1ethod 
of achieving objectives that some of the larger Teachers• 
Unions have a;,pointed their own Publicity Officers. 
In Queensland condit1ons in State Schools became so bad 
in 1953 because of the lack of necessary school materials 
and equipment that the I!iditorial of the Teachers• Journal 
>vas addressed: 1 An Open Letter to the Premier of 
Queensland Concerning the Disgraceful Conditions in the 
State Schools of Queensland 1 • 'I~he editorial trenchantly 
1l'he Vi ctot·iO:ti Ten.crierB' 
Report of the New South 
to the 1952 Conference 
Federation, p.l3. 
J'ournaJ.., H~p.:2. 
··I ales Teachers 1 Federation 
of the .Australian ~~~iitr4J!; 
( \_ li'.i\1-\i\i' 
~ .. ·~!:E'~~~Y·~< 
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cri tiel. sed the government for 'crass and l.L'lprscedented 
neglect'. There followed a bitter newspaper controversy 
bet\leen the '.reachers' Gnj.on and the Hinister and the 
resultant publicity effected some improvement in (48) 
school conditions. 
There is evidence that in some States, criticism 
of educ;octional policy by Teachers' Unions is not ahrays 
Helcomed by the Depert•1ent or the Hinj_stor. In 1939 
the Hinister of Education i.n l'Jevr South !Jales took 
exception to a discussion by the Teachers' Federation 
on educational polic:; and expendikre. He declined 
to meet representatives of t:;c Federc.tion and refused 
to deliver the opening address at the Annual Conference 
of the l~"lederat:lon. 'P:o"' teachers 1 stand \·ISS fully 
---- (lt9)' 
expl&.in.ed in their Journal. In 1950 the Education 
Departnent attempted to prevent criticism by the Hevr 
South 1dales 1l'eachers 1 Federation of conditions at the 
Hargreave Park School. :!hen the Federation pubHcised 
facts about the conditions at this school, the Nintster 
for Education attacked the Federation for its criticism. 
(48) CJuroenslanij Teachers' Jour:qsl. Harch, 1953, p.l. 
(49) Education. ( ,,, c v ) u.!_:)·•·•· ' 11 Dec. 1939 and 15 Aug, 1940. 
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The Public Service Board also questioned the President 
of' the Federation and the Headmaster of the school about 
an alleged breach of Public Service :rteeulations by these 
(50) 
officers in making such public co:::·:ents. 
Closely linlred vlith activities of Teachers' Unions 
designed to ach1eve ob,jectives relating both to the 
economic and industrial problems of teachers and to the 
advance.oent of education is the publi.cation of a union 
journal. These journals and their contents may be very 
briefly surveyed. 
'EducaliQ1:1'. This is a tabloid news sheet published by 
the New South \Tales Teachers' :B'ederation. It is almost 
entirely devoted to industrial and economic matters 
connected vith the Federation and its activities on behalf 
of teachers. 'There is practically no space given to 
articles designed to improve the teachers' technique. 
'The Vic!;2riim Toachers:.,Jou.rnal 1 • Host of the space is 
devoted to reports dealing \!i th the work of the C ound.l 
of the V. T. U., on matters relating directly to the rna torial 
well-being of teac~ers, such as salaries, classifications 
and promotion. A rural \fork programne is published monthly, 
------------~--~--·-·--------
(~iO) Heoort of the NeH Sov.th ·:htJes ~reachers' Federation, 
1956, p.4. 
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but rarely ccny articles on method or on itee1s of current 
educational interest. 
1 The Cueensl[Lnd 'l'eacllli.J·s' Journal. About half the space is 
given over to topics directly related to the service of 
educat:Lon c:.nd the remainder to questions of salary and (51) 
teachers 1 \vorking conditions. 
'The Journal of the So11th Australian Teachers' Inst.itute•. 
This journal differs from the other journals above in 
that it deals mainly w·ith matters of educational interest 
and rarely cvith the activities of the Institute and its 
(52) 
\vork for teachers. 
'The Western Austra1ia Teachers' ,Tournal'. This journal 
devotes most of the space to the economic status of the 
teacher and to matters concerning the teachers' conditions 
of employment. There are no articles on method or accounts 
of interesting experiments or of the results of research 
in educ::: tion. 
(51) Some recent articles on "rriatters relating to the -service 
of education and to the technique of the teacher: 'The 
School Leaving Age'. 1 Br:Ltish Education'. 'The Narking of 
English Composition.' 
(52) Such topi.cs have j_ncluded in recent issues: 'The Future 
of Secondary Education'. 'CraftHork in Primary Schools'. 
'The Report of the EducaUon Inquiry Committee'. 
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Thus Teachers' Union Journals are in the main a 
medium for disseminating inforr1ation about the activities 
of the Unj_on in promoting the economic and industrial 
welfare of teachers. It is exceptional in these journals 
to find a great amount of space devoted to information 
and arttcles VJhich are concarned l•ii th improving the 
teachers' technique or \·Thich are related to the discussion 
of problems in modern education. 
Departments of Education, Hhich assume responsibility 
for the in-service training of teachers, have realised that 
this gap in educational readinf; for teachers should be 
closed. They, too, have entered the field of publication. 
For a long time the official gazette vias the ma;jor 
publication in each State and its main purpose w·as to 
convey instructions, advertise vacancies and to provide 
other official informu tion. In some States it lias the 
practice to include in the official gazette, articles 
vrhich \vould be of value to the teacher in keeping him 
abreust of modern educational thought. HoHever, Departments 
of Education are no;.; tending to develop tl1is aspect as a 
special activity of their publications branches. In three 
States the Departments are now publishing, 11sually as a 
supplement to the official gazette, a magazine entirely 
given over to articles and informcition of this kind. 
1 The Educational I'iap:azil~ 1 (Victoria) contains reprints 
of articles in educati.onal journals from overseas as l!lell 
a.s original contributions from members of the departmental 
teaching service in Victoria. 'Tasmanian Education' appears 
to have more local colour th<.m the Victorian magazine and 
to provide more articles on particular aspects of classroom 
teaching. I Education I o~. Aust.) is tho most recent of 
these departr:Jental sponsored educational magazines. In 
the \fords of the Director on its initial appearance:-
'Its contents 11 include articles of a oractical 
va.lue to tho clas.s teacher, covering discussions 
on method and interpretation of curricula; but j.n 
addit~on it lllill il_lclude matters of inter5(lt 
relatu1g to educatlon beyond the State. C5..JJ 
In the field of educational journals the position of 
the Non-State teachers must be noted. As they are not 
eligible for membersh:i.p of Teachers' Unions they naturally 
have .little to do vli th the:i.r journals. In any case, in 
v:i.ew of the contents already analysed, the journals ivould 
be of little interest to them. Neither the official gazettes 
nor the departmental magazines are dis semina ted 1ddely enough 
to :reach the.n1 in any c~uanti ty. lv1oreovE-:r there are many 
factors which ;;Jake it extremely difficult for t.'cem to 
produce an educational magazine of the kind referred to 
above. 'The Austre.llan Teacher' is one exception, a 
maco.zine mainly for l·~on-State teac:hers, containing 
(54) 
articles by men of standing in the educational lif!orld. 
'fhe discussion up to this poi.nt has centred round 
certain methods used by Teachers' Unions, such as 
representation on departmental cor~ittees, consultation 
and confercmces vri th departmental offi.cials, deputations 
to Hembers of Parliament and publicity through Union 
jotlrnals. It Has observed e<:1rlier that these methods 
could be used either 'co promote the industrial and economic 
objGctives of teachers or to improve the service of 
education. In practice, hmvever, Teachers 1 Unions have 
used them almost entirely for the former purpose. This is 
an indication that there are differences between Teachers' 
Unions and the node1 professional association, as examined, 
and these differrJnces may DO'.'! be stated. 
()lr-) Produced by the '.i:oac~J.erg' Guild of l-t.S;'d. 
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Teac~ers 1 Unions as Professional Associations 
ere are some obvious differences betvreen Teachers' 
Unions and. tlJe model of tte professi ona.l associa t1.on 
previously examined. Professional associations have a 
territorial coraprehensiveness in that thero is usually 
one association for each State of the Gommom;ealth, 
whereas there are numerous associations for teachers. 
Professional associations also mve a.functi.onal comprehensive-
ness i.n that all registered members of the ;>rofession are 
eligible for membsrship of the association. l:ftembership 
of the smaller Non-State teachers' associations on the 
other hcmd is determined by · f'd1\k.: vii thin the occupation, 
while the larger State Teachers' Unions also have a 
restricted membership. 
M t' l ~· t ' ' ' h "ever 11e_ess, cnere are many respec s 111 vm1c 
Teachers' Unions are like the model of the professional 
association. On the negative side neither Teachers' 
Unions nor professional associations are training or 
testing Emthori ties and they may not necessarily be 
represented on these organisc•.tions. Neither Teachers 1 
Unions nor professional associcctions are the disciplinary 
bodies for major breaches of conduct, though they may deal 
Hl7 
;rith breaches of ~om ethical cod.e set up by the association. 
On the positive side, Teachers' Unions are l:i.ke professional 
assoc:Lations in that their aim is to :l.mprove the stands.rd 
of the servj.ce, i:n tl'.eir case the se:rvt ce of education. 
:ehts they aim to do by conducting act:!. vi ties similar to 
those of the profession<<l associations, by arranging 
meetings anc1 discussions to keep the teacher abreast of 
modern techniques, by publishing a journal, by providing 
libraries for teachers and by setting up a code of ethics 
to regulate their conduct, 
Despite these similarities in their aims it is 
apparent that there is an underlying difference bet\veen 
Teachers' Unions as examined and the model professional 
associc: tion. 
tvhen Teac£1ers 1 Unj.ons are contrasted vri th the model 
professional association, the most obvious difference is 
that Teachers 1 Unions are organi sa ti.ons of euployees, 
11hereas the model professional associ.ation is an organisation 
of self-employed persons. Thts means that Teachers' 
Unions in their activities and stated objectives will give 
more prouinence to improving the remunerG.tion and vmrking 
conditions of their members than 1·1ill the model professional 
1':J8 
association. In this respect the Teachers' Union will 
behave more like a trade union th£m ·will the model 
professional association. l'his is further ilJ.:lstrated 
by their legal status and by their affiHation vrith the 
trade union movement in some States. 
It is, hotveve:::-, important to note that alth,,u~h 
Teachers 1 Unions function in some respects JJ.ke trade 
unions they are nevertheless concerned \vi th the advance-
ment of education. In this respect they are not 
substantially different from the model professional 
as so cia tion in its concern for advancing tl:e profession. 
HovJever, the means by 1vhich Teachers 1 Unions seek 
improvement of standards among teachers differentiates 
them from the model; and this difference in means 
relates to the fact tbc:t teachers are employees. To 
say that teachers are employees is another \·ray of saying 
that the responsibility for providing the service of 
education rests vri th the State, the Church or >•li th some 
other body, and not vd th the teacher·s ther,lse1ves. 
In so far as State teachers are concerned, the State 
nrovides the service of education. The State provides the 
buildings and equipment; the State determines the demand 
by making the service compulsory betvJeen certain ages; 
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the State trains, appoints and pays the teachers; the 
State determines the nE,ture of the service by prescribing 
the curriculum; the State supervises the qua.li ty of the 
service by appointing ins1)ectors. Above all, the State 
charges a government department with the responsibiljty 
for organising and administerint; the service. 
l1hen · the professionc.l model is examined, it is clear 
that the service is provided by individual members, 
assisted by the professional association. The group 
itself provides the personnel, the equipment, and the 
organisation arourJd 1vhich the service is built. The 
professional association ensures the standard of the 
service by seeint; that members are competent, up-to-date 
and honourable of character. It 11ras noted that the 
professional association has such control over individual 
members the.t it can achieve its aim to improve the 
standard of the service vri thout reference to other authority. 
As Teachers' Unions do not provide the service it 
is not oossi ble for them to raise their standards 
merely by promoting certain forms of collective activity 
a:nong their ovm members, in the sc;.me way as professional 
associations. Indeed, the recognised activities of a 
professional association \vhich :t:eachers' Unions aim to 
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carry out become superfluous or ineffective. They may 
set up a code of etl::ics, but have no authority to discipline 
teachers; they may aim to keep teachers up-to-date, but 
in fact the Educection Department ce<rri.es out in-service 
training; they may publish journals, but individual 
teachers must not criticise the depc.rtment either in union 
journals or in the press; they may use deputations, 
conferences, public meetings and be represented on depart-
mental committees, but the result is often ineffective; 
they may consult the department to suggest improvements, 
but have no right of prior consultation. 
It has been said above that to sa.y that State 
teachers' organisations are employe:o organisations is 
merely one aspect of the fact that the State accepts 
responsibility for the provision of the education service. 
It could also be argued that merely by acting as trade 
unions and seeking better vJOrking conditions and higher 
vrages teachers are in fact achieving an improvement in 
professional standards. That is, in the case of teachers' 
organisat:Lons there is no sharp differentiation bet;veen 
activities aimed at improving vrorkine; conditions and 
salaries, and activities aimed at raising professional 
standards. The building of more modern schools, the 
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lov1ering of the size of classes <md the provision of 
better equipment, for example, would improve teachers' 
1-rorkinc conditions and at the same time raise professional 
standards. 
It should. be noted. that the comparison made here is 
bet\veen teachers' organisations and. a model professi.onal 
association descri.bed in C1:1apter T'.W, 'i!hether the actual 
development of professional associations is taking them 
a;ray from this model tovJards a type of organisation more 
closely resembling that of the teachers' is a matter for 
discussion later in this study. 
Finally it must be said that tM ··· standards •f serve 
for teachers and the standard of education provided by 
t':e State are interdependent. Therefore Teachers 1 Unions 
seeking to raise professional standards can only do so 
by exercising a persuasive influence on the State and its 
instrumentalities. Under these cirClli'l1stances they assume 
the role of a pressure group against the State and use 
methods which make them quite unlil{e the model professional 
association. 
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THE CODE OF 
'Teachers must be s ht for the cht who 
are free froru scanda.l in lives, 1-vho are 
unimpeachti.ble in their mam1ers, and :tn experience 
the very best thc-;.t may be found. Fo:' to recetve 
a proper educc~.t1on is the source root of 1 
goodness ••••• ., .......... 1 
already been obs,~ rved t the servtce ren-
by a professionc:.l nw.n s ient is affected 
by s tect'ud. (1) com.pctcncc but also by his 
standard of conduct. J:'hus h.is behaviour all times, 
in tions to s eli. en t c.tncl s crivate 
life, must conform to a certain s , d-etz:Jl'Elined in 
t by a code 8 cs a professional associ2tion 
:tn t by decisi.o:~1s of a discipl1n~::~ry tri bur:v3.l set 
by statute for t~:1at pooe. 
t confluct ::1~;st neVI be to see 
uhether it conforms to a s_i.m:Ll&.r pattern. It '!Ii11 be 
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These bodies employ teachers, and the terms 
and conditions of employment include rights and 
duties vJ1-:.ich determine to a large extent the standard 
of conduct req·,:!.ired, \Vi thou.t the necessity of an 
ethical code, Horeover, so many teetchers are required 
to provide such an extensive service that they must 
be organised efficiently, and the efficient organisa-
tion "LLtkes the form of a bureaucracy, tn the technical 
sense of the term as used by Hax Iieber. This necessitates 
the formulation of specific rules for the sake of 
tu1iformity in the conduct of all teachers throughout 
the State. 
Then again the Statutory Committee, in deciding 
particular cases vrhich come before it, and in publishing 
its findings, tends to bui up a body of 1a111 which in 
fact becomes part of the standard of conduct. The 
Public Service Board, j_n the case of teachers, does 
not act in this wa.y for it does not publish i tn findings. 
'dhile the standard of professional conduct is the 
considered opinion of professional brethren of good 
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Chanter Six 
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in its povrer, on an A us tr.:i.I:i.a.-vJide be. sis, 
throu[.h its constituent organisa t:Lons, to secur€:~ 
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' H'erle,_,,, t' on 
.... -~ ~ r....,. .. !.. , ) 
1952. 
It 'VIEts customary for a pro.fe::_~s1 Y,1(:H1 to derive 
sGlf-employment. 
been a s for 
to accept employee status, 
se1.f-employment :Ls stj.11 most cor:1mon for the doctor 
CoLurtonv1eal Census of 1947 revertled 
per cent ctors, 83 per cent of 
and oer cent of VJere s 
' (1) 
• Teachers believe a certain level of income 
is a necess COt1di 
(1) Census of 
XVIII. 
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profession, and to a certain extent, this v:as supported 
by the evidence on incomes in the professional model 
. ' . d prev~ous_,_y exam2ne • Teachers maintain that their 
salaries do not reach this level, so they seek 'adequate 
professional salaries•. It is not clear what this means. 
It could mean that teachers believe they ought to 
receive an income comparable tifi th that received by the 
self-employed professionals, or it could mean that 
teachers are seeking a salary comparable vri th that 
received by professionals in employment. 
Teachers' salaries may be compared in the first place 
with the incomes of self-employed professionals. The 
incomes of all self-employed persons in the financial 
year 1948-49 ( 
shovred the range and distribution illustrated 
2 ) 
in Figure 2, and those of the :professionals as in Figure 4. 
This Figure sho1·rs that, in this period, lJ.O per cent 
of self-employed professionals had an actual income of 
over £1,000, while some had an income as high as £5,000 
and over. vlhen the range betvJeen £1,001 and £5 ,ooo is 
examined more closely it is found that the income of half of 
(3) 
those in this range lies bet\veen £1,500 and £3,000. 
(2) 
(3) 
Thirty-First Report of the Commissioner of Taxation, 
1952-3, p-36. 
Ibid, p.l26. 
Figure 4 
Distribution of Taxpayers by Broad Income Ranges 
Sour.ce 
SELF-EMPLOYED PROFESSIONALS 
(Australia) 
£5001• 1 per cent 
39 per cent 
£401 .. 1000 33 per cent 
£1.400 rzr per cent 
The Thirty-First Report of the Commissioner 
of Taxation (Au.stralia), p.36, Table No.,21., 
Code 51 only. 
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The salaries of teachers at this time may be precisely 
stated, by noting the com::encing salary and the range of 
automatic increments over a period of years before any 
(4) 
promotion bar appears. (Table 8 ) 
Table 8 
S;;o.laries of State Teachers, June lqlj.g 
(Primary Teachers, Male) 
N.S.H. £415-725 (13 years) 
Vic. £275-500 (10 years) 
-:Jld. £361-501 ( 8 years) 
s. Aust. £36o-aoo ( 8 years) 
~v. Aust. £320- 20 ( 8 years) 
Tas. £473-573 ( 7 years) 
, ) Sources 
N.S.ii. Agreement bet\.;-een the Public Service Board of N.S.VJ. 
and the N .8. 1.1. Teachers' l''ederation,29 Apri1,1949. 
Vic. Teaching Service (Classification, Salaries and 
Allmlances) Regulations 29 December, 1946. 
Qld. Award of the Industrial Court of Queensland pub-
lished ir.. the Queensland Government Gazette, 
18 June, 1948. 
S .Aust. A1vard of the Teachers 1 Salaries Board published 
in The Education Gazette, South Australia, 
15 February, 1949. 
W.Aust. Reclassification of the •reaching Service as 
published in the \"Jestern Australian Government 
Gazette, 18 October 1946. 
The above rates do not include the cost-of-lj_ving 
adjustment, 'f!'lich, in most States vms comparatively small 
at that time. e.g. the follocring amounts should be 
added to ascert.eti.n the gross salary : N.B.\ri, £8; Vic.£90; 
S.Aust. £21; Tas. £10. 
2H 
-.:!hen these [;alary ra. tes are compared th the 
stribution of ( 5) 
systems, it is seen that the great majority of teachers 
were receiving, at that time 1 a gross income of less than 
£700·. On ~~u ot11ew ~ancl t~1a 
·- <,<_l_v s .t .;.,~v •. ;..' .1- "" e 
incomo of self-employed persons 1 (Figure 4 ) , shovred that 
40 per cent of those in professional groups recei.ved over 
£1 1000 and most of these betv;een £1500 and ~:3000 per annum. 
prE~cise informa.tion is ava:L1ab1e from one StB.te, 
(6) 
South Australj_a, to make this comparison even clearer. 
The clistri but ion of State tec.chers 1 saltlries may be 
corr1pe.red th the distribution of the salartes of self-
ecployed profess1onals 5 ) 
L'Jhen the distribution of th.(:; tec~cher' s salary for 
South tralia is exv.mi.ned, it ts seen 
or female, received over £1000, and 91 per cent of 
men and 100 per cent of c•romen received less than £700. 
Three q_UD.rters of r~1en teachers had salaries bet,rreen £500 
cent o.f Homen rect:;i ved ss than £500. 
te;.::.cherst scLlary rates in ~rable 8 sU.ggest that these 
Sou.th Australlan fj,glires could be taken as an 
a11 States. 
(ij') In Victoria, for e:x:£c'll",Cle,63 per cent 
Classes V c:1nd IV ''lhi ch vould corre~,pond 
salcLry range referred to in Table 8. 
(6) Report ef the n:Lster of tion. 
1948-lt9' p. 
of teachers vrere ln 
tb. the automatic 
South i\Us tralia 
~500.1+ 
(l%) 
£1001-5000 
(39%) 
£401-1000 
(33%) 
£1-400 
(27%) 
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f"igure 5 
Di_~t.rib~tion_ of _Tncome_s 1948.~49 
SELF·EMPLOYED PROFESSIONALS (Australia) 
and 
TEACHERS (South Australia) 
Professional 
Self-Employed 
(Australia) 
£70.1-1000 ~~~~~~ (9%) ~ 
£601-700 
(21%) £401-700 
(37%) 
£501-600 
(50%) 
' £401-500 
. (15%) 
£1- 400 
(5%) 
£1-400 
(63%) 
State Teachers 
Male 
(South Australia) 
State Teachers 
Female 
(South Australia) 
On t:~.ese figures, it is evident that the professional 
self-employed received at least tvrice and probably three 
times as much as a ;nale teacher, and at least three times 
and probably four times as much as a female teacher. 
It has been pointed out in an earlier Chapter, 
h01vever, that other factors ought to be considered in 
comparing the incomes of salaried teachers with the 
incomes of self-employed professionals. Teachers in the 
Public Service have supera~~uation benefits while self-
employed profess.ionals must look to their income during 
their earning years to provide for their retirement. 
Teachers earn their salary from a regular \vorking \veek 
vii th shorter vrorking hours than most professionals and with 
liberal holidays. They have practically no capital 
outlay whereas the self-employed professional usually 
has an office and office staff, heavy running costs 
and a considerable overhead. These factors, \·.rhen taken 
into account, suggest that a comparison bet\'leen the 
incomes of teachers and the incomes of self-employed 
persons would be difficult. 
A fairer compc.rison vmuld be bet-vreen the salaries of 
tee.chers and the salaries of employed professionals. Such 
a comparison, again using the Taxation Reports and the 
South Australian teachers' salaries for 19lt8-lt9,gives the 
picture as in F'igure 6. 
!SOOl+ (1%) 
£100 1- 5000 
( 3%) 
!401-1000 (37%) 
£1-400 
(59%) 
Figure 6 
Distribution of Incomes 1948-'.49 
SALARIRD PROFESSIONALS (Australia) 
and 
TEACHERS (South Australia) 
Salaried 
Professionals 
(Australia) 
· £70 1-JDOO ~§§§§ (9%) ~ 
.&SO 1-700 
(21%) 
£&!1-600 (50%) 
£401-500 
(15%) 
£1-400 ( 5%) 
State Teachers 
Male 
(South Australia) 
£401-700 ( 37%) 
£1-400 
(63%) 
State Teachers 
. 'Female, . , ' .. 
(South Austral,ia.) 
1 ' ' ' ' ' 
a compa.rl son ~ ;~ 
9ear in a more favourable • Only 
:;: per ct:~nt 
59 per cent 
' 
n.:n cl cent of' mc0 es 
th 37 i18r cent of 
s 
' 
4· per 
over i:lOOO, na.le 
over 
s Listic3 t co.nc1lJ 
teacher 1 s E:: 
compared more thd.n favou_rably and strj_bution 
of 
's follovred the 
pattern of the su..la.ried ;;rofesstonals, except in the 
rat11:~Hs. In c ther ts::cher-s , .in fact, 
receive professional salaries. 
This conclusion does not fit the ts a.s teach.ers 
see ther.1. It .has been frequently poin.ted (J"u.t i:n 
s t teachers to med.i ci Il(; and 
of a profession, it is 
sttla1·i es nus t be compc-..red. 
above group 
by Taxc-Ltion t, ir:.c:l 
e:~, Dl.I.rs 
ev(~n teaching t. tself. The fact that these occlliJB..tions 
rringes pro bh bly explains 
why the dj_stributi.on of teacherst r s for 
a so closely resembles t of the ed 
group. 
Th:l.s up es, of ccYJ.rs c, include doct:):rs, lauyers 
donti.sts 
(7) 
s than 4000 of 
t but they repres 
the to bJ, of nearly , 000 
• 
, . nl 1.n1 UC)l1.C6 the 
ct"LJ.re, t probably in the es. 
com_parison es the 
es of the profess defi 
the tion :ts not r:.t. com·;_)ari son 
betvreen tea.chers 'sal.s.ri.es and the salaries those 
n1deT TJ~nfp~ ons of medicine and 
,_.._,_ -~· l. ~ >J _,,_. • • be 
necessaJ:y, re, for 
se occupations. In this connect:ion the Public Service, 
(7) 1947 Census, pp.l412-14-15. 
ch t:ts 
f:l clent tion on 
these oc t to prov1.de a 
s for a nore accurate son. 
It is 
asso a_ted c~ny such son of teachers' 
the Ptl.bll c 
Service. SG be 
overcor;e if the ]j_fe divided i_n four 
si tion of tea the 
professJ.onals under discuss:Lon be each s • 
od 
to 21 years 
(c) period from 
(d) from years 
s 
.,_ lv 11 be possible to estim~ the 
s of teachers and profess ons 
Public Service over a ecific s 
~;hould sor:1e inc1:t ca of the relEt t5..ve s1 on of 
t in to 
The Trainina Period 
Until recent yea.rs it t.vas customary for the sional 
rrr1n and his fam11y to provide for the \.vhole cost of his 
cot:.rse @.nd the cost 
s p::::riod of training. At: the course t(::d 
foux· to six years total cost of trainJ~ng 
r • T}TLs gave r1se to 
ch 
( !'1;' '~ 
some basis of fact, as Henderson 1 s 
t professions were recruited 
from fa.mi os wi incot~les, able to support the 
student dilring lonG years of trairdng. 
brcu .. ght tHcr c.htinges, 
tended to bring the cost of university training v;i thin 
the of a wider section -~ ' '• . ' oi Gtle commuJYl -cy. 
the t place all universi courses are 
Jd1sed to the extent that goverr,1nents provide grants 
to the universities ch tl:erefore do not have to rely 
solely on students 1 fees for thei.r in coT! OS. The per-
centage of the general revenue of all the nL:;,jor tralian 
Untversities re-presented by government grants (State and 
Pederal) in 1952 \vas: Sydney 55, Helbourne 70, Ciueensland 
75, Adelaide 77, ~estern a 33 1'asmc.~ .. nia 91. 
Students' S, OYJ hand, represented a 
f1el bourne 26, Queens land 20, rie 1 o· , • t r u , ~- , ~·; e s e n 
(8) See pp • 52-54. 
represented less than 5 
252 
Der cent 
(9) 
1952. 
of all unl.verstty 
thout such a 
large v;cverrrment subs1dy it seems certa_tn thG. t fees 
for all w1iverslty courses ~:IOlJld be so h:Lgh that 
training for professions at the untvers:L ty VF)Uld 
be restricted to persons with a high level of income. 
Governmert subs:i.dies to universities neans, j_n effect, 
that a11 students, incll~clJ.ng se train:i.::-:1g to be 
doctors, lav1yers, and in sone cases, teachers, rece1ve 
the benefit of lower fees. 
I:n the seconc: pJJ~,ce tht~re is increasing support 
for t.i1e principle that no student 11ho shov1s himself 
capable of complettng a university cocirse should be 
to meet the expense of the course. Thus there is an 
increasing number of scholarships avail&ble. Of these 
the vridest in their application are the Commomveal th 
Schole.rships, 3000 of \Ihich are aviarded annually, 
(9) UniversHy Sta<:i.st:tcs .Year 1952, Part II, p.j. 
( CommonvTeal th Bureau of Census and Statistics, Canberra) .. 
~ocated to the bEl.Si. S • Th.e 
Schola.rships are a 1:Jarded on the resu.l ts of the 
matriculcltio.n examination vrithout regard to the income 
of t'ce s tuclent' s parents, and the holder receives the 
benefit of free training at the ur1i versi ty, v1ha tever 
h:ts course. 2he number of students holding Commonucalth 
Scholarships in 1953 vras 2709 at Sydney University, 
(representing 39 per cent of all students enrolled); 
1958 at Jvie1bourne University (29 per cent); lOlt-2 at 
(~ueensland (29 per cent); 778 at Adelaide (17 per cent); 
564 at \iestern Anstral:ta (28 per cent); 139 at the 
University of Tasmania (20 per cent). This I:lOLms that 
over a qut_::_rter of all st-~Jdents ern:·olled at Australtan 
Un"t verst t1es in 1953 vtere holders of CommonHeal th 
Scholarships. 
In addition, other forms of assistance v1ere avai.lable 
from other schola.rships and bursa.eies. 11he statis cs 
shm'l that almost half of the students are in receipt of 
(10) 
some financial assistance from one source or another. 
In most cases this amounts to free tuition 1.md an allmvance 
for books and equipment, but the Commomiealth Scholarsh1p 
(10) IMd. 
Scheme ho\vever makes provision :Cor a li.ving allo1vance, 
(11) 
The statistics do not reveal the di.strj.bution of 
scholarships other forms of financial assistance 
in the various faculties of the universities but it is 
ghly probable th3.t about half of those training to 
be doctors, lc-rv,ryers, arch:Ltects at the 1111iversi.ty 
recf3i ve direct financial assistance J.n the form of 
scholarships, v1hile <11 of them are ass:i.sted by government 
subsidies 1JJhich tend to fees rela ttvely lov.r. Some 
rEJce1ve a living a1lovn:tnce. Those students 1-rho take 
courses in Arts, Science and Education also receJve 
se beneftts. 
Teacher train(::es receive a fferent o-r 
fine.ncial as stance. It has en pointed out in a 
previo-us Chaptt3r that most teacher tratning is carried 
out at a ~Ceachers 1 College VIhich is not part o~lni.versi ty 
but an ti tution controlled dtrectly by a St:::lte tment 
no fees receive, 
(1 .,,) ·Jva'··c1-·Jci'm "'llov--nco "'or-:'11~~e under ')1 -!''1 7 9 _ ·1,·/--.d! .ua ~;.,. 1'1,:\,•.--.-c ..L\. (,,>...),; · __ (, __ , ..... _o por a.rrrnxm, 
if livtng at home £2Lro.10.0 if living Rt·lay. Increased 
alloi:lu.nces tor married s t~udents. of £344.10 .o per 
annum for married man, ~·Iife a.nd ch.tld. .!..oHances as a_t 
J .. :ay, 195lr. 
tn tion, 0. 1 allouance cases, irrespective 
r:1eans. '~'he s d to Tec:.chers 1 College 
students in all States 1952 are set ov_t in ~Ca b1e 9. 
Table 9. 
State Li Vil'H! at Hom.~ Li vine I:....vn:v from IIor:1e 
vrs) 
Vic. 
£273 
s. t. cG90-2l0 
£266 ;:'• '4Cl 
''"-) / 
··'48?-5''0 (if' r·arr1' ed ~ -~ /- ~- _JJ -· 
th family) 
'Tas. £258 
( CommonvreE:tl th Office of .i~du,cu. t.ion 
sed, J-un~,-~19S:3. "i 
ces at hovember, 1952.) 
ucc.L,.C L .19 l 
of Eving 
-~L~hese amoDJ1ts teachers uhile :in i 
must be consider·ed e.ny a.tt 
tt:e finc:~.n of cl1.crs e. t the end of thetr 
dentists a.rcl:rttects c~t conclusioi!. of 
• 
ctors, er co11rse do 
not q_tlt:"lify for four or f:ive years after tlle primary 
teacher for t-;,ro or thr8e years ,::fter the secondary 
cher. is only one for to fy 
t :ls by comp1eti Uiiiversi ty 
time. m • lrELl may not be done part-time and there is 
no 1 on the job 1 • doctor a chance 
and a livlng 
, but figures est th5.s is a ftv-f:tftv . .
ch2nce. of 'dill 
over t~1e • 
sarne ;~i tion as ctors. La1·rj'ers, on 'l~'ne~ 'l'·nc' '- V.I. .L L a. .l) 
have the orrportunl ty of an .P'_._rti cled C1erks' 
( ) 
arc 
..., .L 
• ~ l· 
"" the t noH is for v 
soli.ci tors mr scu:1o pe of 
(12) A La~ Clerk in Victoria, February, 
~?47 ··~ ·~!1'11~ D~ lo' n DOOl .~ 1~ A-r~ .,:)•;;_ c.;..L -~· J~ V. V -· ,.) ' A~!._j C-1. V (' 
aY:.d £520 at 19. 
t ~--'!. t the u_ni vers:l • 
ctors scnnc recelve 
in some 
ce sub,ject t, nll 
trainees receive e 
:neans test. 
s means ;.-, t Hhen the teacher take;s stock: of 
his n.'. 
c\ favoura th 
Vfl been t:rcdni for order to 
the &ctual thls stage 
career :Lt be n.eces 
s various occupc~ttons to the ag0-1 of 21 • 
(b) Cpmr:1encin::f rDte cuxtn.:tla t1 ve e::.:.rni.nf! s 1J.D to 
0 + ... •)1 '7£.)5:l?"t:• " ... {, __ . ~ '-''·"·'" ~; 
s the 
a11. 
is d1ff'i t to lcca.te a 
es six tes o:·· betv..reen 
those s es and the salaries o:f other 
:lt so t 
3 te 
1952 these together "V.ri th the cost of l.:Lvi:r_tg 
258 
c:c s a.t that year forrn e for-
cor:;1nencinp:; rs.te.s 
(llt) 
out 
Table 10 
SecondLrv -' . s. -~-r. Vtc. tJld. fi 
sr·? ?::lt7 71 fy;;. v 
·• 
"' 
•• 
Pr~mc.~ry .r·.:. 
"' 1'. 
( tes 
r_
. 
713 h'hG ,.! 'f 
777 ;•7;:; 
~~o ro;:; 
O)b Lf.o t 
,...,. ~.:;;. 
666;-; 
"' 
67t<-2 ~ ;:;.c 02o-.--~-
? 
??'), 
620 
cost of l.t 
Serv:L ce Boa.r_d 
es 
the Vi ctorie,n 
of South 
of South 
t typical pri~ary teacher will 
at .~1bout the G of 19 or 20 year,s, and 
te<2tcher about 21 or 22. Thts means thnt 
VJould be rE:1F_~arded as :C'l rnirrJr f'o<· t<-"h vE:v:!Y'<' 
- ,_, .;.>. ,.. ""·..:·: • '"'"".; ,(.} __ ,), 
ch, som(J St(~~tes, means ti1at cost of ~L7_Vlng 
.justment is • teaehers are f~rachJ(-ltes t1ay 
rcce~lve an additiono.l alloucHlCfJ i.e sot.nH States, but for the 
;:-::.bove Table, this has been excluded. ~.l]1e connencing rates 
referred to represent a normal a teacher just out 
c.t·"-"'uus, Hhether prj_!nt1ry or • 
• 19 June, lS53. o~ of Tea.ch:::rs other 
b·; te Educution Departments in 
• (Co~0onwenl·th.Office of Educ&tion8) 
' 
' 
'--' 
• 
trained to&. 
rnedi officer and 
1 
tern l~tTs 
ce:r, 
t_he 
' 
th 
c a 
( 
• 
/i11Ue the 
on a ss 
dentist at 
for the 
teacher \'las J~883, hut 
of 
' 
of doctor Yra.s 
' 
te 
res 
I cer 
ra , £1433, follmved by + .C'1' " -, s v X., '+.LJ' so15 ci tor 
8 
(15) 
t 
September, 
(16) c 
und,=:r c Serv:l.co Act 19'+6. 
the 
(17) 
• 
• ctorian GovEn~nra<:~nt Gazette . ., ITo .811, 
1 CJ'{2 'J <J "'Lcl :;_,;)+'))0 
,- / ' 1. J. • :) '-"-" ./ - • 
(17) List of cors Public Service, 1952-53. 
T Government Gazette. 19 1 195:). 
' 
2(i 0 
same j_n other Sts_tes. In generc_l, it could be 
d tha.t doctcrs anll dentlsts co:--rr':(:;rcf3 a 
occupations u.nder dts-
cu.ssion; then there is an ir..termediate group of 
surveyors, chemists and research officers. In so~e 
States architects officers belong to thls 
tter group, vrh:ile in other States they form a separate 
group a little lovrer than the doctors dentists. 
Teo.chers form a sti11 lo\rJer group. There is no e\ridcnce 
of any offlcer in any of the occupD.tions referred to 
above, uith similar training to the secondary achool 
teacher, corirnencing at a rate as lovr as th(::: teacher. 
If be .he tra s sti.ll 
further. There c~re likevrise corresponding differences 
if the salaries of female teachers are com:r:ntred 1:1J. th the 
salr,-rtes of female professi_onal offj_cers. 
A review of the commencing ss-1aries leads to the 
conclusion th,e"-t doctors and dentists commence at a rate 
almost double t.hat of secondary teachers and certainly 
more than tvrico tht~ t of primary teachers, vlhile 
solicitors rece:l ve const derably r1ore than tet{C.hers, 
tbou_gh not as much as doctors dentistso 
2G1 
!2 s lov,rer con1Jnenc:tng rt1te for tea.chers 
of certain officers in 
to the cor!lnencine: ra'te of offj_cers s:r::tployed .in 
other t c:emi-zovernmeEt ;_mthori ties. 
In :t recent case before the Public Service 
Board for an increase Jts es 
'I'eachors 1 :B'ederati.on produced evidence as to the low 
rate for secondary teachers by uslng the 
murgi11 of the rate ovel'" the basic \·!age as a basis 
~ . . 'h ... r or compa . rlson \VlL.. o vner ) 
s evidence ~elates tc cormr:encinE rates of graduates 
most of these gradt1ates are members of professional 
occupc: tions. 
The evidence from l souJ:•ces ::Ls conclusive that 
se th four 
at .lov1er rates than in 
other occupations, lover s than profGs 
groups in Publ:i.C ce, and at lower thc~n 
profess:Lontil s in other government semi-
eovernment authorities. Primary teachers and female 
teac~1ers who are on sti11 1ovJer ratr::;s are evf;n more 
2GZ 
Figure 7 
Commencing Margins for Graduates under Various Awards 
£300 
£'.!00 
£100 
17 
' 
l2 13 14 18 
15 16 ~ 9 3 10 5 
N. S. W. Vic,. S. A. W. A. Tas. 
(Shown as a margin over the basic wage, ~une 1954.) 
1. £345 Government Railways. 
2. £330 Council of City of Sydney. 
3,' £286 Electricity Commission. 
4. £241 Department of Main fuads. 
5. £241 Hunter District Water Board. 
6. £422 Local Government Bodies. 
7. £351 Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. 
8. £345 Government Railways. 
9. £298 Country &ads Board. 
10. £281 State Electricity Commission. 
11. £345 Public Service o'f South Australia. 
12. , £344 Electricity Trust. 
13. £344 Railways. 
14. £345 Railways. 
15. £330 Main ROads IleQartment 16. £330 State Public ~rvice. 
17. £379 H.E.C. 
18. £345 Railways. 
19. £225 J:OUR·YEAR TRAINED TEACHER, N. S. W. 
Source: Education. 16 June, 1954, p.11. 
9, 
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hovrever 1 t 
commencing rate is not e.lHays a reliable gc;ide to the 
relative value of a particular salary, because tra.ining 
(:t t 
teaehers, for exeJnple 1 complete the.:tr treJ.ning about the 
ag(~ of 19 , secondary teachers, dentists 
21-22 tects 23 years, doctors 24-25 yearsG 
comparing teachers' 
es offered persons 
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s e of ( n 
" ,l,_ ll) 
Table ll 
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betvmen £3000 £1~000 to 
of 21 and 01.J.tgoings for are much 
less for the professi.ons. ~reD. their 
free ':Jh.ereas a recent survey by Profec;s 
(19) 
so a on of Public the 
mint mum cost of ,, c~ tmi versi ty course 
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!.~hose studen 
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ancl 
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Edvc~:;_tion. Vol. 
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ning age. 
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teacher in ctoria 
uver Sf~ CO teclcher over 
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cannot 
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0 .-. ~-
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to ure tised as a b~sis, cost o.f ving ad,ju:"3 
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21 \.J.Tid years. 
A folir year on 
1 
ch trained 
tc<:l advances from £792 to £1128 j_.J1 th:Lrteen years 
tion bar appears. Victoria, the 
secordary teacher fron :1:697 to fl060 at about 
30 t :1oven to £1035 in 
s.:1.me period .. teacher in ~ueensland 
s in South advance 
to £1051 in ten years prixnrtry as.sLs ts to £1011 
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over od. of yea::c.:~ to 35 
throughortt 
• 
S e condr_;.ry advc=d1Ce by srnall 
about £1100 at 3 primary 
tea , if they re , find 
;:::1000 • 
though s havo tn c1ur:ing 
puzzle t 
D.nd tvro 
£637 
for 
den 
18 
to 
is :Lt in 
e of.f.-icer th four 
Public Ssrvtce j_n 1951 at t\venty-six 
( :20) 
of £1361, 
conunc:n.ces on 
seven i11 
tl1 promo :Jn co £872. If 
rest of her career never reach the 
J:l285 but a 
A soltci 
male teacher 
of the Public Service 1952-53. 
7~LLe lg rec·a~tar 19r" T ?~Q~ '"-~~::uw,.,, , u ,..,__..t.,J...,,_., )C:.,~ _;)•-J";/r• 
climbs to o:nly :£1076 after fourteen years, duri.ng 
ch time he passes a promo·tion er. The cal 
( ) 
Superintendent of a tal receives ?12 but 
the top s&lary of a Headmaster of a School is 
£1198 cmd of a Secondarv School £121-i-8. 
Teachers see themselves the loi-'Jest paid of a group 
of professlonal type occupations the Public Service. 
They still the d to professionals but 
this 'profes3iona1 salary' has been most elusive. 
~'Jhile te£~chers have been looking up\·lards, the margin 
of their o1m sc:llaries over those of unskilled 1vorkers 
.steadily decreased. In V1ctoria, for example, 
the na.rgtn of the maximum salary for a male ass:tstant 
pr1ma.ry over the basic vra.ge ha.s fallen from 112 per 
cent to 73 per cent betv1een 1950 anl 1954. In !'f.S.vl. 
· t • a f'all en r~rom ':>26 l" e,. cc,nt: to 178 per l n."s~ .. " ..•.• J. '""· .. cent. The 
hit;her the position in the Education Department the 
greater this loss becomes, for as it has already been 
pointed out, admlni.strativ'" personnel have not reta1ned 
their margins over the practising teacher. s 
accounts in some measure for the frustration of teachers 
"------------"-·----------·---
(21) Ibid, p.3669. 
2GB 
e salaries corn:parable to those 
vron by ~o:t•ofes.~~ • J?rom their rates 
to the top s es they behi:nd 
ves being overtaken by the 
unskilled ~do • One study asserts tttat average real 
:Lncome unskilled ~.~Jorkers ed 20 per cf:nt 
betvroen 1938 real income of skilled 
worl(Grs rose 3 oer cent but 
(22) 
cent. 
It is :impor•tant for the 
')00 
' ,. 
In Vi 
, to note U1e cumulE:J.tive 
teacher 
od, 
, correspondin~ to 
for both p:r·imary and secondary. 
On tJ-:te other ctors 
a hi 
19 per 
poses of conparison, 
e. 
t A ... r.'C.her .. C'l L ono ' '' ~ ) ........ , v • 
c s1ona1 
salary chers, 
to maximu.m ss.lo..ries. In Vtctoria, 
the 
the 
(22) 
doctor 
of in' e 
' " ' 
' A. ' TY'orkers. Vgte. 
about 
officer to £llt16. In 
ght of GkHled 
,July, 1954, p.12. 
Profes onal 
tern 
'·'' 
the cJoctor moves to £1579 at 
the d(?:n st to fJ.259 (\ tects 
a11d • In a, the doctor 
the dfmtist move to £1680 and £:1530 respectively, 
vihile Sllrveyors ndve~nce to 
£lOt~3 iibout the age of 35. 
If Vj ctori.cc taken as an example the cumulative 
s of cert;;;_in occupations this period can 
be ascertained. 'rhe doctor has earned at least 
£17,500 by the e of 35, by \lhich t:Lme he has caught 
passed cmnu1ative ec.'.rn:i.nes of prj.ma.ry and of 
secondary 'I . • 1 "\• -'1 • c ... 1, e1ren ~nc uu2ng cne :1r 
a1lovmnces, amount to about £17,000. The 
rlent:Lst, who com·nenced earning a H tt1e earlier than 
doctor, and about same t:Lme as the secondary 
tea , has also pass tter ctmrule. t:L ve 
~:rhe lawyer is clso sli.ghtly ahead of the 
secondary teacher. 
~hus it could be d that \1hile those the 
p:rofess1ona1 occupations under d5-scus ly 
commence earning :o. la te:c' age than teachers, they 
commence at a higher salary and advance to a hlgher 
sala.ry by the e of 35. the cmuu1& ti ve 
s are ascertained, doctors, lrrt<ryers and 
sts have fact sed the and secondary 
teachers. 
(d) The Peri.o<i.J:J;:om 15-65 Years 
~rhe argu..raent is sometimes that teachers 
have the cho.nce of rtsing in the Departm.ent to gh 
admin1s tive posts Hhi carry a correspondi.ngly 
high salary. 
The chance of teacher rising in the Department 
is conditioned by organisa on of teaching 
s ce in each S te. t the teaching service 
much z;reater than i • In other there 
a.re a nux11ber of chers but most 
teachers are in system of 
tion, the availabiltty of positions and other 
factors tend to it very cult for 
to rise beyond a certain point in • 
""' z·· ~- l 
l;.s s :is related to teacher's siftcat:Lon 
his (_u~e co.rres-
zeni for teachers 11 be the 
s of Fl e c:t ty school ter so.rJe thirty 
servic8. The top es for ~&le teachers (incl 
cost ) se 
school;:; pa.yab1e 1 are set out 
T;_;.bJ.e 12 • 
Table 12 
"' s! ki. Vic. Jld. n Aust :I Aust ~. . Vi • o • . • • 
~T-L.::> 
""'" ) '·- £1280 ~::'109'<;0 """"~ --2 ·f.'1 3'7'7 "-~ I I +'llt"7 £y \J £:1471+ 
es ar:::; set t the sa es 
f:~roups the c Service some 
useful 8V2J.1t In 
, for t tea 
' 
after some thi s' 
servico s not rea offered mecE cer 
.s t o:n 
ties. In cto:rs dentists one 
a do not obtain 
1 fiftiras. 
sons bet;veen 
t other 3 Publi.c ce are 
posslble i_f Govern:mc;nt 
as a unit. In case of 
is a 
The 1a tter, fro;~, 
, once appo 
are 
011n Y1 C' ~, v" ~ j 
indoper.1den 
ctor to 
cted cr 
the 
are no 
of 
es 
• 
s 
~. 
vlV8 
Director of 
nted 
tive staff. 
er 
not toach. 
• 
c s 
recent ye:?.rs, lower of' e teachJ.ng 
have won increD,ses ch 
the • e 
s \'>Those s es are 
a diffE·:rcnt basts have not been able 
margin over teo.chers 1 st:l1aries. 
Victoria, for example, ~he top 
as at top secondary 
ea of up 
8 ef ector the 
of bourne Teuchers 1 College rece:i ved £1325 a_nd 
ef Inspector £1500. ( .1. cases cost 
CldjllS \ifas £295 per a.nnum.) 
In at the sane period the salary 
for a Principal Grade 1 was £955-1155, top 
actually betng in advance of t C~f that for 
cto:rs oF seconda.:r·y te 
cost of 
South the 
school (primary) received £1100-1130, the 
School £ll60-1240. At the aCi.ministrs ve 
ectors 
. ) 
s 1 
tpal of a 
sistant Superintendent of Schools £1237-1387 
and the Superintendent of Primary Schools :21387-1537. 
( 294 cost of living.) 
ese es may be contrasted 
si tion,3 Doctors 
ctor1a s:l.tion of s ct Health 
cal Officer £2036-
or to 8DJ ef th Officer In the 
.rt:nent Lat·J there ar(.:; such ces a.s t t of 
c ~~istant Crcn1n SolJ ct tor 
(£1766-2016) and Crotm Soli.ci tor (£2141-2i341). 
If the s se three S tos 
of the sul ranees of 
tion ::.rtments 1 t is c1ea:r~ that there are very 
few positions in the entire State education service 
offeri.ng ci1 could be 2.3 ble 
to se offered rn.ost :rofessional s in the 
;.,ven H the t rlulg of 
the ladder is a~poin·ted the Permanent Head of the 
Bduca tio:n Deo&:rtment t1e -vrill pro b& bly fi. ncl that 
t of of otber 
Governrnunt 
In Sout,h e.:s, .for 
ble to Permanent Heads as 1 Tp1 ;:r 
- v ~·-'-.! ' 
(24) 
1953 ( a11ovrances) 
Commissioner for 1-vmys 
8::lo.:il'1I1o.n, I~ublic Service Boctrd 
Cht::Lirman, c ci t:r Coam.1ssion 
~h~~rrr·~n Hosnit~1c 00l"r~~ss2"on v .. -'"""..... .~.o. ... ' --'- .._ .._~,,.,_ ~-"-'~0 V ll"'".~., 
Al;.di tor-General 
Comm.is~Jioner I-~ain H:>c~ds 
, Housing Comr~1ission 
Director· of PublJ.c ".iorks 
Chairman, DJ.strJ.ct Court 
D::Lrector-General cf ~dtlca.tion 2797 
though the heads these botjJ .. es are conc(;;rned 
aclminj_s tering Goverruncnt Departments, it viould ;.:)ro bably 
be that they are la1cryers, doctors, engJ.neers and 
other professions.]. pc~rsons ,,rho have l:Jo::cked their 1:.ray 
up the hierarchy of the particular Department. Un.der 
e cir-cur!lstance .it is still true t the teacher 
1 .. :ho Horks s u_p to the Head of t;:ls Educc:..tion 
DepartmE;:nt Hill receive a lovrer tn most cases 
the professional ivho becomes the Permz:lnent Head of 
some other Government Department. 
I'h:I.s differential salary scale ch operates to 
the disa.dvantage of teachers is fv~ther illustrated 
by the salary offered to the ChE~irman of the Lj_quor 
(24) Budget Papers, N.s.v;,, 1953-54. 
o····.·"'· 
4u I ( 
Boarc1 in Victoria, £35'00, cornpared th t of 
ctor of the Chairrnan 
Tsachers' 'I'rt bunnl, :£22090. 
It ts te clear that the top salaries offered 
ve 
are not as H.s tho,:.)e 
offered mer:1bers of other occupcttions other Goverrrrnent 
Jlccordt:ngly the teacher's cttmulatj~ve 
to s 
ctor's cr thout consider:tnr: the 
of on ch the prospect of 
obta:i.ning salari.es de:pertds. 
to ht s ed 
professions.l men 1 out • A 1953 
Associates of the Royal 
an Chemt Institute ?0 •~/ per cent 
of were employed on over £1500 
(25) 
p·:::;'r CGllt 'trere bGtvJeen £1500 :£2000. 
"· same ,, only ) per ce-nt Vi State i·l L ·~ ,) 
( ) ce s cf the Ho:n~l P ..•Js :~.n 
Ins tute, see p.564. 
flOOO 
£1350 no!.H.~ over til& t f ct, 88 per 
cent \JCre on s llS betvreen £500 £:1000. 
an 
1ooJc d to 
experie:nce ior. Under 
cipD.l OffJ cers 1 ( l) 
teet ineering 
need not have cornpleted tl·1eir t.r~;;_ining, com_nence on 
t range of £916 
7 
e for teachers at 
such 
s 
net even 
' (?6) 
any 
s 
ar1nuin more tha.n 
• 
£3133 both 
t of the tor 
of Educa. vJUJJ. 
of Officers 
( ' lO""' - . •·1LL 
/"" ' ' 
the s£:U11G differt::;n.t:La tion in 
s e, th pro ects of top s 
:L s 
,,, 
"' 
se of 
se 
c 
0'"· ,•-, 
,;, I ::J 
ion • .J j 
t. 
1:t 
• In 
1937 
a of s • Gol11d a 
1047 00 / ' "-"'·-' e 1 o 
in t 1 va. 
from :-•+ <• 1,.• (28) 
~:~ .s 
• 
les Here ~ V'j ,c j_ '' ,, 
ble oc thc1 
by sa'tion 
( ) 
1 \ • of on 
cherD 1 s th n· t 
t 
ven cotJ.r; 
tuo tn t 
') "'1' r~v 
Lo ,.<\ .. tin1e ~J s LJJnount • il t ,. •' 
E~:!., S .I, .. _.ern I ~; T'J (;;:) fD.VOUT'S .. bly th c 
:Ln GOD'l8 fro.Jl COUJ.~.:try to country 
' 
but d 
not ir:dicate a level of :i .. ncom0; \'Fh:lch could be properly 
s:ional. 
T s ted by 
status of teachinc th ter.:. other oc 
coun es. The CODSGTIS~S pl~J.cing t j_n 
the median posi subs t::-n1titl ted es te of 
chor.s 1 econom.:i. c vrelfare der.5.ved by comp :: .. ring 
th per 
T s te:rncl tton::;_l s tud;y conelL:.ded t I 
a-re not _rece:i v:tn.g '' Lnosc d 
o orofessions'. 
Some cation of the life ea_ s certain 
0 t:Lons tralia is prov.ided by an investigation 
carr·i ed cJUt by the tus unten 
tr:J.llv.n ch the 
s of groups of employeGs in 
Corc.r;1ornvealth Sc:te·nt1fic Indttstrial search 
Orga .. nisLlt:Lon l!ero eompr1red. The investigators found 
pass s of 
un l e 35. dre11 
but e of 60 the res 
0"0 
' i._i in 2 ei t s 
,ooo. 
the s have been _just G.s off 
s five 
c.s.I.H.O. as a clerk. 
offj_cer 
42 as a physicist, 
Uirec or 
1952 
at 18 had earned as much 
chemist, biologist or 
( ) 
• 
c 
that 
he 
at 
( cost t 1952) be 
tBlr:en as a basis, typical school 
t,rould earn, :tn a normal career Education 
!Ylent of 17 
ss to ,ooo, a se 
\rrould earn 1000. The doctor, on 
Service rates crP&ting at that time, \-IOlJld ea..rn 
cln:tty of £80,000. s 1s not ::Lt1 :~ccura 
(30) s of the Hoval Austrnlian 
11, 1954, p.564. 
Public 
compa.r:Lson bethreen teachers; doctors t in cones 
because it is OD is of a rec2nt award 
• If teacl1ers 1 ra s just or (31) 
to the crhrard be taken as a basis, 
teacher 1 s cmnu.la ti ve earn:Lngs ·,,rould drop to f:51, 000 
c~nd the IJI'imElry teacher's to a. bout £49 ,ooo. Al terna ti ve1y, 
( ') ,.-. \ 
'\, .. )C.::) 
if the later a\~Jard for publtc servc:.nts be considered 
ting the doctor's 
' 
s total \IO\lid 
advance to 
concl teachers' salaries may 
no1:1 be briefly stated. 
Teachers tain I' es are low compared 
vri th incomes of rn"ofessiona1 groups. te.::~chers 1 
salarJ~es are coro.pared, in range and. distribution, 
th the incornes of self-employed professionals according 
to evidonce from the Taxation Report~;, it 'JUs 
that 
at least ce and probably three times as much a.s a e 
( ~1) ~llE~ ml·e~cr'1·l'!·lo ~A~VJ"ce (~1"~ +ion 
.J- ·"" "' '-" 0>~ c• "-"""J.. - • " v ___ 0.2l "'·'- ' 
' ~~-- ) ·•~v .. l··"·,· ·~ • ·•J··e-•' d b" C.:1Vt-;;.lLv8S [~r:::c, v._ c, t>_OtJS, ,.::;~.,S ,....._. u H<..te ; ,Y and Victorian 
Teachers' l'ri.bunal, 19 January, 1950. (32) Salary rates for various positions in the 
Public Service were consolidated and published 
Government Gazette, 28 .January, 1954. 
Victorian 
in the 
2S4 
teacher ln C:a'll"···tion ··'eo·'rt·nen+ ·no' ··'· ~ ..... - ·-- " .L} . 1; 0. L . .:~ . .l. u' <·;.' L ct. I... least 
three times and probctbly four times as mt.:tch as a 
The attempt to relate teachers 1 salaries the 
incor:1es of employed professionals according to the 
evidence from Taxation. Reports does not lead to any 
' 
def1ned, i.ncludes many occu.pc.tional 
gro11ps on lovn3r ss.lary r·anges. 
teachers sesK t ~ ..• ·rc)fe~-~l·on.::-;1. osl ; .. :.r···i C>S 1 l' t ; " ... _..., ...,._ ,.;(.,.;,,%,.,,_<. __,,.., .. ' .... .., 
probable that they mean 
persons in em:Jloy, rnent. 
'· 
Teachers receive an lo\-Janee 
' 
persons i~1. other occ11.pat1ons 
generally bear the \vhole cost of thetr traini 
• At the 
end of the training per:l.od, teachers are in an 
advantageous po tion compared \•Ti 
dent.ists arch:I. tects. 
earnings sho''' that teachers are still a favourable 
pos:1. tion compared uJ.th professlonal persons. Tt::achers 
rate professional people, 
but they comaence ~3omo years oar1ier. Doctors, 
dentists and lawyers stb.rt earning later but they start 
on his her sal<u·i es and by 35' they have passed the 
, cumulative earni s of teac!.'l.ers. They then comnand 
a hlgher vri th prospects of o btalning positions 
v1hl ch carry hi salaries than a.ny corresponding 
positions in Education De])artment .. the very 
top the salB-ry of the Permanent Head of the Educa t:ton 
ly less than that of the Perma_nent 
Head of other Goverv.Jnent Departme:nts. 
\ihen the cumul2"tive life e:;.rnings are assessed, 
s teachers earn probably a litUe more than 
the amo~nt ea.r·ned by doctors in the Public 
Servi.ce •,Jhile primary teachers and female teachers vrho 
constitute t.he mass of the teaching group, still 
further. 
:J:r·ofessional model revealed t a certain 
1evol of income 1rras characteristic of doctors and 
and :L t has been s.holfm that teachers in the 
c ServJce do not approach that level. To 
E~xtent they differ fron the profess:l.onal model. 
Chapter Seven 
THE SIZE MiD DISPERSION OF THE TEACHI!JG GROUP 
'~Jhile schools were kept open, parents generally 
\vere indifferent to such matters as teachers' 
conditions; iihile parents 1..rere contented, the 
Government could ignore the situation, ••••.••••• 
Inadequate quarters, and a 1villingness to accept 
them, hmvever, led to a lo\vering of prestige, 
Hhile teachers submitted to living under poor 
conditions, their prestige in the community must 
fall.' 
Que\i_nsland Teachers 1 Journal, 195'3. 
Professions in Australia exhibited certain character-
istics vlhich, while not regarded as essential to the 
professional model, appeared to be closely connected 
ivi th the recognition of the occupation as a profession. 
These characteristics related to:-
(a) The number in t;he occupation group and the 
probable demand for their services vii thin a 
given population. 
(b) The dispersion of the members in providing the 
professional service. 
The Queensland study indicated the numbers of 
professional persons per 100 ,ooo of popul<~ tion 
(1) 
State, according to the officlal registers. This 
did not include teachers as they are not registered 
in Queensland. Hov1ever the Census Reports give 
sufficient information for a comparison of the numbers 
in certain professional occupations, including teaching, 
even if the groups are less precise than those in 
(2) 
the queensland study. 
Table 13 
Num.bers of Certain Professiona 1 People Qer 100,000 of 
Poou.;J,a tion. 
All States and :the Commonwealth. 1247 Census. 
N.S.VJ. Vic. Qld. r< A '<,,t :.\ Tas C/vreal th ~· '//.. J.· .... 
-· 
Doctors 90 94 70 83 79 73 88 
Dentists 43 35 39 30 38 23 38 
Lavzyers t:5 58 48 44 36 45 57 D 
Architects 25 28 18 19 17 21 24 
Vet.Surgs. 6 3 4 5 "' 7 r::: .J ./ 
Physiotherapy l'l 12 ll 15 8 8 13 
' 
'reachers 656 685 659 645 726 691 669 
One obvious fact emerges from tl1is Table. The 
teaching group is far larger than any professional 
group, indeed, larger than all the recognized professions 
combined. 
~~~~~~~~~--~------~~----------------------------(1) Chapter 'I":m, see page 99. (2) Census of the Comlr&mrealth of Australia, 1947. 
Part XVll, Industry and Part XVlll, Occupation. 
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The size of the professional group, excluding 
teaching for the moment, is not necessarily related 
to the needs of the community for the profess:i.onal 
service. A co;nmuni ty may vlell need more doctors. The 
size relates to the number available to provide a 
voluntary service to those able to pay for it. The 
size is to an extent determined by the group itself 
by its 01m en try standards. The professional group 
is sometimes accused of deliberately limiting the 
size of the group to protect its mm economic status, 
though this is difficult to prove. Certain it is 
that vrhere the group provides a professional service, 
the larger the group the lov.rer the probable income of 
each member o..lth•"\l'h ,of c.ovl"&e tf-c st:<.e tFf rile. t;rD"'P '"""Jt ~ Ct111.~£a'ef"'-e.o(7r .. ,., C.Ol\Jv-1'\c.t(o·., VJith ot:f\er tac'tiJr':S i'YI ctsseJ>Stl)(p 
c"l'\Co•rl\e. 
On the other hand, the size of the teaching group 
more closely relates to the needs of the community. 
The needs of the community for the service of education 
have been determined by the State 1rrhich has laid down 
that all children vrithin certain ages must avail 
themselves of the service. Needs are not restricted by 
cost, for t'.J.e State has provided the service free. 
Thus the difference bet111een a voluntary service 
provided by a professional group to those able to pay 
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for it and a compulsory educe. tion service provj,ded 
free by the State to all children necessitates a much 
larger teaching group. 
The need for a large body of teachers to 
provide such an extensive service has important 
effects on their economic status and on the academic 
standards required for entry to the group. 
The teaching group, vhich is mainly employed by 
the State, is not as concerned about overcrovding or 
unemployment as the ,:rofessions in private practice. 
In Australia, teachers have security of tenure in the 
Public Service. The State control of entrants to the 
State Teachers' Colleges also tends to prevent unemploy-
ment ' for, teachers. The size of the teaching group 
in the Public Service, hovJever, means a large salaries' 
bill for the State and it is noted that the State (3) 
endeavours to keep that bill as lov as possible. 
Not only is the State com;"'li t ted to providing a 
large teaching group but it must provide for v1-astage 
(uhich is considerable in the case of vmmen teachers 
1vho must res:.lgn on marriage), and for increasing 
(3) Teachers' Salaries. See Chapter Six and Chapter 
Eight. 
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demand caused by rising birth rates. Educational 
developments such as smaller classes, higher school 
leaving age, increased special services, and so on, 
themselves create a demand for more teachers. In 
order to obtain sufficient recruits in large numbers 
entry standards are usuaJly lmver than those of the 
professions. As the immediate objective is to get them 
into schools as quickly and as economically as possible 
training cou~ses are kept to a minimum. 
The size of the teaching group produces problems 
of recruitment and of training, as well as adding to 
the high cost of providing the service of education. 
These problems are very closely connected ,,Ii th the 
difficulties experienced by teachers in attempting to 
make their occupation look like the professional model, 
but the discussion on this point must be reserved for 
(4) 
the follovring Chapter. At this point it is sufficient 
to note the large number of teachers required to provide 
the service at the present time. 
(4) See PP• 322-339· 
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The second characteristic of the professional 
model under discussion relates to the dispersion of 
the group in providing the service. 1'he dispersion of 
the teaching group might now be considered. In each 
Australian State educa.tion is conpulsory for all 
children wherever they might be living. Although some 
outback children may take their lessons by correspondence, 
the majorj_ ty attend one of the netvrork of schools 
established by the State. 1'he distribution of schools 
follows the distribution of the school-age population. 
Larger and more nwnerous schools are found in the 
cro;,rded cities, \vhile small schools of less than ten 
pupils may be found in country areas. 
(5) 
As schools are staffed on an attendance basis 
the distribution of' teachers follovrs the pattern of 
school distribution. Thus groups of teachers are located 
in cities and t01ms vJhile individual teachers may be 
scattered to the schools in smal1 cormmmities. Hany of 
these schools are staffed by only one prim.e.ry teacher. 
It ;fill be seen from Table 14 that from 58 to 71 per 
cent of a.ll primary schools in 194-7 1·1ere one te;;cher 
schools. 
(5) e.g. Staffing schedules for primary schools of 
Victoria are set out in Reg.lY., Teaching Service 
(Teachers' Tribuna1) Regs, 1951. 
Table 14 
Percentare o±: One Teacher Primary Schools 1947 
State 
N .8.11. 
Vic. 
~ld. 
s. Aust. 
1Vl. Aust. 
rras. 
Total Primary 
Schools 
2390 
2298 
1538 
719 
56l+ 
318 
One Teacher 
Schools 
1700 
1532 
1076 
487 
338 
187 
Percentage 
of One TeacheJ 
Schools 
71 67 
70 
67 
58 
58 
(Education Inquiry Comrd ttee South Australia. Final 
Report 1949, page 19.) 
Despite the trend towards consolidation of these 
small schools in the larger country toims it is evident 
that most schools are established in areas vhere there is 
only a small population, probably more than t-v1enty miles 
from the nearest tmm.. In addition to these one teacher 
schools there are also tvJO and three teacher schools in 
remote districts. 
This dispersion of schools indicates a 1>Vide dispersion 
of teachers to provide the service of education, particu-
larly at the primary school level. Secondary schools, on 
the other hand, tend to be established in the larger 
centres of population so that secondary teachers tend to 
be less dispersed than primary, 
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The distribution of the teaching group offers a 
contrast to the distribution of tJ::.e professional groups 
as evidenced by the Queensland study. Professional 
persons tend to cluster round the large cities and 
provincial towns, they are never found in the sparsely 
settled areas except on occasional visits from nearby 
tovms. The service of education is made available on a 
more extensive scale than any of the professional 
services so that teachers are more vridely dispersed 
than doctors, dentists, archj. tects, engineers, and 
surveyors. 
These professional groups, of course, are in 
private practice, 1uhile teachers are in the Public 
Service. Hovlever, even in the Public Service, teachers 
are more widely dispersed than professional groups. In 
the Commomrealth Public Service, Jcledical Officers are 
mainly employed in the Repatriation Hospitals located 
near the capital cities. In the State Public Service 
doctors are employed by the Departments of Health and 
Education and mostly stationed in the capital cities. 
Architects are employed by the Housing Commission or 
Public 1!lorks Department. Lavzyers are mainly found in 
the CroHn Sol5.ci tor's Office. Engineers and surveyors 
2H4 
may at times be stationed on construction vorks but many 
are found at the PubUc Offices in the capital city. 
Indeed, it is probably true that professional c;roups in 
the Public Service are even more centralised than their 
colleagues in private practice. In order to find any 
other group in the Public Service as widely dispersed 
as teachers it is necess2.ry to look at postmasters, 
stationmasters and policemen, none of 1·rhoB are commonly 
regarded as professional. 
It is clear that,in order to provide tte service 
of education on a vride scale, teachers are more 1·"idely 
dispersed than any professional group either in private 
practice or in the Public Service. This dispersion of the 
teaching group has certE:.in important effects vrhich make 
teaching appear quite unlike the professions. 
The first effect of this dispersion is seen in the 
matter of the teacher's housing and acco~modation, 
especially in small country districts. Admittedly, little 
is knovm about tte comparative housing standards of (6) 
occupational groups in Australia, but the studies of 
(6) A local survey, dated by v;ar-time conditions:-
• Housing, Income and Paving in t·Iar-Time. 1 
'iiilfred Prest, Department of llconomi cs, 1952, 
University of Helbourne. 
\Jarner and others in America indicate that housing is 
a reliable index to status in the comr1unity and that 
persons in higher social classes usu&.lly occupy better 
homes tl:an those in lovrer social classes. In Australia 
it may' be true that the teacher in suburbia lives in a 
house indistinguishable from that of the lawyer, dentist, 
architect or doctor. In the large country to;m the 
same may also be true although the reports in Teachers' 
Journals indicate that teachers believe their housing 
is inferior to that of professional people. 
Once the teacher moves to the smaller com:,uni ties 
he is faced with more difficult housing problems. The 
problem is not solely connected with the current 
housing shortage although this has accentuated the 
difficulties of teachers. The problem is to find 
accommodation in country areas vfhich vJil1 enable the 
teacher to present to the outside world the objective 
signs by which the status of the occupation is commonly 
assessed. 
11uch has been written in official reports and in 
Teachers 1 Journals concerning the inferj.or accommodation 
provided for teachers in country districts. Nany of 
these schools have the legacy of the School Hesidence 
n.--, r~ /'"" ~ tJ 0 
built by the Department of :3ducation in the early days 
of State education. Today the problem of maintenance is 
a heavy one and it appears that many are in a bad state 
of repair. Some might be condemned ~~der local health 
la1..rs if Government buildings lvere not exempt from their 
(7) 
operation. 
Hore commonly, board is arranged by the School 
Committee. This is usucclly at a farm house, often at the 
home of one of the teacher's pupils. There are dis-
advantages associated uith this practice the most important 
being that it prohibits -vrhat the sociologists term 'social 
distance'. In 1t/estern Australia it has been reported 
that farmers today are vrell off and no longer interested 
in boarding the teacher. The teacher may be forced to 
board at an-hotel or to seek it further afield on the school 
bus route. As the Heport of the Education Department 
states, this means that the teacher's social li.fe is 
almost entirely dependent on 
circle of those l•Ji. th vrhom he 
the activities (8) 
boards. 
of the narrm; 
All Teachers 1 Unions are avrare that poor housing 
is an indication of lack of status. They have pointed 
(7) Revielv of C::duce.tion :in Australia, 1939, p.99. (8) Report of the Education Department (tJestern Australia) 
1950, p.l7. 
out the unsatisfactory concli tions to the Education 
Department and they have argued that as the Department 
is providing an education service and i.n effect compels 
the tea.cher to move to remote areas it ought to assume 
responsibility for providing suitable accommodation for 
teachers. 
In !1 .s .11. the problem of teachers 1 accommodation 
is raised at every Annual Conference of the Teachers' 
Federation. In 1950 the Federation made a survey of 
living conditions, board, rental, etc. of teachers and 
the report revealed 1 a very unsatisfactory state of 
affairs'. Representations 11ere made to the Hinister for 
Education and the Federation vras supported in this 
instance by representatives of the Parents and Citizens' 
Federation, the Council of Churches and The Country 
Nomen's Association. The Education Department, in 
conjunction 1vi th the 'reachers 1 Federation, has taken 
various steps to solve the problem, such as appointing 
a iJelfare Officer and establishing a Departnental 
Residences Committee, but it will not agree to accepting 
responsibility for housing teachers. 
'A teacher's accommodation is, in the first instance, 
a matter for the teacher himself. The Department 
throu?;h its vrelfare officers, is able to offer 
2H3 
assistance and advlce to teachers taking up 
appolntments avray from their homes, and 
consideration Hil' be given to special cases 
vihere the accommodation is deemed to be 
unsuitable.• (9) 
In June 1953 the Victor:i.an Teachers• Un:i.on 
made a deputat:i.on to the Hin:i.ster of Education on 
the matter of teachers 1 accormnodation. The President 
of the Un:i.on gave evidence that many teachers 111ere 
llving in 1 deplorable conditions 1 • Acco:mnodatlon for 
vwmen teachers ln country areas \vas particularly bad. 
He urged that the Government should build residences 
for teachers and perhaps incorporate them in new schools 
in the country. Hore money should also be spent on 
existing residences to bring them up-to-date. Hodern 
amenitles such as hot vmter services and electr:i.city 
should be provided.( 1 In some areas the teacher's house 
is the only house 11here there :i.s no electrici ty 1 .) 
The deputation s=med up the position: 
1 l'fe believe that teachers do occupy and should 
occupy an important part in the cornmuni ty, and a 
teacher and his 1dfe sl1ould play a part. It is 
only f:i.tting that they sh9uld occupy a home of 
a very suitable sta~dard.llO) 
{9) Heply of the Director-General of <Education, !J.S.,;., 
to a submission by the 1'eachers 1 Federation. 
A'mual Heport of the N,S.'J.T.F. for 1951, p.20. (10) The Victorian Teachers' Journal, 20 June 1953, p.l22. 
Other recent references to teachers' accommodation 
problems see V.T.J. Feb. 1953, ;o.25, Nar. 1953, p.62, 
Aug. 195~, p.l72. 
The l'Iinister' s reply vas that the number of residences 
lvhich could be built fDr teachers "as determined by the 
amount of money availc:ble. 1 I will see vha t \'Je can get 
in the next fe\v days from the Loan 1 , he said. 
In Queensland vJhere distc;.nces are greater and 92 per 
cent of teachers serve in pri:nary schools, the problem of 
finding sui table acco1nr1odat:lon for teachers appears to be 
even more difficult, judging by reports in the Teachers' 
(11) 
Journal. Each year the Annual Conference of the Teachers' 
(11) 1 Sometimes teachers had almost to go from door to door 
to find board at a reasonable price•. 
1 SometirJes the teacher had a room in a private house 
but had to have meals at a restaurant.' 
?ueensland Teachers' Journal, Oct.l953, pp.6;.lo. 
'In my district teachers are living in houses that 
have no glass 11J-indows •• ........ t 
Queensland Teache~s' Journal, June, 1954, p.7. 
Further references to this problem in the iJueensland 
Teachers' Journal, Sept.l953 1p.3; Oct.l953,p.7; 
Nov.l9531p.6; June 1954,p.7; Aug.l954,p.24; Sept.l954, p.24; Ocv.l954,p.2. 
1 Ue have had evidence that a vroman teacher has had no 
other habitation than a verandah, lvinter and summer, 
that others had had to share a room vri th one or more 
of the children they teach; that some teachers have 
tho poorest, if any, facilities for carrying out 
their professional ,,mrk and for continuing their studies 
during- the evenings and at the end of the vrEek. 1 
Educ~t:i,on Inouiry Coclll',i ttee, South Australia, 1945, 
para.l50. See also South Australian Teachers' Journal, 
Har.l949, p.S-9 for photographs of teachers' residences. 
F'or comments about teachers' accommodation in \'!estern 
Australia, see The Teachers' Journal, Ju1y,l952, p.90, 
Sept.l952, p.l30 and June 1954, p.l30. 
Union discusses the problem and the matter is taken to 
the Hinister for Public Instruction. Each year the 
Hinister is sympathetic and agrees to do everything 
possible to assist teachers il!lprove their accommodation, 
the only limiting factor being the lack of adequate 
finance. 
The problem is much the same in the other three 
Sta·t;es. Accormaodation for teachers in country areas is 
admittedly bad, the Teachers' Unions press for Education 
Departments to provide suitable residences and lvhile some 
measures are taken to obtain houses for teachers the 
problem cannot be solved on a large scale because of the 
expense involved. 
This housing problem for teachers has arisen partly 
because of the \vide dispersion of the group to provide 
an education service on an extensive scale. This is not 
the 1vhole explanation. Teachers throughout their lfJorking 
lives suffer from this same problem, wherever they are 
located. In order to provide a service to every locality 
at the same standard the State must spread the quality of 
the teaching service evenly over the vrhole system. Thus 
there must be some method of organising the large body of 
teachers, of appointing, promoting and transferring them 
30j 
as necessary. Although every teacher on entering the 
service usually undertakes to serve any',rhere and the 
l'f.inister has the authority to move any teacher in the 
public interest, there is in all States a set procedure 
which governs the movement of teachers throughout their 
careers. 
As a result the pattern of the teacher's career is 
quite different from that of the self-employed professional. 
The year after training, ~rhen the teacher is about 19 years 
of age, he finds himself appointed to a small country 
school, unlike the doctorsin Queensland7 for 88 per cent 
of them w·ere still in the city the year after graduation 
vrhen they 1;ould be about 24- years of age. The teacher 
soon finds that his career j_s dotted with events which 
entail a move. Changes in school attendances may bring 
about a reclassification of the school. The teacher 
usually becomes eligible to transfer after a period of 
3-5 years and he often avails himself of the opportunity 
especially if he is in ~tremote or unsuitable area. 
Promotion also looms up~intervals and this usually means 
a rno'Te to a larger school, or a mo'Te from a low. position 
on a large staff to a higher position on a smaller one. 
31\'' \,I~ 
In practice this r~eans that the teacher alternates 
bet>•reen teaching in city and country schools although 
many teachers do give service in country schools for a 
j 
substantial part of their careers. There is thus a 
constant movement of teachers. In N<i~w South "dales in 
1953, 26 per cent of the entire teaching service received 
transfers. In 1948 the Ne>.J South i:lales 'l'eachers 1 
Federation made an analysis of moves made by teachers 
over a period of thirty years, and found that on the 
average teachers moved once every four years of their (12) 
teaching lives. 
'rl1is constant movement is one reason 1flhy teachers are 
not likely to purchase their mm homes until near 
retirement cJhen they have settled in the city or country 
for the last time. A second reason is that the service 
of education i,s ;1rovided free by the State so that teachers 
as salaried employees do not have to regard the house as 
part of the capital investment designed to attract custom, 
as is the case 11ith the doctor's or dentist's surgery. 
Thirdly, teachers' salaries have not been high enough to 
permit teachers to purchase a house. 
(12) Education, 16 Jm1e, 1954, p.6. 
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The dispersion of the teaching group produces other 
1 occupational disadvantages 1 for teachers compared vii th 
profess:ional persons. Teachers complain that in small 
districts they are unable to get medi.cal, dental and 
chemists' facilities. A survey carried out by the New 
South Hales Teachers' Federation in 1948 revealed that 
resident medical officers vJere available in only 15 of 
1600 places where there vJere one teacher schools, 42 of 
301 tovms uhere there vere 5th class two 
and 87 of 159 towns -vrhere there were 4th 
teacher schools 
(13) 
class schools. 
This, of course, is simply another vray of looking at the 
dispersion of professional groups compared 1t1i th teaching 
and the advantages l·rhich accrue to the professional people, 
vrho at worst are located in country towns vrhere they can 
avail themselves of the facilities ivhich members in other 
professions provide. 
Further, this dispersion of the teaching group into 
many single units, \'lid ely scattered, mal{es it difficult 
for them to have personal contact vri th their 
colleagues. It is difficult for the)OJ to meet in large 
numbers even in branches of the Teachers' Unions. In 
\I estern Australia and in Victoria, for example, branches 
(13) Ibid. 
C) ') • t>l 4 
may be formed of not less than six m.ewbers. On the 
other hand branches in Queensland must be not less 
than 50 members but this means that in country districts 
a very large district is required to constitute a 
branch. Difficulties of transport then become a 
barrier to full attendance at meetings. The Ne1v South 
\vales Teachers 1 Federation has realised the existence 
of the problem by creating an Isolated Teachers' 
Association. Hhere such difficulties arise in meeting 
fellm.r colleagues, teachers must rely on their journals 
for professional information but it has been shown that 
there are limitations in this regard for teachers. 
T;vo characteristics of the teaching group hav·e been 
observed and examined. It is a large group and it is 
vlidely dispersed, compar.ed vri th the professional group 
1r1hich is smaller and more centralised. 
The larger the group the greater the cost to the 
State of training its members, the hcrger the salaries' 
bill for the State and th2 more difficult for the State 
to obtain sufficient recruits of hit;h intelligence 
1rri thout lov1ering entrance standards. The teaching group 
is of necessity a large one because of the extensive 
education service )rovided by t 1~e State. 
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The dispersion of the teaching group is also 
connected 1·ri th the attempt by the State to :>rovide a 
service on a large scale. From it flmv certain occupa-
tional disadvantages to teaching compared vri th the 
professions. The pattern of the teacher's career is 
different and in particular he has co nst<:;nt movement 
and indifferent housing especially in country areas. 
These t1vo characteristics make teachers appear 
unlike the professional model. They convey the 
impression that the teacher is a 'bird of passage' 
content to live in makeshift accommodation until his 
time comes to move on. Unlike the professional he does 
not usually stay long enough to identify hiuself with 
the life of the town. 
The size and dispersion of the teacrung group are 
indicators that the occupation of teachinr;, as related 
to the service of education provtded by the State, is 
basically dtfferent from the professional model. The 
point has no\v been reached in this study 1•rhen the 
differences betvreen teaching and tte professional model 
may be brought together an,: examined more closely in 
relation to the statements made about the status of 
teaching. 
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The Australian ~reachers' Federation has urged that 
the Federal Governr.·ent mc,ke available £100 million for 
urgent reforms in education. 
Report of t.he Tl:drty-li'irst Anm.ml Cqpference, 1951 ~ 
p.S. 
to :-
3 '.' ~ ~0
It is agreed that many more teachers are recrired 
(a) overcome present shortages, 
(b) reduce the size of classes to 30, 
(c) raise the school leaving age, 
(d) reduce the individual teaching load to allow 
more time for preparation, 
(e) allovr for study leave at reasonable intervals, 
(f) provide for refresher courses, 
(g) build up a relieving stll,ff to cover teachers 1 
absences, 
(h) allow for four years 1 training instead of one 
or two years --~ cc at uresent ~ . . ' 
(i) provide for more specialist teachers in music, 
art 
' 
etc. 
(j) allmv for normal vrastage, 
The extra teac.'J.ers roqcJ.ired to implement these reforms 
could well be 30 1000 to 35 ,ooo, vrhich 1wuld mean, in 
effect 1 almost doubling the size of the present teaching \.27) 
group. 
(27) See AJDIH'lndix F. 
It has been pointed cut that the major item in 
(28) 
educational expenditure is teachers' salaries. To 
double the size of the teaching group and to increase 
their salaries to a level with those offered professional 
groups ilfOUld bring the present salaries 1 bill of 
Education Departments close to £200 million per annum. 
Improvements tn teacher training would be reflected in 
additional cost in the salaries of extra staff and 
increased running costs. Increased emolmnents paid 
to a greater number of teacher trainees must be 
considered, although it is sometimes argued that if 
the State paid 'professional salaries' to teachers 
then it would attract sufficient recruits to teaching 
iii thout paying them a training allo;rance. 
Teachers also claim that it will be necessary for 
the State to spend more money on operating costs, and 
to provide more books and equipment so that they uill 
(28) One authority estimates that salaries and i·mges 
constitute 82 per cent of the ac~::r.ual operating costs 
of Education Departments. 
Compulsory Education in Australia. Unesco, p.31. 
3 : ;; 
not have to take part in money raising activities for 
(29) 
this purpose. 
The ex-pansion of the education service vmuld also 
mean an extension of the ancillary services, such as (30) 
the transport oi' school children, It vould also 
mean a rise in the overall cost of administration of 
the Education Department. 
Capital Harks are also involved, A service of 
education on the lines envisaged by teachers vrould mean 
replacing outmoded buildings by modern schools, the 
building of extra classrooms, as l!Jell as assembly 
halls, music rooms and gymnasiums and providing for 
extensions to Teachers' Colleges. It is impossible to 
estimate the cost oi' these capital v10rks ui thout more 
detailed information, but it is clear that it 1r1ill be 
(29) State teachers in Queensland regarded such activities 
as taking part in bazaars and carnivals to raise money for 
education as 'unprofessional'. 
Queensland Teachers' Journal, November, 1953. 
(30) The Victorian Education Department budgeted for an 
expenditure of £1 ,l.rlt5 ,000 on this item for the financial 
year 1954-55, approximately 9 per cent of the Education 
Vote, or nearly ten times the cost of providing scholar-
ships and bursaries. 
3 ;; I 
a considerable sum in the expenditure required to 
make teaching a profession. 
1tJhen all these items are carefully considered, it 
would be a reasonable estimate to place the total 
anrmal cost of providing such a service of education 
at about £250 million from con.solidated revenue and an 
unestimated amount from loan funds. 
Thus the teachers' argument that if the State spent 
more money on education, teaching would become a 
profession, mecms that the expenditure on education 
should be increased from £60 million per annum to 
£250 million per an.."lum. In comparison ui th other i terns 
of expenditure it means spending on education more 
than the :c,mount spent by the Commonwealth Government on 
defence in 1952-53, (£215 million) or an amount approach-
ing that spent by the Commomrealth and all State 
Governments on all social services, including education, 
(31) 
in the same period, (£294 million). 
In terms of the gross national product it 1trou~d 
mean increasing the percentage spent by the States on 
(31) Twenty-rirat Heoort of the Commomvealth Grants 
Commission, 195 , p.lOO. 
(32) 
education from 1.4 to more tl1an 6.0. This, of 
course, takes no account of the amount spent by the 
community on private education. This percentage can 
be compared with the percentage of the gross national 
(33) 
2.3, Canada product spent on educa t:i.on in Britain, (34) (35) 
2.4, New Zealand 2.6 and the u.s.A. 
(36) 
2.0 • 
It could be maintained that Australia could in fact 
spend more money on education to bring it into line 
vJith other countries. In so doing, it 11ould raise the 
status of teaching in this cou11try. The provision of 
this enlarged and improved service of education, 
hm·rever, means raising the percentage of the gross 
(32) Gross National Product, seep. 327. 
(33) For the tot:,_l expenditure by Local Bduce.tion 
Authorities and Gross National Product see Annu . 
Abstract of StatistiC§! No.91, 1954, p.246 Table 282), 
p.83 (Table 95), p.Sb \Table 102) and p.89 (Table 109). 
(3lJ.) 'I'he Canada Year Book lC?:/4, p.l268 and p.lllO. 
(35) Ne·v-r Zealand Official Year Book, 19'2\ p.l53 and p.653· 
(36) 'iJorld Almanac 1974, p.476. Survey o Current 
BtJ,§iness 195"1, p. 7. 
nation&.l product spent on educiition frotJ 1.4 to more 
than 6. 0, 1vhi ch ,,vould be tvro or three tirees as large 
as that of the countrics referred to above. Such 
an increase might not be impossible over a long period 
of time; for exa<lple, the percentage of the gross 
national product spent on social services in Australia 
by the Conrnomrealth, increased from 1.8 to Lc,O, and 
by the Connnomiealth and States, from 4.6 to 6.9 betoreen 
(37) 
1938 and 1952. 
Nevertheless, it cvou.ld appear that 1mless there is 
an increase in the overall productivity of the economy 
or a change in values ir: the expenditure of public funds, 
finance is likely to remain a constant, though not 
insuperable, barrier for teachers in their attempts to 
make teaching a profession. 
The largeness of the activity of education brings 
not only problems of finance but also of recruitment 
because of the large number of teachers reqtcired. The 
compulsory nature of t:1e service means that the State 
must provide for the education of more than one million 
07) Cormnomrealth Gr"nts Cor.nission, RGports, supr&, p. 331, 
pupils in 1954. Compulsion has increased the demand 
for teachers just as it vrould increase the demand for 
doctors if there 1·rere a compulsory medical standard 
for all. No one is yet compelled to reach a certain 
standard of health, although compulsory x-rays and 
vaccination may be pointing the -vray. This marks an 
important difference between the service of education 
and a professional service and this difference is 
reflected in the size of the group required. Professional 
services are optional and occasional, the education 
service is compulsory and extends over a period of at 
least eight years. The professional service is required 
less by the comrnu11i ty, vJhich means that fevJer persons 
are required to provide the service and these may be 
obtained at a higher sta.ndard. By setting high entry 
standards and providing a service vhich gives a 
relatively high income to all members of the group, the 
professions do not usually have problems of recruitment. 
It has previously been observed that to service 
the system of education the State must employ 35,000 
teachers and private organisations a further 10,000. By 
contrast,governnent authorities had to employ only 336 
doctors and 336 legal officers, while in private practice 
(38) 
there \vere 6,328 medical men and 4,329 la1·;yers. 
The activity of State education is nmv so large that 
almost half of the entire Public Service of New South 
Hales is no1r1 concerned l'li th providing the service. 
(Figure 8 ) 
This large group is still not sufficient for present 
needs. Teachers, hm·rever, want improvements to the 
service to bring it into line vrith vJhat they believe 
are the standards of the professions. Additions to the 
group would increase its size to approximately 90,000, 
if those teachers for the Non-State schools are included. 
These must be recruited at university entrance and 
given a university course of four years to correspond 
with the training standards of the professions. Investi-
gations in Australia confirm the conclusion reached in 
other coul:'tries, that compared ·with the population at 
large, university students need a high level of intelligence 
to be successful in academic work. Tests carried out by 
the Australiah Council for Educat.ional Research in 1943 
estimated that 90 per cent of students in their first year 
at the :Mel bourne University had an I. Q. of 116 or over 
(38) 'The 1947 Census of the ComFwnwealth of Australia. 
See p. 287, su]!ra. 
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(Fifty-Third Annual Rewrt of The Public. Service Board, N.S.W. June, 1949, p.4.) . 
compared w:i th 16 per cent in the general population. On 
the A.C.Z.R.'s adult test, mature age students at 
Nelbourne University require an I.Q. of 115 or better 
to pass. Sanders, in his survey of academic success, 
came to the conclusion 1 it would seem for most purposes 
(39) 
the selecting point should be about 115'. 
The proposition that teaching vrould become a pro-
fession if reforms >·Jere introduced vJh:i.ch would have the 
effect of increasing the size of the group, creates two 
problems. Are there sufficient persons i·Ti th such a high 
degree of intelligence available in the community, and 
can they be recruited into teaching? 
In the year 1950 there ''ere approximately 105,000 
persons in Australia in the 16-17 years age group from 
1c1hich teachers might be recruited. Of these, some 16,000 
1,;ould have an I.Q. lifhich "rould ensure them success in a 
university course. Teaching would require some s,ooo of 
these as recruits, so that statistically the personnel are 
available in the community. 
[39) Sanders, c., Student Selection and Academic Success 
in Australian Universities. Commonwealth Office of 
Education, Series No.1, Government Printer, Sydney, 1948. 
H ' · U q m• D d" t" f ' l • " onne, ""'"•, .Lne .: re ~c ~on o ACacem~c ;:,uccess. 
The Australian Council for Educational Hesearch, Helbourne, 
1951. 
In practice, however, there are many more 
difficulties associated \•lith the recruitment of such 
a large teaching body. In thj_s same year, 195'0, for 
example, only 10,000 of the group under discussion 
obtained the Leaving Certificate, and not all of these 
(40) 
1-rould be capable of completing a university course. 
Even if the maximum number of the 10,000 did, in fact, 
complete a university course, that imuld barely provide 
sufficient recruits for teaching in this expanded 
education service. Assuming that this improved 
ecluca:tion service solved some of the wastage at the 
secondary school level and that some 14,000 obtained 
Leaving Certificate, teaching vrould require more than 
half of these as recruits. Ho-v:ever, the needs of the 
professions and other occupations requiring Leaving 
Certificate as a pre-requisite to training must not 
be overlooked. In 195'0, of those who completed Leaving 
Certificate 1 in 4 entered Teachers' Colleges 1,.rhile 
the remainder provided recruits for other occupations. 
(40) For a brief statement on the problems associated 
vri th the recru.i tment of teachers in Australia, see 
Education Ne•rs, Vol.4, No.2, April, 195'3, pp.J-5'. (Commonwealth Office of Education). 
Thus it would seem that teaching could only obtain 
sufficient recruits by creating shortages among other 
occupations. \·lhether so many persons would elect to 
join the teaching group would depend on teachers' 
salaries and other factors \vhich determine recruitment. 
The experience of the post-lvar years 1>rould seem to 
indicate that the number of personnel required at such 
a high standard of intelligence is such that they are 
most unlikely to be recruited. 
'The argument to this stage has been concerned vri th 
the third claim made by teachers about the status of 
their occ~oation, that there are no insuperable impedi-
ments to its advance tm-rards the professional model. It 
viaS noted that teachers are all employees and must 
inevitably remain employees in a modern system of 
education. To that extent teaching will always differ 
from the old professional model. Further, it vJas noted 
that teachers are employees of the State 111hich has a 
virtual mono~:Joly of their e.mployment. The l:lta te is also 
the training authority. The State is also responsible 
for providing a service of education vrhich is free and 
compulsory, extensive and expanding, and these features 
of the service produce problems of finance and of 
reeruitment. 
0' 
,) .d) 
These problems show the weakness of the teachers'posi-
tion. Wrhen faced 1:ri.th the problem of finding suffi.cient 
teachers to service the exte2~ive education service to 
\vhich it is com";itted, the State does not raise 
salaries of teachers t-·, compete with those offered in 
the professior:s, nor does '- t restrict tbe service by 
cancelling the facili tj.es offered to those outside the 
statutory age limits. It reduces the entry standard 
and offers traini.ng allo1trances. 
The State is able tc dilute the teaching group 
bec<'n:se it has a monopoly over teacher employment, it 
determines their conditions of employment and it 
controls training standards. Noreovcr, the State is 
in a much more po1tJerful position than say, the Church 
would be, if it vmre the largest employer of teachers. 
Beyond the Church the State could in theory intervene 
to protect teachers against injustice or maladministration; 
but the State as emplo;, er is backed up by the State as 
the largest effective group. 
The pm·rerful position of the State, and correspond-
ingly, the vreak position of te,:tchers, is illustrated 
(41) 
by the procedure for adjusting teachers' salaries. 
(1IT') 14'or det<:d.ls of the machinery by \·rhich teachers t 
salarj_es are adjusted, see Appendix E , ;Jp, 384-388 
'1 ' .I u 1 
In general, the Public Elervt ce Board j_s the actual 
emrJloying authority for all persons employed in the 
Public Service. In this capacity it often a,:pears as 
the Crmm' s advocate at industrial tribu..'1als against 
increasing v;ages and se.J.ar:Les tn the co·::•c:'Unity generally, 
because of the eventual increase in the salaries of 
government employees. hi th the same personnel in Ne>-T 
Soutl: \I ales, it constitutes :i. tself a salary-fixing 
authority for many of its O'iU employees, including 
teachers. In other States, vrhere teachers and the 
government are represented on the salary-fixing tribunal, 
the government, through its represe;'tative, usually 
opposes any claims for increased salar:i.es. 
The major argument advanced by the government 
representative is tte increased cost to the State. 
In the Cro= case against salary increases for teachers 
in Queensland in 1948, for example, the Public Service 
Commissioner pointed out that the increase, if granted, 
vmuld cost the State an additional half a million pounds 
(42) 
per annum. He maintained that the State 11TOUld have 
difficulty in findi.ng the money. This of course, can be 
(42) Queensland Teachers' Journal. 20 April, 194$.p.l. 
regarded as the normal, legitimate procedure for an 
employer in presenting tts case to the salary-fixing author-
ity. The State, however, somet:Lmes t:ses its position of 
power to go beyond this normal 'rocedure. 
The events v:hich occurred during recent salary claims 
by South Australic:m and Victorian teachers illustrate this 
point. In South Australia, the Public Service Comrlissioner, 
the Under Treasurer and the Premier, admt ttedly vrorking 
through the official machinery, actually brought about a 
change in the awc:.rd already agreed upon by the Teachers' (43) 
Sal ar i e s Bo a:;;.r;.:d"-!.. -.,......,........,...,...,--,--,-. [i+3)"'T116f'each_ers• Ir:stitute of SOuth Australia had presented 
its case for an increase. After a month's delay, the govern-
ment representative gave his reply, opposing the claim. The 
Salaries Board took into account the recent Galvin Avrard and 
refused the higher narginal rates claimed b;r teachers. On 
the basis of rates paid to teachers in other States it 
offered small incre&.ses vhich vrere not acceptable to the 
Teachers' Institute. The illness of the Chairman delayed the 
hearing tHo months during ,,rhich nev.r rates vrere announced in 
tvo other States, completely altering the basis of comparison 
vri th them. At the same time the Loan Council I•Jas meeting in 
Canberra and if South Australia did not receive the amount 
anticipated then salaries paid to all public servants, 
including teachers, could not be increased. Hov;ever, the 
Salaries Board eventually agreed to an increase for teachers, 
and by its constitution its a1rrards are binding on the 
Hinister, subject to money from Parliament being ava.ilable. 
At this point additional pressure vras brought to bear on the 
Salaries Board. The Publj.c Service Commissioner, representing 
the government on the Board, conferred ;ri th the Premier and 
then aslced leave to call the Under Treasurer uho gave 
evidence that the State's finances vrould not bear the 
increase. The teachers' representative objected, maint&ining 
that the Board's fur.ction vms to avrard salaries and thereafter 
it vras for Parliament to find the money. Ho¥Tever, as a result 
of tho intervention of tl1e Premier and Under Treasurer, the 
rates previously agreed upon 11ere loKered. 
(South Australian Teachers' Journal.Aue. 1952, • 3-4.) 
In Victoria, the Premier attempted to influence 
the deliberations of the Teachers' Tribunal over and 
(44) 
above the action of the government representative. 
Even if these methods of l<::eepi.ng teachers 1 salaries 
dO'tlll fail, governments usually retain po;-rer to disallow 
(44) 'dhile the Victorian Teachers' Tribunal uas still 
consider:Lng the claims of the parties on an application 
by the Victorian Teachers' Union for an increase in 
teachers' salaries, the President and Secretary of the 
Teachers' Union \vere smnmoned to the Premier's Office. 
There they found the Chairman of the Teachers' Tribunal 
present and ths Premier informed the rJeeting that he 
desired to acquaint them uith the state of the State's 
finances. The Premier also disclosed t:1at he had already 
had a discussion with the Chairman and the government 
representative. The Chairman maintained that if there vras 
to be a dj.scussion of the salary question all members of 
the Tribunal should be present. The President of the 
Teachers' Union argued that if the Tribunal \vere to be 
truly 'independent' as envisaged by statute, then the 
Premier had no right to discuss such matters v!ith the 
Chairman, other than through the government representative 
on the Tribunal. The Premier reserved to himself the 
right to discuss such matters >·rith the full Tribunal, 
although he agreed in future to allo14 an officer of the 
Treasury to place ftnancial matters before the Tribunal. 
Subsequently, salary increases cJere granted to teachers. 
~~..._.~~~.._~~~~' Vi.ctoria. Vol.YJCXV, No.6 
(~-5) 
the acrard, although this pOl'<'er is rarely used. 
l'fhile it is true that the mc~jor argrunent advanced 
by the State against increasing teachers' salaries is 
the increased cost to the State of providing the service 
of education, the State is able to keep teachers' 
salaries doun because it controls the very factors 
vrhich eventually determine the price of the teachers' 
services. 
By controlling the length of training and setting 
a minimum standard at one or t1,vo years beyond Leaving 
<45) In Victoria, the a\vards must be imulemented unless 
disallO\ved by both Houses of Parliament~ (Teaching Service 
~ 19lt6, s.59 (1)-(4).) In Tasmania, the mmrd of the 
Salaries Board must be approved by the Governor-in-Council 
before being gazetted. In South JJ1stralia, the award is 
binding on the Hinisteri provided that 'the Hinister shall 
be liable to pay any sa aries or other suns fixed by an 
aw·ard only to the extent that Boney voted by, Parliament 
is avaJ.lable for thEJ purpose' • · 
\<fhile there are no examples of teachers 1 avrards 
being disaJ.loved by Parliament, there have been instances 
;rhere the povrer of disallowance has been invoked in the 
case of other avrards, e•f!:•, Com.rnon•·Jealth Publlc Service 
Arbitrator's Avrards, No.'+7 and lt8. of 1926 (Child Bndoifment), 
Hos .33-36 of 1928 (Canberra Allov12.nces) and No. 13 of 
1932 (Salar:i.es of Adults in Ninor' s Fosi tions). 
3 ' " '1;) 
Certificate, the State destroys one strong argument 
\-rhich the teachers uould have if alJ their members 
had undergonc a four years• course at a university. 
I'he monopoly position of the State in cducation, 
j.n being the only, employer 
of teachers means that there is not an open and 
competitive market. Private schools do not have the 
financial resources to raise salarj_es to competitive 
levels with those offered by the State, low as these 
(46) 
are. In fact, private schools endeavour to keep 
their salaries bill dmm by employing many ~Vomen 
teachers at lower rates. Of course, teachers do not 
usually possess a skill ivhich is marketable at a higher 
price outs:i,de the activity of education. The one 
exceptton to this is in the case of teachers of 
mathematics and science, and it is significant that 
there is a marked wastage of these teachers from 
education to industry. 
~)+6) It should be noted that Lhe salartes offered 
Headnasters of certain of the larger Non-State schools 
are higher than those a•.,•arded any teacher in the State 
service. These positions, hovmver, are usuaJ.ly filled 
by overseas appointments or from ui, thin tt_e Non-State 
teaching group. 
Thus, in order to provide an extensive service of 
education at a minimum cost, the Stc.te endeavours to 
keep costs dovm, particularly costs of salaries 11hich 
represent such a large proportion of the total cost 
of educa.tion. It is able to do this by keeping 
trairdr:g to a minimmn, by controlling tho factors 
Hl-.ich determine the price of the teachers 1 scrvi ces 
ancl by taking s.dvantHgo of its position of pouer over 
and above its posit5.on as an eBployer. 
The teachers 1 position is \'leak because they are 
employees of the State, they have no control over the 
provision of the service or over the factors vrhich 
determine their market price. Horeover they are not 
in a position to conduct strikes to improve their 
position, nor may they even criticise the government 
or its policy in such matters. 
Employee status for teachers in this situation 
prevents them from achieving the professional status 
enjo;)'ed by doctors and lavzyers. 
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Appendix A 
TEACHERS' COLLEGE COURSE FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS 
Content and Time Allocation 
Hours per week 
Subject First year Second year 
Art • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Biological Science • • • • • • 3 
Education and Psychology • • • 4 4 
English • • • • • • • • • • • 3 2 
Geography • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 
History • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Hygiene • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Manual Arts Subjects • • • • • 1 1 
Mathematics • • • • • • • • • • 2 1 
Music • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2 
Nature Study • • • • • • • • • 1 
Optional Subject1 • • • • • • • 3 3 
Physical Education • • • • • • 2 1 
Social Science • • • • • • • 3 
Speech Training • • • • • • • • 1 
22 22 
1 The optional subjects are : art, craft, dramatic art 
literature 1 geography, history, mathematics, modern languages ~French and German), music, nature study, 
physical education, physics, and also broadcasting, 
child guidance, English drama, visual education. 
(The above course is in operation at the Sydney Teachers' 
College, New South Wales, the largest teachers• college 
in Australia. Source: Compulsory Education in Australia. 
Unesco Studies on Compulsory Education III, 1951, p.65.) 
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Appendix !3 
'Professional-Type• Education Courses Available At Major 
Australian Universities 1953 
1. New South Wales, Sy4ney University. 
Arts Course: Educational subjects may be taken 
as part of course for degree of Bachelor of 
Arts, spread over three years. 
Diploma of Education: One year post-graduate 
course includes the subjects of educational 
psychology, principles and methods of teaching, 
school hygiene, observation and practice if 
class teaching. 
Master of Education: Any tvlO of principles of 
education, history of education, educational 
psychology, organisation of education, methods 
of teaching. A thesis is also required. 
Master of Arts (Education): Available as an 
alternative to M.Ed. 
(Calendar of the University of Sydney, 1954, 
pp.l57, 165, 740.) 
O•• 
iJ; <J I 
2. Victoria, Melbourne UniversitY. 
Bachelor of Education: Two years' post-
graduate course. 
First year - history and principles of 
education; educational psychology; 
organisation of education; methods of 
teaching; practical teaching; comparative 
education. 
Second year - experimental education; 
one of history of education or philosophy 
of education or modern developments in 
educational practice; educational 
investigation and thesis. 
Higher degrees in education also available. 
(The University of l•felbourne Calendar 1953, 
pp. 129-132.) 
3. Queensland, Queensland University. 
Bachelor of Education: Two years• post-
graduate course. 
Section A - principles of education, 
elementary educational psychology, 
general school methods, Australian 
educational systems and recent history. 
Also one of elementary statistical methods, 
history of education, and educational 
psychology. 
Section B - experimental and psychological 
methods in education. One of history of 
education, comparative education and 
measurement in education. Practical 
teaching. Thesis. 
(The University of Queensland. Education Faculty 
Handbook 1952-4.) 
4. South Australia, University of Adelaide. 
Diploma of Education: One year post-
graduate course. 
Psychology, education, hygiene, 
educational psychology, principles of 
education, practical teaching. 
(Calendar of the University of Adelaide, 1953, 
pp. 410-411.) 
5. )iestern Australia, University of llestern Australia. 
Bachelor of Education: First degree course of 
four years. 
Fir-st year - Education I, Psychology I, 
English I, General Science. 
Second year - Education II, Psychology II, 
Optional (two subjects). 
Third year - Education III, Social Institutions, 
Special Method, Physical Training, S;Jeech 
Training, two of Nusic, Arts and Crafts. 
Fourth year - Education IV. Two optional subjects. 
Educational investigation and thesis. 
Practical \'mrk in teaching spread throughout 
the course. 
(The University of \vestern Australia. Calendar for 1954 
pp.lOl-113.) 
6. Tasmania, University of Tasmania. 
Diploma of Education: One year post-graduate 
course. 
Education IIA or IIB 
Education IA, IIIA, IIIB. 
(Calendar of the University of Tasmania, 1953, pp.59-60.) 
APfENDIX C 
QUALIFICATIONS OF TEACHERS 
N.S.W. 
Teaeh~rs of 
Sec.,' School 
Cl ~sses 
Heads of 
rentral 
Schools 
Heads of 
Priinary. · 
Schools 
Mistresses· 
of Prima_ry 
Departments 
As~i"stants; 
Prim.ary 
Schools & 
Small Schls. 
Totals 
3,.,, I 1 
Dei'raes IJeld -~y Teachc.rs· in. the- [)eportpmt gf Nns•tion 1900 
(_excludins; Teachers in the Department of Technical Education) 
(Male and Female) 
< < ,X ,X ·Jh., ~ ~ iS r.i § ~ d If ::!l I'd ::!l I'd ~. I'd I'd I'd ::0 ~- ~ ::3 
7.2+30 885+601, 8tO 320+143 23+2 3+0 167+28 Sill 2i0 2i0 1+ 1 1i0 '47+5 
7+ 0 56+ 0 2t 0 1+o 21+ 0 4-i() 1+o 1-i() t+O 
43+ 0 4+ 0 7+ 0 
o+ 1 o+ 23 o+ 1 0+1 o+ 1 
2+ 3 79+ 70 2+ 9' 7+ 7 1-10 
"li1 
... 
~ 
1536i810 
9.tf'o 0 
56+ 0 
o+ 27 
91+89 
81+34 1063+694 8+0 328+153 23+2. 4+0 20 2+36 9+0 2iO 2iO 3+1 liO lll+s liO 177719 26 
115 1757 8 481 26 4 238 9 2 2 4 1 55 1 2703 
Tot.al number of State, Teachers : 1~53 
Total number of degrees _and diplomas : 2703 
Source : Report of the Minister of Public Instruction, 1.950, p.:'n., 
312 
Vi,c.toria Qualifications ·of State School· Teach.ers. Primary.Division 1950 
(Maximum academic qualification held.) 
(Male .and Female) 
... 
... 
-8 c!l ~" ~·rl 0 o<j. ~ e':l ei:l <13 " e .... e • e " Classification~~ ll.ll. u II. ,;, ! ,;, dd~ &l ;:! 
'Sifecial 25+ .11 1+0 7+1 3+0 
Fi,rst Class 194+ 10 5 4t0 44+1 18+1 ll+o 
Second " 369+ 179 9+1 30+0 31+5 5+0 
Third " 392+ 492 5+0 16+1 48+4 
Fourth) " 2197+1684 14+0 46+3 1+0 
Fifth ) 
Total 3477+2~71 19+1 111+3 146+.13 17+0 
Relieving Teachers 
Third Class 
Fourth " 
Stu·dents in 
Irai n.jn g 
3+ 3 
13+ 17 
338+378 
~ .. :1 8 0 .. 
~ :8 • • ll t8 .. " " ., ....... ... 
"" l::1 
"" G ""' 
... 
.. 
" 
Cl1J'"' ..,t •·.::= Cl liO•II'I • 0 
·= ct! ~= ... 8::11: .. u ~ JJ ~~~ itO~ Jlo~ 
14+1 0+ 1 0'+. 8 
115+2 2+16 o:r 85 
99+2 194+24 1+147 
JD2+1 268+12 145+326 118+138 
43+2 395+ 5 695+888 819+523 80+242 
373+8 859+58 841+1454 93H661 80+242. 
3+ 3 
2+ 0 4+ 10 7+ .5 O+ 2 
• 8 
... 
.. 
• 
" l::1 
.. ... 
""ii ~8 
104+21 
104+21 
338+378 
G.rand 
~ 383h+2869 
( 6700) 
19+1 111+3 146+13 17+0 
( 20) ( 114) ( 159) ( 11) 
373+8 861+58 848+1467 944+666 80+224 442+399 
(381) (919) (2315) (1610) (304) (841) 
' Total number of teachers in above Division : 6, 700 
Total number of degr~es a~d diplomas : 320 
Source: Report .of the Minister of Education 1950-1951, p.,,1.9 •. 
373 
Yi cuu;:j a ()Ialifications of Teachers. Secondary Schools Division 1951 
(Highest Academic Q,alification Held) 
(Male and Female} 
w 
w 
,; w ~ w 
" 
w 3 ·~ 
" " 
.... ?;.,. t-.. " 0 ca-S a • Je iioi:'~ • .. u ·~ ·~ . u ·~ ... •;i ~ >-=· .... ~+, ;::: 
= 
..... • i:l~ <.J>;! .. ., ... .. ·~ ••• ~ .. uw •.= =·,3 • • : ~ ...~ .... u Q.o . ~ ••• ~.;; 8 k ~w ·-,g J' !ill 88 '":ij ,_.e.., ·~-" ·~.., -=· a assification a3 
'"'"' 
..:8..1! ~~rJl<3 :§cil :§cil ba 
H.l'' s 
Special 11+· 3 ll+ 3 
Class 1 23+ 6 22+ 4 O+ 2 1+o 
Class 2 JB+ 6 16+ 2 1+ 0 1+o o+ 2 o+ 2 
Total H. T' s 52+ 15 49+9 1+ 2 2+o O+ 2 o+ 2 
Assistmts 
Class 1 7 15 6 8 0 6 0 1 1 0 
Class 2 81+ 57 59+32 5+ 6 1+4 13+ 2 ()+ 6 1+1 2+3 0+3 
Class 3 219+145 146+51 26+19 6+5 18+26 0+22 15+6 3+ 4 0+3 5-19 
CI ass 4 410+226 163+53 139+36 o+2 18+31 0+44 10+5 59+32 3+5 18+18 
C1 ass 5 52+10 1 32+16 30+10 23+24 o+n o+1 38+ 9 9+5 20+25 
Totals 869+544 406+160 200+77 7+12 73+83 0+83 26+13 102+48 12+13 43+55 
= 1413" 566 277 19 156 83 39 150 25 98 
Total nunber of teachers in above Division : 1413 
Total number of degrees and diplomas 862 
S:>urce: Report of the Minister of Educat,ion 1950- 1.951., p.40: 
3'14 
Victoria Q..alifications of· Teachers. ·Technical. ~ools Division, 19&>. 
~ (Male and Female) ~I u .a u ' .. " ... g~ :75 -.. ... 0 • 41 .~ . ' :; .; ~.I! . ..;. .. ~ UOI til!; -~!. .. it: iii! .; ... .., "il" 01 ~!~g~ ~€ u "' .!~6 d 8 ~ell :!ell .1! .. <.5 ~a. ~iS ~" ~" 0 
Principals 
Special zit) 3t() HQ 5+1 1-Hl 
CJ ass 1 5-Hl 3t() 0+1 2+0 
Class 2 1+0 3+0 
Total 7-Hl 6iQ o+1 zit) ]0+1 11(1 
Assistants 
CJ ass 1' 7+0 6+1 l+o1 0+1 Otl 2+0 1+0 
Class 2 16+1 4+1 1+ 6 1+0 2+0 2+0 4+1 0+2 3+0 1+0 JO+O 2+0 9+0 
Class 3 48+3 13+2 2+.4 4iQ ID+O 11+1 11+1 0+3 29+3 1iQ 21+2 22+10 21iQ 11+2 
Class 4 2+2 7+0 0+ 4 4+2 2+0 19+4 6+2 16-10 44+1 5+5 64+11 33+3 2+2 
("_J ass 5 liQ 3iQ liQ 1iQ· 1-Hl 33+18 42+4 
Total 73+6 30+4 4+15 10+2 14+1 35+5 22+5 0+5 48+3 53+1 39+7 121+39 106+7 13+2 
79 34 19 12 15 40 27 5 51 54 46 160 113 15 
Total nwnber <if teachers in Division : 668 
Total number of degrees. and university diplomas 113 
Source: Report of the Minister of Education, 1950-1951, p.41 •. 
Queensland 
< 
::!1 
High Schools 6+4 
Pri~ary Schools 0+1 
(H. 1's.) 
Primary Schools 
(Teachers) 
Totals 6+5 
Source 
• 
Graduate Teachers (Excluding Administrative Staff) 1951 
(Male and Female ) 
0 iS ~ .; cB <E. cB iS iS iS ~ .· ~ < rJl a. :il 
"'"' Iii ::!1 Iii iS ::!1 Iii < Iii Iii Iii i:lzl: 
129+52 3-ffl 60+9 16+7 2-ffl 18+1 37+4 8-ffl 2-ffl 
43+.1 9+0 0+1 64-ffl 
31+39 1-ffl .• 1+1 39+5 3+0 . 0+1 lll+7 
2J9i92 3+0 61+9 25+7 2-ffl 19+3 14019 11+0 0+1 2-ffl 10+7 
Total number of State Teachers : 4985 
Total number of degrees and diplomas : 621 
Seventy-sixth Report of the Secretary for Public 
Instruction, Queensland, for the year 1951,,p.p. 
:;]' g 
281+77 
116+ 3 
91+53 
488+133 
376 
South Australi ~· llnii~t§itx ~st~~§ md DiRlQUliUll ~ld bx T~lebc~r:lf 
Department of Education, 1951 
<Male and Feaale) 
u .. 
.; ., ., 
< < ci Jl ~ .... "' "' .. -< ..; ..8 ... ci ci " .. . 0 
"' 
" 
.. 
.... 
.. al .. o:i o:i o:i iS ·~ < 
"" 
~ 
"' 
c 0 
TeaChers College 1+0 4+3 3+2 1+0 4+3 1+0 1+:1 2+1 27 
(Staff) · 
High School 18-17 105+69 65+5 14+2 5+0 69+23 1+2 31+l!l 5+o 12+4 457 
Primary Schools 3+2 80+25 Ot2 60+ 8 2+0 112+29 3+0 10+6 342 
Higher Primary 
Schools 1+1 12+ 1 2+0 8+ 1 15+ 1 2+1 45 
Tech. Schools 3+1 38+17 1+0 8+3 1+0 30+8 13+10 7+10' 150 
Ate a Schools 16+ 2 4+0 1+0 1+0 u+.o' 10+ 5 ot 1 51 
Corre$1). ·Schools 1+1. 0+.4 o+ 2 a. 
Totals 1'10 30+15 254+120 1+0. 80+10 16+2 6+0 182+43 4+2 182+68 8+0 33+23 1080' 
1 45 374 1 90 18 6 225 6' 250 8 56 
Total number of teachers : 3, 484 
Total number of degrees and diplomas: 1080 
Sour-ce: Report of' the M-in_ister of Education, 19$1, P.17. 
• 
Western Australia - Degrees and Diplomas Held by Government School Teachers, 1951 
{Male and Feaale) 
Number 
holding Dip. Dip. 
degrees Ph. D. M,A. RA. M.Sc. B.Sc. B. Ed. llip.Ed. Com.~ 
Teachers College 19+6 4+0 14+6 4+0 2+0 7+1 
Secondary 102+63 82+43 44+5 3+0 47+17 1+0 1+0 
Primary 53+34 2+0 50+38 1+0 1+0 22+14 ' 1+0 
r 
Technical 19+3 2+0 1+0 9+3 3+0 9+0 2+0 6+1 
193+106 2+0 7+0 155+90 3+0 58+5 8+0 82+33 2+0 1+0 = 541+234 
775 
Total N\Jplher of State Teachers in Western Australia = 2597 
Total Number of degrees and dipli:Jmas = 775 
Source: Report of the Education Department 1951, p.38. 
3'18 
' 
Tasmania Degrees Held by Teachers 1948. (Excluding Administrative Personnel) 
{Male and Female) 
-
"' 
.iii c8 .. ci. iii 
., e!! 
~. j ;.s. ... 0 l Ill 0 < iii ";! c.m ci. . ., ci. ci. < < rJl ~ ~ c..>- ., ::;;1 Ill ::i c:~o Ill Ill c:l c:li: c:l Ill c:l ~ tS 
Primary 5-10 41+11 1+0 3-!Q 1-10 8-!Q 2+1 0+1 1-10 63+13 76 
Area a+ 1 1-10 2+0 12·h1 13 
High 4+1 24+25 1-10 9+5 8+3 1-10 8+1 0+2 0+1 55+38 93 
Junior 
Tech.· 5+ 3 1-!Q 7-10 2+0 15+ 3 18 
Senior 1-!Q 0+1 5-10 1-!Q 3-10 10+·1 11 
~ecial 
Groups 0+2 0+1 o+ 3 3 
Total 10+1 78+43 1-!Q 1-!Q 22+5 1-10 15+3 4-!Q JB+1 3+3 0+1 H1 0+1 155 59 214 
Total ~er of· teachers : 1237 
Total number of degrees & diplomas 214 
&urce Education Department Report 1949, p.XVTI 
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APPEN1liX D 
EDUCATION,'.L F'INLNCE 
Some of the difficc;lties as so dated 1'li th 
educationc.l finance are discussed briefly in n§vieJ:r of 
Education in Imstraliam 1940-48, Chapter 10. The most 
cor:venient source is t~1o Report of the r{inis ter of 
Education in each State, but in two States the Report 
covers the calendar year and in fo12r the fiscal year. 
There is no uniformity between States in tbe dissection 
of educational expenditure. 
In Uev South ':!ales, the Report of the Ninister 
of Public Instruction for 1953 includes a section 
shovring the expenditure on education (Tables 5.0 and 
5.1) for the calendar year 1953. In order to discover 
the amount spent in the financial year it is necessary 
to examine the .Estimc,tes of Revenue and Exnendi tnre 
195)-54 or Auditor-General's Report 19'2'3. The latter 
source shoviS that tho expenditure from the consolidated 
revenue fund by the Hinister of Education during 1952-53 
as £25& million, in round figures, ( p. 26). 'rhis «.mount 
includes s·c:;ms spent on libraries and other activities 
outside the scope of thG education system under 
discussion. If these are excluded the o.mount spent on 
education fro":: tllG consolidated revenue fund vrou1cl be 
estimated at £24 million. The e:x:pendj. ture from loan 
funds is a.lso given (p.61) but other so:.1rces must be 
used to exclude the amount sper!t on university 
buildings. Loan fund expenditure on school bt:.ildings 
totals £3 million. 
'l'he He-aort of the 1~1inister of Educatj_on (Victoria) 
1952-53 includes a statement of the amount expended 
from the Annual Vote, (pp.tro-lt6). This is shoun as 
:£14-~ mil:l.ion excluding technical education and capital 
expenditure. If therJe are included the total expenditure 
is sho-vm as £19:1;- million, (Table 5.0 p .tr2) I-lc .precise 
informe:ticn is given as to the relat:I.ve amounts from 
consolidated revenue and from loan fund. The amount 
also includes sums .::pent on ths JAuseurn and Art Gallery 
which must be excluded for the purpose of this study. 
A reasoneble esti.mate uonld be :£16 million from 
consolidated revenue and :23 million from J.ocm funds. 
'Phe Seventy-Sev(2nth l1eport of the Secretary for 
Public Instruction ( :]ueensland) for ths ~'oar 1952 
contains a nancial Sum1~1ary, pp .15-20. ~rh:Ls shor;,rs 
that the 2.mount expended :l"ro'n the consoh.da ted revenue 
fur..d on educc.ti.on for tho financial year 1952-53 \•ras 
The Ann1.wJ. l1enort of the Auditor-Genera],. 
12.i3,, discloses that £4 million ;ras expended from other 
Trust Funds, (p.l93) on matters close to this study. 
The former l{eport states that the Department incurred 
expendi b;re of £1 million on capital 1vorks \!hi ch, 
houever, ·vras charged against the Department of Public 
\Jorks. i'he latter Report discloses that the Depart:-11ent 
of Publ:Lc ';iorks operated from both the consolidated 
revenue fund and the loan fund, spending £730,000 on 
school buildings. For this State the expenditure on 
educa.tion rnus t be set d01m as :£7 million from consolidated 
revenue and £~ million fron loan funds. 
Australia) for 1953 covers the calendar year, so it is 
necessary to uork fro:::t the Report of tqe Auditor-General 
1953. If university grants be excluded the arno1mt 
spent on education could be stated as £5 million frorn 
consol:i.dated revenue and :£1 million from loan funds. 
'I'he HeDort o:f the Education De,,artmeni;, .19'l3 
(~'lest ern Australia) gives the gross ez:pendi ture on 
educ:l tion a.s :£4:!; l!!illion fro:n uhi ch some items must be 
excluded. As vreJ.l a.s this amount from consolidated 
revenue, expenditure on buildings fron the general loan 
fund is shovm as £1'} million (pp.46-47). 
The ;::tenort of tho Educat:Lon Deuartment (Tasmimia) 
contains no financial statenent. It is necessary to 
examine t!1e ~\ll!_iel Statement of the Treasurer of 
Tasmanig 1953-54, or the Renort of the Auditor-General 
1953. The latter source shmvs the expenditure fron the 
consolidated revenue fund as £2~ million and from the 
loan fund as £6oo,ooo. 
The overall statement of expenditure from 
consolidated revenue and loan fcmds respectively vmuld 
be:- Nevr South Hales £24 million and £3 million; 
Victoria £16 million and £3 million; Queensland £7 
million and £~ million; South Australia £5 million and 
£1 million; 1,</estern Australia £4~ million and £1'?/: 
million; Tasmania £2?1 million ancl £~ million. 
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Appendix E 
Salary-Fixing Authorities for State Teachers 
New South ',1ales 
Under the Public Service Act (1902- ), the Public 
Service Board is empowered to enter into an agreement 
with any association representing any group or class of 
officer or employee within the Public Service in connection 
with salaries, fees or allovmnces. Such an agreement binds 
all in the group and there is no right of appeal by any 
individual once the agreement is signed. In effect, the 
New South vJales Teachers 1 Federation negotiates, on behalf 
of all groups or sections of State Teachers,, 1;rith the 
Public Service Board to reach an agreement regarding 
salaries. If no agreement is reached then the question 
is referred to the Arbitration Court for final decision. 
In view of the important part played by the Public Service 
Board in fixing teachers 1 salaries, the follovring facts 
about the Board vlill be relevant. It consists of three 
members all appointed by the Governor and all holding 
office until 65 years. The Board is not representative of 
employer and employees as is the case vJi th teachers 1 salary 
fixing authorities in some other States. It should be 
noted that in these preliminary negotiations \vi th the 
:reachers 1 }"ederatj_on, the Chairman of the Board has a 
second or casting vote. The Public Service Board also 
acts as the salary fixing authority for other groups of 
public servants and represents the Crmm before industri.al 
courts and Conciliation Commissioners whenever pro-
ceedings are in progress for variations of avmrds applying 
both to employees of the Crovm and of private industry. 
The Public Service Board also has other fu.r;ctions in 
relation to the administration and discipline of all 
public servants. 
Victoria 
The Teachers' Tribunal is the authority for determining 
salaries for State teachers in Victoria, (Teaching Service 
Act 1946-51). This consists of a Chairman, a Goverrunent 
Nominee and a Teachers' Representative. The Chairman is 
appointed by the Governor in Council and holds office until 
65 years. The Government Nominee is also appointed by the 
Governor in Council but holds office for only three years. 
The Tribunal is authorised to determine or vary salaries 
either on its o•m initiative or on a claim made by any 
representative or accredited group of teachers. There is 
no signed agreement as in Nevr South \vales. The Chairman has 
no casting vote and the decision of any tvm members is the 
decision of the Tribunal. 1'he Tribunal has other functions 
in relation to teachers but no functions or duties in 
connection with the remainder of the Public Service. 
Queensland 
Under Section 48 of 'The Industrial Conciliation 
and Arbitration Acts, 1932 to 1953', employees of the 
Government viho are members of an industrial union 
registered under the Acts are deemed to be employees 
and the Head of the Department is deemed to be the 
employer. Any accredited group of employees may negotiate 
1..ri th the Head of the Department on matters related to 
salary. However in order to co-ordinate all industrial 
matters concerning public servants in one central authority, 
all such claims are referred to the Public Service 
Comr:lissioner, ~>Jho on behalf of the Govern.'llent, endeavours 
to reach an agreement vii th the unions concerned. 11/here 
there is no agreement then the matter is referred to the 
Arbitration Court. This is the procedure follovred by the 
Queensland Teachers' Union. 
South Australia 
In this State a special Board has been set up 1-Ii th 
in 
the sole function of deten'l:.ing teachers 1 salaries. This 
This Teachers' Salaries Board consists of:-
(a) Special Hagistrate as Chairlllan, 
(b) Two representatives of the teachers. 
(c) T1:JO representatives of the Government. 
Under the Act the Board may vary, add to or rescind any 
previous a,,Jard or make an entirely new av1ard. (Education 
Act Anendment Act 1945). The decision of any three members 
or of the Chairman and any two members is the decision 
of the Board. 
Hestern Australia 
In this State salaries are tied to the classification 
of schools and teachers. (Education Act 1928). The Hinister 
of Education has authority to make such reclassification 
and this must be gazetted at least once in every five years. 
Teachers may then appeal against their classification vihich, 
in effect determines their salary, to an Appeal Board, 
(Public Service Appeal Board Act 1920), consisting of:-
(a) Judge of the Supreme Court (Chairman). 
(b) One member appointed by the Governor. 
(c) One member elected by the Teachers' Union. 
The decision of any trro members of the Appeal Board is final. 
Tasmania 
Tasmania has also set up a Teachers' Salaries Board 
(Act 1952) \vhich is composed of:-
(a) An independent Chairman. 
(b) A nominee from the Educat:Lon Department. 
(c) A nominee from the Teachers' Federation. 
The decision of the Board is a majority one, but all 
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Appendix F 
Authorities place the maxim.tu'TI desirable number 
for a class at about 30; mcmy classes in A;:stralian 
schools e.ppeared to be above this figure. A st.J.rvey 
by the Ne1q South ".·!ales Teachers' Federation of 739tr 
classes in 1253 schools (1953) revealed that 72,lt per 
cent had teacher-loads of ov:r 35, 53.1 9er cent of 
ov,or 4o, 24.4 per cent over lr-5 a.nd 10 per cent over 
50. ( :Gducat:Lon, 16 June, 1954, p. 5.) The number of 
extra teachers required to reduce all classes to 30 
is not easy to deternine. fhe ratio of teachers to 
pupils is not a reliable guide, bcce.use many teachers 
are not engaged on full-time duties. The I-Je\1J so-uth 
c{e.les survey above ;roulcl suggest that 5000-6000 extra 
teachers uould be requi_red to reduce all classes in all 
States to a me.nimnm o.f 30. 
Raisir1g the scb.ool lecrving ase to 16 years in all 
States must also be considered in terns of teachers 
required. One authority estirnates l~hat 98 )er cent of 
thirteen-year-olds, 75 per cent of the fourteen-year-olds, 
3 ') . . .d 
38 )Jer cent of the fift8en-year-olds s.nd 17 per cent 
of the sixteen-year-olds in Australia are at school. 
D )+'J ) ~ . .. . 
On the 195·0 populu tion. fj_gures, raising the school 
le<.:J.ving age "'-'Tould neHn Hn extra 175 ,oco pupils, or 
more than 5000 tcmchers • 
Other reforms suggested r:1ust be considered in terms 
of teacLJ.ers requ~Lred. To reduce the teaching load of 
35 ,ooo teachers by five periods a ueelr uoi:ld reql~i:re 
at 1e8.st l.'--,000 extra teachers; to prov:lde study leave 
one year in ten, 3,500; to cover refresher courses, 
reli.oving staff and nore speci<O.lists, 4, 000; to double 
the length of the trai.nj.ng co1.1rse e.nd to l:eep up a 
re[-:ular- flo·v1 of recruits, 4,500. 
nus t be no.. de for the !~ernoval of the untrair:ed or semi-
trained, the cas-c.:~als and tet1porc,.ries, and for tb.e increased 
All these reforms, J.n terms of te-achers-: i~rou1d amount 
to an additional 30,000 teachers in the State service. 
This tota1 does not i:rJ.cl:._:;.:;e: the nunbers req-c.ired to 
relj_eve the present sh:~'rtagc, or to cover tl1e i.r:creased 
denand cc:usecl by the r1sing school population. 
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